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ABSTRACT 
MILLING CUTTER SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
FOR FORCE AND SURFACE FINISH MODELING 
by 
Ciineyt Yalcm 
University of New Hampshire, December 2009 
The main goal of this dissertation is to pave the way towards a milling simulation 
software platform that enables academic modeling research to be easily incorporated into 
industrial practice. The most significant contribution is creation of numeric structures that 
enable utilization of any milling cutting force model with any type of milling cutting tool 
in a computationally efficient manner. Efficiency and accuracy of the force and surface 
finish modeling are the main focus of this study. 
Force modeling is an important part of milling research since it is directly 
connected to tool health and workpiece quality. A number of force models are 
investigated for feedrate selection, assuming that calibration is limited to a spindle motor 
power sensor. Although more restricted, motor power sensors are cheaper and more 
practical alternative to table dynamometers for force model calibration purposes. 
Calibration of the force models with a motor power sensor is derived and their feasibility 
and accuracy is evaluated by a number of experimental cuts. It is shown that each force 
xxi 1 
model performs much better than the simple Material Removal Rate model that is 
predominantly used in industry. Also, advantages of the different models under different 
cutting conditions are discussed. 
Significant problems to industrial use of milling models include the excessive 
computational time required by the algorithms and the difficulty of easily incorporating a 
large number of cutting tool types. Various numeric structures, which can be used as a 
Software Development Kit (SDK), are developed to address these problems. These 
structures allow utilization of any force model with any cutting tool in a computationally 
efficient manner. Also, the structures make the milling related programming much 
simpler and flexible. 
A surface modeling program is created using the structures and evaluated through 
a number of experiments. This program calculates cutting forces, tool vibrations and the 
resulting peripheral surface. Despite the complexity of the concepts in this program, it is 
less than 140 lines, and performed well when tested with two force models and three 
different cutting tools. Force predictions, surface roughness, and surface tolerance were 





This dissertation is a compilation of three papers; two published and one in 
preparation. The first one (Yalcin et al. 07) is about the evaluation of force models 
utilizing a spindle power sensor for model calibration as an alternative to the expensive, 
compliant, and space invasive force load cell. The second paper (Yalcin et al. 07) 
introduces a standardized data structure of milling cutters and a systematic method for 
organizing milling cutter data. The third one, still in preparation, investigates simulation 
methods for estimating workpiece quality. These three studies are reorganized into a 
dissertation format and are unified around the idea of enabling commercial feedrate 
optimization software capable of estimating and monitoring the milling process for 
independent decision making. 
1.2 Background 
Milling is a vital manufacturing process and feedrate (cutting speed) planning is a 
critical step that defines both productivity and safety. The common practice of relying on 
"look-up" tables for feedrate selection leaves significant room for efficiency 
improvement. There are numerous studies on feedrate planning that successfully improve 
1 
productivity; Fussell et al. (01), Jerard et al. (06), Ko et al (03), Wang (98) but these 
laboratory studies have not impacted industrial practice in any significant way. 
In general, feedrate planning studies use cutting forces as a constraint and 
therefore need a cutting force model to estimate if specific cutting conditions have a high 
probability of meeting the constraint. While there is an abundant body of work on 
modeling cutting force during milling (Lee et al. 96, Fussell et al. 01, Yucesan et al. 96, 
Li et al. 06) and these force models are reasonably accurate, they generally require lots of 
computational power and only a few of them are suitable for feedrate planning studies. It 
is therefore unsurprising that no comprehensive commercial feedrate planning program 
currently exists. 
The main goal of this dissertation is the creation of a software platform that 
enables academic modeling research to be easily incorporated into industrial practice. 
Each aspect presented in this research effort aims to solve a different problem that 
prevents the inclusion of the academic models into the commercial software packages. 
These problems are listed in the next paragraph with some brief explanation. 
The existing academic studies are restricted in their practical application due to 
three main reasons: 
• Force measuring sensors used in milling force model calibrations are 
impractical. They are expensive, introduce undesirable workpiece compliance 
and do not fit conveniently into the available workspace. 
• Current cutting force models require excessive computational time. Milling is 
a very complex process and requires lots of variables and iterations for its 
modeling. The models often need intermediate variables that use other 
2 
(nested) model(s) for their estimation. An approach to reduce the 
computational load is to separate the program into initialization and program 
run sections where many of the variables are pre-calculated and stored in the 
initialization phase thereby reducing the computational burden during the 
iterative phase. 
• Academic research studies are often restricted to certain cutting tool types, 
typically Flat End or Ball End Milling cutters. It is possible to revise a model 
to work with a different cutting tool, or to pre-calculate all the variables for 
that tool for faster runs. However, this is a long and complicated process that 
requires a separate programming effort for each different cutting tool. This is 
impractical and therefore unacceptable for commercial software where some 
custom milling tools would not be included at all. 
One of the contributions of this dissertation is investigating the use of force 
models for feedrate optimization, which are calibrated by using average spindle cutting 
power. The calibration coefficient equations for five different models are derived and 
experiments for five different flat end mills are performed to evaluate the models. Also, 
calibration with the feed drive motor power sensor is discussed in detail for one of the 
force models. 
The solution presented for overcoming the restrictions on tool type (second 
problem) also significantly improves the computational efficiency (the first problem). A 
standardized description of the milling cutters and a systematic organization of the 
milling cutter data are introduced. The Milling Cutter Representation (MCR) is a 
standardized way of describing the milling cutter of any type. It consists of codes lines 
3 
that describe the tool profile (outer shape) and the cutting edge properties of the tool. The 
MCR codes are stored in files that are input to the milling applications. The Internal Tool 
Structure (ITS) is a structured and systematic organization of the milling cutter data. It 
consists of pre-calculated tool related variables that speed up the program. The ITS 
structure is the same for all milling cutters and it's generated from the MCR. Combining 
the MCR and the ITS not only allows usage of any kind of milling cutter, but also allows 
the utilization of any force model in a computationally efficient manner. 
The organization of the variables in a computer program determines both the 
running speed and the versatility of the program. The simulation program described in 
this dissertation is completely modularized into various structures. One of these structures 
is the ITS, which organizes the tool related data. Other structures are developed to 
organize the remaining data in the program. The program is organized in initialization 
and program run parts; the structures are created and filled up in the initialization part and 
they are used in the program run part for better computational speed. Note that when 
some changes are made to a specific structure the remaining structures are unaffected. 
The quality of the surface finish is an important factor in production, but is not 
used as a constraint for feedrate planning due to its complexity and long computational 
time required for its estimation. One of the structures developed in this dissertation is 
related to surface simulation and estimation. This structure can be added to a program 
with minimal programming effort and it enables fast surface simulation. This is a highly 
desirable property for software developers. 
To summarize the contributions: Methods and structures intended for 
implementing commercial feedrate planning software packages are developed; methods 
4 
for using alternative sensors for force model calibration are introduced and investigated. 
Numerical structures are developed for faster program run times, easier programming and 
greater versatility. The structures constitute a Software Development Kit (SDK) for the 
milling process, and are used to create a fast running surface simulation routine. A more 
detailed background is given in the introduction section of each topic. 
1.3 Content Organization 
This dissertation contains seven more chapters. Chapter 2 describes various force 
models and their calibration by using a spindle power sensor. The experimental 
evaluation of these modes is in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces standardized data 
structures for milling cutter description and a systematic method for storing milling cutter 
related information that improves the computational efficiency. Chapter 5 presents other 
structures that improve the computational efficiency, and describes the way these 
structures are organized. One of the structures that is related to the surface quality is 
described in detail in Chapter 6. The accuracy and versatility of the developed structures 
is validated in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 concludes the findings and describes future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FORCE MODEL COMPARISON AND CALIBRATION FOR FEEDRATE 
SELECTION 
2.1 Introduction 
Automatic feedrate scheduling is used to select the fastest feedrate for each tool 
move, subject to the constraints of part quality, tool health and machine tool capabilities 
(Jerard et al. 2005). Feedrate selection based on maximum spindle power is used in 
commercially available systems. However, spindle power alone has limited usefulness as 
it cannot be directly related to the cutting force vectors. Ideally, feedrates should be 
selected online, while the cutting process is proceeding. This could provide improved 
productivity by adjusting for tool wear and other process changes. Force estimation is a 
central component of such a system. The estimated forces for each tool move are needed 
to check for constraint violation, e.g. excessive tool deflection or unsafe shank bending 
stress. Many researchers have concentrated on accurate force predictions 
(Sutherland 1988, Yalcin et al. 2004, Yucesan et al. 2006, Yun 2000); however, the 
resulting models are computationally expensive and time consuming requiring tedious 
calibration procedures with expensive and workspace limiting force transducers. 
One approach uses a tangential cutting force model that is calibrated on-line using 
measured spindle power and some simplifying assumptions about the radial component. 
Tlusty (2000) suggests that the radial forces are related to the tangential forces by a 
constant ratio. An inexpensive electrical power sensor attached to the spindle motor 
6 
(e.g. Load Controls Incorporated), can be used for practical feedrate scheduling. Xu et al. 
(2006) demonstrated how this sensor could be used to perform on-line calibration of a 
mechanistic tangential cutting force model. The model was then used to estimate bending 
stress and tool deflection. As a result, they reduced both resultant force (in x and y 
direction), and the cutting time by a significant amount when compared with the best 
practice application. Jerard et al. (2005) used a similar approach for a linear force model 
that included normal and edge effect components. 
In this chapter, five different tangential mechanistic force models are investigated 
for use in a feedrate selection system that uses average cutting power for model 
calibration. These force models include edge effects (linear with chip thickness) and/or 
size effects (nonlinear with chip thickness). The calibration equations of the models with 
average spindle power are derived. Also presented is a derivation of the radial force 
model coefficient calibration equations using feed drive power sensor data input. 
2.2 Background and Definitions 
The cutting tool can be divided into a finite number of slices or disks 
(Figure 2.1(a)). On each disk there are discrete cutting edges referred as cutting edge 
segments. The simplest mechanistic model for estimating instantaneous tangential force 
on a discrete cutting edge of the cutting tool is: 
FT-ijk=KT^ahijk (2.1) 
where KT is a coefficient that relates tangential cutting force to chip area, Aa is the disk 
thickness, and hyk is the instantaneous chip thickness at the kl disk, ith flute and f 
angular position of the tool. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) General shape of the discrete tool, (b) Tangential and radial forces, (c) 
The unit vector directions on the cutting edge 
The chip thickness is a function of the angular position ^-^, and the feed per tooth 
value ft (Figure 2.1(b)): 
hjjk = / / sin(f%£ )eng{i,j, k) (2.2) 
where, 
1
 > ten, ^ tijk *> L 
0 , otherwise 
f • • i \ l " 7 T nt r /  Tex 
eng(i,j,k)-J (2.3) 
The angular position of the cutting edge on the ith flute, kth disk, and j t h angular 
position of the tool depends on the helix angle, ij/: 
In In ,Aa 
*Uk = G - - l ) - ^ - ( i - l ) ^ - ( ^ - l ) ^ t a n W 
N. ang N f R 
(2.4) 
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where Nang is the number of angular increments of the rotating tool, Nf is the number of 
flutes on the tool, and R is the radius of the cutting tool. 
The entrance and exit angles (<|>ent, <j)ex) in Equation 2.3 are the angular locations 
where the cutting edge segments start and end the workpiece contact (see Figure 2.1(b)). 
Equation 2.1 defines the relationship between the tangential force and chip 
thickness at any instant. Other equations are needed for forces in the radial and axial 
directions. The tangential force on a discrete cutting edge is multiplied by the linear 
velocity of the tool surface to calculate the power contribution of that particular edge. 
The power contribution of each discrete cutting edge is summed to find the total power at 
any given angular position. Since the average spindle power is measured, model 
calibration requires an expression of the average spindle cutting power, Pc-ave, in terms of 
the instantaneous tangential force, Fj-yk: 
Pc-ave =1f— I I I [FT-ijkR<») (2-5) 
where co is the angular velocity of the cutting tool, and Ndisks is the number of the discrete 
axial slices of the cutting tool. 
It is useful to clarify the definition of "average" for various quantities. As it can 
be seen from Equation 2.5, the average spindle cutting power, which will be referred to as 
spindle power, is an average value over a complete rotation of the cutting tool. On the 
other hand, the average tangential force, FT-ave, and the average chip thickness, have, are 
defined as the average values only over the angular increments where the cutting edge is 
engaged with the workpiece: 
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j Nang NfNdisks, v 
FT-ave=— E I Z \FT-ijk) (2.6) 
-^ercg j=\ j=\ k=\ 
have=1j—i: I I fe) (2-7) 
"eng 7=1 7=1 4=1 
where Neng is the sum of the number of discrete cutting edges engaged with the 
workpiece at all angular positions: 
N
ang NfNdisks 
N eng ~ 2-i 2-i Z eng{i,j,k) (2.8) 
7=1 7=1 k=\ 
The relation between the spindle power and average tangential force is: 
PC-ave=^FT_aveRco (2.9) 
"ang 
2.3 Tangential Force Models 
The force model defined in Equation 2.1 is linearly proportional to the chip 
thickness. It can be shown that a linear relationship as shown in Equation 2.1 results in an 
expression for average cutting power (Jerard et al. 2005): 
Pc-ave=KTQ (2.10) 
where Q is the Material Removal Rate (MRR). This expression is used for feedrate 
optimization in a number of commercially available systems and we will show how its 
usage in controlling cutting forces is significantly worse than the models studied in this 
research. The source of the errors is revealed in a paper by Melkote et al. (1998) who 
modeled slot cuts with small axial depth. In their study they highlighted two properties of 
the relationship between chip thickness and cutting force: 1) the well known "size effect" 
in which the cutting forces increase at a rate less than the chip thickness increase, and 2) 
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the forces do not approach zero as the chip thickness becomes very small. Two different 
types of force models have been developed to include these effects. The first approach, 
known as the edge effect model has two terms, one with a linear relation between force 
and the chip thickness and another which accounts for the plowing and/or friction forces 
between the edge of the tool and the workpiece surface (Altintas 2000, Lee et al. 1996, 
Yellowley 1985). Equation 2.11 shows the relationship between tangential forces in a 
linear model with edge forces. 
Fr-ijk = KTC Aa hijk + KTE Aa eng{h j,k) (2.11) 
where KTC is the model coefficient proportional to the cutting force, and KTE is the edge 
coefficient. 
The second approach, referred to as the size effect model, assumes that the cutting 
force model coefficient KT in Equation 2.1 has an inverse power relationship with the 
chip load. In this case the value of Kj can be expressed as: 
KT-ijk=Ks(hiJk)P (2.12) 
where K$ and p are the proportionality and power coefficients. The value of p is, 
-1<P<0 (2.13) 
since values greater than zero will cause the force to increase at a higher rate than the 
chip thickness, and values less than negative one will cause the force to decrease as the 
chip thickness increases. Size effect models also fit the experimental data very well and 
they are widely used in various algorithms such as feedrate optimization and surface error 
prediction (Fussell et al. 2001, Paris et al. 2004, Sutherland et al. 1988). 
There is a more fundamental approach for force prediction models. Instead of 
specifying the forces on the horizontal plane as tangential and radial, this approach 
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specifies the forces on the cutting edge (Yucesan et al. 1996) utilizing detailed cutting 
geometry such as helix angle and rake angle (see Figure 2.1(c)). In addition, the forces 
defined on the cutting edge can include the size effect or edge effect. When tool runout 
and compliance is included (Yalcin et al. 2004, Yun et al. 2000), this type offeree model 
generates accurate predictions at the expense of computational efficiency. 
In this study five different force models are evaluated. Each force model is 
represented with an instantaneous tangential force expression. The models are then 
rearranged in a linear matrix form that allows a least square regression for the model 
calibration coefficients. However, all of the force models, except one, are nonlinear with 
a power (size effect) term as shown in Equation 2.12. For calibration these models are 
linearized by substituting the average chip thickness value in the size effect term, for the 
instantaneous chip thickness value. This is a common approach for models with size 
effect (Fussell et al. 2001, Melkote et al. 1998, Sutherland 1988), since calibration with 
instantaneous chip thickness would require an iterative searching method for best model 
coefficients, which would be time consuming and undesirable for on-line model 
calibration where computational efficiency is critical. Different researchers use force 
models that include the size effect in different ways. They all use average chip thickness 
in the size effect term for calibration, but for force estimations some use average chip 
thickness (Fussell et al. 2001, Sutherland 1988) and some use instantaneous chip 
thickness (Melkote et al. 1998, Paris et al. 2004), which creates a slight mismatch 
between the calibration and force estimation. This study investigates both approaches. 
The force models are summarized in the following subsections: 
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2.3.1 Model 1: Linear Model with Edge Effect Term 
Model 1 assumes a linear relationship between force and chip thickness, with an 
additional term that accounts for friction forces between the rubbing edge of the tool and 
the workpiece surface. Equation 2.11 is the general expression for the tangential edge 
force. This model has two calibration coefficients, KTC and KTE- Power prediction can be 
made by inserting Equation 2.11 into Equation 2.5. 
2.3.2 Model 2: Nonlinear Model Including Size Effect Term with Instantaneous 
Chip Thickness 
This model assumes that the cutting energy KT in Equation 2.1, which is the 
simplest tangential force expression, has an inverse power relationship with the chip 
thickness Equations 2.12 and Equation 2.13. The general form of this model is: 
fT-gk = KS{hijk)PAahiJk (2.14) 
size effect term 
where Ks and p are the proportionality and power calibration coefficients. Although, it is 
straightforward to calculate the spindle power using Equation 2.5, model calibration 
requires that the instantaneous chip thickness in the size effect coefficient be replaced by 
average chip thickness (see Model 3). 
2.3.3 Model 3: Nonlinear Model Including Size Effect Term with Average Chip 
Thickness 
This force model is the same as Model 2, but with an average chip thickness in 
the size effect term: 
FT-yk = KS(have)P^ hijk (2-15) 
size effect term 
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By taking the natural logarithm of the both sides, it is possible to use the least 
square regression for calibration coefficient estimation. Calibration coefficients obtained 
with this model are also supplied to Model 2. 
2.3.4 Model 4: Nonlinear Model Including Size Effect Term with Instantaneous 
Chip Thickness and Edge Effect Term 
This is a hybrid model that assumes an inverse power relationship between the 
cutting energy, KT, and chip thickness, and includes an edge force proportional to the 
edge length. 
FT-ijk = KS\hijk)P Aahijk + KTE Aa ens{U j,k) (2.16) 
size effect term 
This is the most complex model, with three calibration coefficients; Ks, p and 
KTE- It is potentially the most accurate model provided that the calibration coefficients 
are properly estimated. Equation 2.5 is used to estimate the power. The nonlinear nature 
of the tangential force equation does not allow least square regression for the calibration 
coefficients even if the instantaneous chip thickness in the size effect term is replaced by 
the average chip thickness. As a solution for this problem, the KTE value is estimated 
using Model 1, so the edge effect term can be treated as a known quantity. Ks and p are 
estimated by Model 5 using average chip thickness in the size effect term. 
2.3.5 Model 5: Nonlinear Model Including Size Effect Term with Average Chip 
Thickness and Edge Effect Term 
Model 5 is the same as Model 4 except with the average chip thickness in the size 
effect term: 
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FT-ijk = Ks{have)P,Aahijk + KTE Aa eng(i, j,k) (2 .17) 
size effect term 
The coefficients Ks and p cannot be separated by taking the natural logarithm of 
the both sides, because of the summation with the edge effect term. Thus, KTE from 
Model 1 is used so the edge effect term can be treated as a known value and moved to the 
left hand side. Then, the same method of taking the natural logarithm used in Model 2 
can be applied to rearrange the spindle power equation in a linear matrix form for 
regression. 
2.4 Calibration of the Tangential Force Models 
This section describes how the force models are calibrated with average spindle 
cutting power (i.e. spindle power). Model 2 and Model 4 utilize the calibration 
coefficients obtained with Model 3 and Model 5 respectively. So, the calibration 
procedure of the Model 1, Model 3, and Model 5 will be described in this section. 








Force Model Description 
Linear Including Edge Effect Term 
Nonlinear Including Size Effect Term 
with Instantanious Chip Thickness 
Nonlinear Including Size Effect Term 
with Average Chip Thickness 
Nonlinear Including Size Effect Term 
with Instantanious Chip Thickness and 
Edge Effect Term 
Nonlinear Including Size Effect Term 






























Table 2.1: Summary of the force models and the source of their calibration coefficients 
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2.4.1 Calibration of Model 1 
In general, the instantaneous tangential force is related to the spindle power 
through Equation 2.5. By rearranging spindle power and cut geometry data from a 
number of test cuts, a matrix can be constructed relating power to the force model 
coefficients. For Model 1 the spindle power equation yields: 
Pc m =RaKTCAa—YY Y -^-iV 
C-ave TC ^r Z_, £_, £_j >r eng 
1
 ang 7=1 7=1 k=\ *"eng 
+ RcoKTE Aa —— X Z E ens(U j , *) 
^ang 7=1 7=1 k=\ 
(2.18) 
Note that definitions for average chip thickness, have, and for the total number of 
the engaged cutting edge segments, Neng, from Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8 
respectively are used in the above equation. Equation 2.18 can be rearranged into the 






















where P is the vector with all known and measured values, A is the matrix containing 
cutting geometry specific data, and C is the vector with the unknown calibration 




= {iTA A1 P (2.20) 
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2.4.2 Calibration of Model 3 
The spindle power equation for Model 3 can be obtained by substituting Equation 







Putting the above equation into a matrix form requires coefficient separation by 
taking the natural logarithm of both sides of the equation. The final matrix form of the 















and calibration coefficients can be calculated by using the least square regression in the 
same manner as in Equation 2.20. 
2.4.3 Calibration of Model 5 
The spindle power for Model 5 is also obtained by inserting its general expression 
into Equation 2.5: 
PC-ave - KS 
NengRwAa j NengRa)Aa 




As mentioned earlier, the above equation cannot be written in linear matrix form 
to solve for the calibration coefficients. The value of KTE is obtained from Model 1 and 
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the corresponding term is moved to the left hand side of the equation. The remaining 











1 l n ( ^ v e i ) 
]n(havem ) 
\n{Ks) 
p + \ (2.24) 
C 
2.5 Radial Force Components and Calibration of the Radial Coefficients 
The models described above are used to estimate the tangential cutting force 
components of the resultant cutting force acting on the cutter. The radial components are 
also needed to estimate the resultant force. Although the tangential forces can be used 
quite successfully as a constraint in feedrate planning (Xu et al. 2006), using resultant 
cutting forces as a feedrate constraint is highly desirable since they can be related to other 
physical properties that naturally constitute a constraint, e.g. maximum tool deflection, 
maximum stress on the tool,...etc. Unfortunately, the spindle power sensor only provides 
enough information to calibrate the tangential model. Other sensors or estimation 
techniques are needed to find the radial coefficients. Several approaches are discussed 
below, all of which consider the linear model with an edge effect term because of its 
simplicity and accuracy. 
One approach to estimate the radial calibration coefficients is to use a constant 
ratio between the tangential coefficients and the radial coefficients. Jerard et al. (2006) 
present ratio values based on experimental data. This approach is simple and fast; 
however, its accuracy is quite limited. 
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Another approach is to use current or power from the feed drive motors of the 
milling machine. Altintas (1992) used feed drive current for cutting force estimation and 
Javorek et al. (2008) used feed drive power for model calibration. Unfortunately, the 
signal to noise ratios are very small and calibration and/or force estimation with feed 
drive current or power requires cuts with high feedrates, which is difficult for hard 
workpiece materials. 
The radial force model coefficients can be estimated in two different ways when 
using power sensors. The first method is to estimate the tangential coefficients with the 
spindle power data, as described in the previous section, and then estimate the radial 
coefficients using feed drive power data. This requires two motor power sensors. The 
second method is to calculate both radial and tangential calibration coefficients directly 
with the feed drive power data. This requires a single power sensor; however the 
coefficients obtained with this method would be less reliable, since all of the coefficients 
are estimated using data with very low signal to noise ratios. 
The equation for the average feed drive power is the starting point for the feed 
drive calibration equations: 
PpD-ave = £ £ \ ~ J [ - ^ T ) k iW cos(^- r ) - {F R \ ,-W sinfo-y)\dt (2.25) 
k=Q i=0 [ln Q J 
where (FT)k t(f) and {FR)k t($) are the tangential and the radial force components of the 
ith cutting edge segment on the kth cutting disk at the location angle §. The expression of 
the tangential and radial forces are based on the linear model with an edge effect term: 
[FT)KI{$)=KTC Afl hKl{$)+KTE Aa engk{<f) (2.26) 
iFR)k,M)=KRC Aa hk,M+KRE Aa engk{^) (2.27) 
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where KRC and KRE are the calibration coefficients for the radial force component, W^) 
is the chip thickness function of the il cutting edge segment on the kl disk at the location 
angle (j>, and engk(<)>) is cutting engagement functions of the cutting edge segments on the 
kth disk at the location angle <|>: 
hkj(t)= f sink) engkfa) (2.28) 
wM = \y«)k*'fa)k (2-29) 
[0, otherwise 
where (<j>ent)k and ((j)ex)k are the entrance and exit angles on the disk k (see Figure 2.1(b)), 
and f is the feedrate. 
The angle y in Equation 2.25 is the angle between the feed direction of the cut on 
the cutting table and the feed drive direction as shown in Figure 2.2. The feed direction 
(x) is the direction of the cutting tool with respect to the work piece. The angle y is 
measured from the feed drive axis to the feed direction vector in a CCW direction. 
feed direction (x) 
(+) direction of the 
measured feed drive 
Figure 2.2: The definition and convention for the angle y. 























The coefficients in the matrix C can be found using the least square method. The 
expressions for S, T, U and V are given below: 
S= £ I Aa{_C0S{r)\sin(y] 





+sin( r)[cos((^J J - c o s f ^ J J 
k=0 i=Q 
(2.32) 
Ndi.ik.i~1 Nf~l_An f2 rnJv\ , 
£=0 i=0 2TT 





y- I I 
/t=0 /=0 
- A a / cos(/) 
2 -^ ps(r)psk*)J-sin¥„)J]-
- s i n ( r ) [ s i n ( ^ J ) - s i n ( ( ^ n J )] 
(2.34) 
If KJC and KTE are already known from the spindle power calibration then the 
matrix form of the equation for calibration of the KRC and KRE with feed drive power 
would be as follows: 
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PFD-avex ~ Sl KTC ~ T\ KTE 
PFD-avem ~ Sm KTC ~ Tm KTE 
\
 v > ^ v / 
P A 
Calibration of the radial force coefficients is a challenging task mainly due to the 
low signal to noise ratio from the feed drive. Thus, it needs extra procedures including 
measurement and formulation of the tare power at different positions of the cutting table 
and selection of the cuts with acceptable signal to noise ratio for calibration. These 
procedures need to be automated and seamlessly integrated into the force model 
calibration procedures. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, five different mechanistic tangential force models are investigated 
for use in a feedrate selection system that uses average spindle cutting power for model 
calibration. The force estimation and calibration equations for these models are derived in 
such a way that the models can be easily compared. The calibration of the radial force 
model coefficients is discussed. Chapter 3 presents the experimental evaluation of the 
tangential force models for accuracy and ease of calibration. 








EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE TANGENTIAL FORCE MODELS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the tangential models described in the previous chapter are 
evaluated for average tangential force prediction accuracy, estimation speed, and ease of 
calibration. The models are also compared with the material removal rate model. 
Practical utilization of the motor power sensor for model calibration is briefly discussed. 
A new method of displaying the experimental and model tangential force data points is 
developed. With this method, all the experimental data and all the model predictions are 
shown in a single plot, utilizing the average tangential force and the average chip 
thickness definitions provided in the previous chapter. 
3.2 Experimental Setup with the Spindle Power Sensor 
The experimental evaluation requires measurement of the spindle power for a 
number of experimental cuts. The mechanical power (Pm) provided by the motor is used 
to overcome friction (Pf) and cut the part (Pc-Ave)- The motor efficiency (r\e) relates the 
electrical power of the motor (Pe), to the mechanical output power: 
The frictional power is estimated by measuring the motor tare power (Pt) as the 
spindle is rotating without cutting. The frictional power can then be written as r|tPt where 
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rjt is the motor efficiency at tare condition and PtMS the measured motor power. 
Substituting into Equation 3.1 and solving for the mechanical power yields: 
Pc-ave=1ePe-ritPt (3-2) 
Once the spindle is warmed up, tare power stays constant for different loading values and 
depends only on the spindle speed. Another assumption is that the electrical efficiency, 
T)e, is constant. The validity of this assumption was proven by comparing the power 
sensor measurements to calculated power using a Kistler load cell. However, this 
assumption may not be reasonable for some milling machines. In this case the efficiency 
plot of the spindle motor for varying loadings should be used to get the average cutting 
spindle power (Xu et al. 2007). 
Estimation of the calibration coefficients requires the spindle power data from 
experimental cuts with varying radial depths and feedrates for a given axial depth of cut. 
A standard set of simple prismatic cuts with varying cutting geometries is used to 
calibrate and evaluate the models. This set constitutes a combination of cuts with eight 
different radial depths and four different feedrates. 
The experiments are performed on a FADAL VMC 40/20 Open-Architecture 3-
axis CNC milling machine. Five different evaluations are performed for five different 
flat-end milling cutters. Table 3.1 shows the details of each experimental set created for 
each tool. The radial depths used for each tool are based on predetermined percentage 
values of the tool diameter and are summarized in Table 3.2. The spindle speed and the 
feedrates for cutting 304L stainless steel with carbide tools are chosen according to best 
practice specified by our industrial partner, a manufacturer of high quality turbine blades. 
For cutting 6061 aluminum with a HSS tool, the spindle speed and feedrate values are 
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chosen in accordance with the recommended surface speed and feed per tooth values by 


























































































Table 3.1: Details of the experimental sets. 












7 5 % 5 0 % 2 5 % 
Table 3.2: Radial depths for used for each experimental set. 
3.3 Experimental Results and Evaluations 
The force models are calibrated with the experimental data sets. Table 3.3 shows 
the calibration coefficients for Model 1, Model 3 and Model 5 obtained for each of the 
cutting tools. 
The experimental values of the average tangential forces are calculated using 
Equation 2.9. Average tangential force per unit axial depth is used to compare cuts with 
different radial and axial depths. Figure 3.1 shows plots of predicted tangential forces for 
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each model versus the experimental values (points in symbols). The forces are plotted 
against the average chip thickness, as given in Equation 2.7. Model 1, Model 3, and 
Model 5 are functions of the average chip thickness values, so they can be plotted as 
curves on the graph (refer to Equations 2.18, 2.21 and 2.23). On the other hand, Model 2 
and Model 4 are not functions of the average chip thickness; they can have different force 
values for the same average chip thickness values depending on the radial depth and 



























































Table 3.3: The force model coefficients estimated for each cutting tool. 
Model 4 is not plotted in order to avoid overcrowding, since its individual 
predictions are very close to those of Model 5. The reason for this is the power constant, 
p, for both models it is very close to zero, which makes the models nearly linear (see 
Table 3.3). This is an expected result, since these models use the residual coefficient, 
KTE, obtained from Model 1. Consequently, the remaining nonlinear term with 
coefficients, Ks and p, of Model 4 (Equation 2.16) and Model 5 (Equation 2.17) behaves 
like the linear term with KTC of Model 1 (Equation 2.11). That also means Model 4 and 
Model 5 lose the extra degree of freedom in the linear regression. But, these two models 
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are expected to at least outperform Model 1, since they use two calibration coefficients 
(Ks and p) instead of one (KTC) in the chip thickness term. 
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(d) Tool 4: 
5mm Carbide, cutting Steel 
0.02 0.03 0.04 
h : Average Chip Thickness (mm) 
0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.02 
h : Average Chip Thickness (mm) 
(e) Tool 5: 
5.556mm Carbide, cutting Steel 
N/A 
Slot Cut (Radial Depth 100% of the Diameter) 
Down Milling: with Radial Depth 75% of the Diameter 
Down Milling: with Radial Depth 50% of the Diameter 
Down Milling: with Radial Depth 25% of the Diameter 
Center Cut: 25% of the Diameter 
Up Milling: with Radial Depth 75% of the Diameter 
Up Milling: with Radial Depth 50% of the Diameter 
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h : Average Chip Thickness (mm) (f) Legend 
Figure 3.1: Experimental and model predicted tangential force plots for five different 
cutting tools. 
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Figure 3.1 shows that in general all the force models agree with the experimental 
data, with the exception of the center cuts of Tool 5. For a more detailed analysis 
Table 3.4 gives the standard error (the standard deviation of the estimation errors) of the 
average tangential force per unit axial depth for Models 1-5 as well as for the simple 




































































































Table 3.4: Standard error and maximum absolute percent error for the average tangential 
force per unit axial depth. 
Models 1-5 generally perform much better than the MRR model. It is difficult to 
see much difference between the models from Figure 3.1 but Table 3.4 shows a slight but 
consistent difference. Model 2 performs slightly better than Model 1 and on average 
maintains a lower standard error than the other models for all cuts. Model 2 includes the 
size effect term, which agrees better with the experimental findings shown in Figure 3.2. 
This figure shows the results of an experiment with very narrow center cuts and varying 
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feedrates, which is performed to show the relation between the cutting force and the chip 
thickness. The average tangential force is plotted against the average chip thickness. Note 
that the radial depth of cut is very small and therefore the chip thickness variation is 
negligible. Thus the instantaneous tangential force is approximately equal to the average 
tangential force, and the instantaneous chip thickness is approximately equal to the 
average chip thickness. So, data points in Figure 3.2 represents the true relationship 
between the instantaneous tangential force and instantaneous chip thickness. The curving 
of the plot reveals the slight advantage of using a size effect term in the model. However, 
it should be noted that the curving of the plot is very small and the best-fit line would also 
represent the experimental data points quite accurately, particularly over the range of the 
have suggested in machining handbooks. 
~ 100
 1 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 
have: Average Chip Thickness (mm) 
Figure 3.2: Plot of the tangential average force for center cuts with varying feedrate. 
Experimental data: AL 6061 cut by 12.7mm HSS flat end mill with 4 flutes, 30 helix 
angle, center cut of 2.54mm, axial depth 5.08mm, spindle speed 500rpm 
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Model 1, Model 3 and Model 5 are functions of average chip thickness. It can be 
NeneRco Aa NensRa Aa 
shown that the terms hme and in Equations 2.19, 2.21, and 2.23 
-" ang ^ ang 
are equal to the material removal rate and contact area rate respectively 
(Jerard et al. 2005) so have is the ratio of material removal rate to contact area rate. These 
terms can be calculated in one step without using numerical integration. The speed of 
spindle power estimation and parameter calibration is the main advantage of these 
models. However, if the force models are going to be used in feedrate optimization, 
which requires maximum force calculation, numerical integration of the edge forces on 
the tool is necessary at each angular position, so the calculation speeds for this kind of 
application are nearly identical for all the models. 
3.4 Summary 
The tangential force models described in Chapter 2 are evaluated for accuracy, 
ease of calibration and applicability in various feedrate selection routines. Experimental 
data from five different flat end mills is compared with the model predictions. The 
models are shown to be much more accurate than the volumetric power model in 
predicting average tangential force. The performances of all the mechanistic force models 
are similar, with the linear edge effect model (Model 1) and the nonlinear size effect 
model (Model 2) showing the most potential for feedrate selection. Model 1 is faster and 
Model 2 is more accurate. The model preference for feederate optimization may change 
based on what type of feederate optimization is used. Chapter 8 presents more detailed 
conclusions about the subject. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA STRUCTURES FOR MILLING CUTTERS 
4.1 Introduction 
Milling force models constitute an important part of milling studies. For example, 
they are used in feedrate planning (Fussell at al. 2001), tool condition monitoring 
(Desfosses 2008), chatter prediction (Altintas 1999), dimensional error (Kline et al., Ryu 
et al. 2003), and surface estimation (Omar 2007, Ismail 1993). Although the above 
mentioned studies have great potential of improving the milling process, they are not 
used by any commercial milling software packages. The wide variety of cutting tool sizes 
and shapes create difficulties for software developers. Each tool has to be programmed 
separately, which makes it hard to program and impossible to include custom tools. In 
addition, the number of different variables that need to be estimated slows down the 
program so much that it becomes impractical. 
In this chapter, a standardized description of the milling cutters and a systematic 
organization of the milling cutter data are introduced. The proposed Milling Cutter 
Representation (MCR) and Internal Tool Structure (ITS) allow standardized organization 
of the cutting tool data for all the milling tool types. Any software that uses these 
structures will behave the same way and does not need to be modified to accommodate 
different cutting tool types. In addition, the pre-calculated tool-related variables stored in 
the Internal Tool Structure (ITS) significantly improve the running speed of the program. 
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The Milling Cutter Representation (MCR) is a standardized way of describing any 
type of milling cutter. It consists of code lines that describe the tool profile (outer shape) 
and the cutting edge (or flute) properties of the tool. The MCR codes are stored in files 
that are used as input by the milling application programs. The Internal Tool Structure 
(ITS) is a structured and systematic organization of the milling cutter data. It consists of 
pre-calculated tool related variables that speed up the computation. The ITS is the same 
for all milling cutters and it is generated from the MCR. 
Combining the MCR and the ITS enables the practical utilization of the milling 
force models and any other models utilizing the force models. The MCR enables 
construction of the ITS for any milling cutter type. The ITS on the other hand has many 
advantages: 
• Easily applied for use in object oriented programming (e.g. C++), i.e. the entire 
structure can be assigned to a single variable (e.g."tooll") that can be copied 
(e.g."tool2=tooll") 
• Improves computational efficiency by using pre-calculated tool related data 
• Flexible structure that can be modified according to the required model accuracy, e.g., 
the structure allows the cutting tool to be discretized into variable disk sizes, thereby 
improving accuracy and decreasing computation time 
• Versatile structure can be used in different force models allowing a single program to 
use multiple force estimation algorithms with a single tool data structure 
• The structure can be used in other milling related models/routines, like dimensional 
error estimation, surface roughness estimation, tool life monitoring, tool path 
scheduling, etc. 
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The ITS was created in previous work (Yalcin 2003) to reduce the computational load 
and is further developed in this research to include all mechanistic force models, while 
the MCR is an original effort that enables utilization of the ITS with of all milling cutter 
types. 
Lee et al. (1996) showed that it is possible to use orthogonal cutting data to 
predict forces for Ball-End-Mills. Yalcin (2003) used coordinate system transformations 
for a different force model defined on the rake face of the cutting edge to find the forces 
in the machine coordinate system. He also pre-calculated all the variables for all edges on 
every disk at all angular increments to avoid repeating calculations related to force 
estimation. In this study, the ITS includes all the unit vectors on the cutting edge 
segments necessary to implement any force model. The construction and combination of 
the ITS from the MCR constitutes an important part of this study and it is presented in the 
last sub-section of this chapter. 
4.2 Milling Cutter Representation 
This section describes the proposed data structure of the general Milling Cutter 
Representation (MCR), which defines the milling cutter shape and properties. It consists 
of two parts: l.The profile shape of the tool, i.e. the tool profile description; 2. Location 
and properties of the cutting edges, i.e. edge description. Both parts consist of numeric 
codes representing lines and curves on a 2D Cartesian coordinate system. The profile 
shape is described with lines, arcs and polynomial curves. Each code line begins with a 
number from zero to four. This number indicates what kind of curve is described on that 
specific code line. The consecutive numbers give specific information about the curve. 
Cutting and non-cutting portions of the profile are designated. The unit types are 
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specified (millimeters for SI, inches for English units). Table 4.1 lists the profile code 




















The portion of the cutting tool represented by the 
profile curves that are described after this command 
can perform cutting. 
The portion of the cutting tool represented by the 
profile curves that are described after this command 
cannot cut. It is typically used to give an accurate 
description about the tool length and shape. 
All length values are in millimeters. 
All length values are in inches. 
If line starts with open square bracket, and it is not 
followed by "CUTTING]" or "NON CUTTING]" 
expressions, this line is a comment line. Comments 
are placed after the square bracket. 
Gives the coordinates of the profile beginning point 
0 <r_bg> <z_bg> 
Line 1 
Describes a straight line. Gives the coordinates of the 
ending point of the line, the beginning point is the end 
point of the previous curve. 
1 <r_end> <z_end> 
CWarc 
Curve 2 
Describes an arc in CW direction. Includes the 
coordinates of the end point and the center of the arc. 
The beginning point of the arc is the end point of the 
previous curve. 
2 <r_end> <z_end> <r_cent> <z_cent> 
CCWarc 
Curve 3 
Describes an arc in CCW direction. Includes the 
coordinates of the end point and the center of the arc. 
The beginning point of the arc is the end point of the 
previous curve. 
3 <r_end> <z_end>'<r_cent> <z_cent> 
Polynomial 
Curve 4 
Describes a curve with polynomial function. Includes 
the polynomial coefficients and the coordinates of the 
ending point. The beginning point of the curve is the 
end point of the previous curve. 
' 4 <n> <an> <an_i>...<a1> <a0> <z_end>, 
where n is the polynomial order and an...a0 are the polynomial coefficients that 
represent1: r(z)=anxn+an.1xn" +...+a1x+a0 
Table 4.1: The tool profile description code lines. 
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Figure 4.1 shows an example of a tool profile description. Note that the start point 
does not have to be on the tool axis at the bottom. Sometimes when doing 2V2D milling 
with flat-end-mills it is preferable not to define the bottom as a part of the cutting tool to 
save computational resources. If it is desired to include the tool bottom, the description 












Arc End Point 
(r=0.35,.z=0.75) 
3=CCW arc 



















1 0.35 1.25 
0.75 
Table 4.2: An alternative tool profile description to the one in Figure 4.1 in which the tool 
bottom is included. 
In contrast to the tool profile description, which consists of a single continuous 
curve, each cutting edge is represented by a separate curve. The cutting edges are 
described in a coordinate system where the vertical axis is the distance along the tool 
profile (u), and the horizontal axis is the angular location in radians (<j>). The angular 
location is positive in the CW direction when viewed from the top of the tool. The cutting 
edge curves consist of three types: 1. edge beginning point (E0), 2. straight line ending 
point (El), and 3. polynomial curve (E4). The E0 code line contains the coordinates of 
the edge beginning point and gives detailed information about the edge properties. These 
properties include rake angle, flank angle, and flank wear. The El code line describes the 
ending point of a straight line in the (j)-u coordinate system. The E4 code line describes a 
cutting edge curve with a polynomial function. This code line contains information about 
the polynomial order, the polynomial coefficients, and the coordinate of the ending point. 
For the El and E4 types of code lines, the beginning point of the edge curve is the end 
point of the curve described in the previous code line. Table 4.3 lists the edge code line 


















All length values are in mil l imeters. 
All length values are in inches. 
Comments are placed after the square bracket. 
Gives the coordinates of the beginning point of a 
cutting edge curve. This line also includes information 
about the cutting edge properties. 
EO <u_bg> <<(>_bg> {rake ang} {flank ang} {flow-rake ang} {flow-flank ang} {VB} 
End 
Point E1 
Describes a linear section in a cutting edge curve. 
Includes the coordinates of the end point. The 
beginning point of the line is the end point of the 
previous Edge Description code line. 
E1 <u_end> <<|>_end> 
Polynomial 
Curve E4 
Describes a cutting edge section with a polynomial 
curve. Includes the polynomial coefficients and the 
coordinates of the ending point. The beginning point of 
the curve is the end point of the previous Edge 
Description code line. 
E4 <n> <a n > <an .1>.. .<a1> <a 0> <u_end>, 
where n is the polynomial order and a n . . . a 0 are the polynomial coefficients 
that represent: (|)(u)=anun+an.1un" + . . . + 3 ^ + 8 0 
Table 4.3: Definition of edge description code line types. The parameters in curly 
brackets are zero by default unless a value is specified. 
The MCR of a /2 in 4-flute (or cutting edge) Flat End Mill with 30 helix angle is 
given in the Table 4.4 below. 
[ Flat R=0.25 maxLength=1.25 
EN 
[CUTTING] 
0 0 0 
1 0.25 0 
1 0.25 0.35 
[NON CUTTING] 
1 0.25 1.25 






































(b) Edge Description 
Table 4.4: The MCR of a typical lA inch 4-flute flat end mill. 
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An example for a V2 inch Ball End Mill with 4 cutting edges and 30 degree helix 
angle at the cylindrical section is given in Table 4.5. Here two of the cutting edges start 
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(b) Edge Description 
Table 4.5: The MCR of a V2 inch 4-flute ball end mill. 
Here it is assumed that the cutting edges have constant axial elevation per unit 
angular location change (i.e. constant helix pitch). The polynomial that formulates this 
property (see every second code line of each cutting edge in Table 4.5) is a fifth order 
polynomial. The polynomial approximation of the angular position (<)>) of the cutting edge 
curve along any profile length value (u) has an error less than 5x10"4 degrees. Figure 4.2 
shows the error bounds for the polynomial approximations of constant-axial-elevation-
per-unit-angular-location representation of the V2 in Ball End Mill. 
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PolOrder = 1 PolOrder = 2 








Figure 4.2: Angular position error of the cutting edges for polynomial curves with 
different orders. 
The tool profile and cutting edge curves for the Ball End Mill are shown in 
Figure 4.3. The helix angle, which is proportional to the slope of the §-u coordinate 
system, starts from zero and becomes a constant 30° on the cylindrical part. Also, it can 
be seen that two of the cutting edge curves do not initiate at the tool bottom. 
Cutting Edges 
\ 
-1.57 0 1.57 3.14 4.71 
Angular Location, <{> (rad) 
Figure 4.3: Tool profile and cutting edge curves for the ball end mill. 
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The MCR for a Sandvik insert holder CoroMill RA390-025M19-11M with R390-
11 T3 04E-NL type of inserts is presented in Table 4.6. This insert tool is an inch-
standard tool whose approximate metric dimensions are encoded in its model number. It 
has a cutting diameter of 1 in, takes three 11 mm inserts that are mounted at 17.07 helix 




Figure 4.4: Properties of R390-11 T3 04E-NL. 
Figure 4.4 shows the rake angle and flank angle values of the insert to be zero and 




[Insert Holder: CoroMill RA390-025M19-11M 
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4.285 0.486 0.016 
(a)Tool Profile Description 
[Insert Holder: CoroMill RA390-025M19 


































































(b) Edge Description 
Table 4.6: The MCR of a 1 inch insert cutter with three inserts mounted at 17.07 . 
Figure 4.5 shows the tool profile and edge curves of the insert cutter on r-z and <|>-
u coordinates respectively. Note that the section formed due to the insert radius on the 
tool profile is not a circular arc because of the helix angle. To describe this section a 
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Figure 4.5: Cutting edge and tool profile curves for the insert cutter described 
in Table 4.6. 
4.3 Internal Tool Structure 
Being able to describe the milling cutter shape and edge characteristics in a 
concise and uniform manner is a prerequisite for making commercial machining 
simulation software more versatile and capable of estimating cutting forces for any type 
of cutting tool. Of equal importance is the introduction of the Internal Tool Structure 
(ITS). This section presents a preliminary example of such a structure. It is force model 
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oriented but can be modified for other purposes (like dimensional error estimation, 
surface roughness estimation, tool life monitoring, tool path scheduling...etc). The 
construction of the ITS from the MCR is also described in this section. 
4.3.1 Description of the ITS 
The ITS stores the milling tool data in a highly modularized fashion. It includes 
related functions that construct this structure from the MCR. In this study it is 
programmed as a Class in C++, called "Tool". This allows storage of data for multiple 
tools in the program. When MyFirstTool and MyOtherTool are defined as Tool entities: 
Tool MyFirstTool; 
Tool MyOtherTool; 
they contain data for two different milling cutters. 
The organization of the ITS is based on the discretization of the milling cutter and 
its cutting edges. The cutting tool is sliced into a number of axial disks of varying 
thickness values. The section of a cutting edge that lies within the boundaries of an axial 
disk is referred to as a cutting edge segment. The ITS contains information about the 
cutting edge segments of the milling cutter, e.g. angular position, helix angle, rake angle, 
axial position, local radius and unit vectors. For example, the following expression 
represents the sine of the location angle of the cutting edge segment on the ith cutting 
edge segment, on kth disk at j t h angular increment of MyFirstTool: 
MyFirstTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].sinLocAng 
Figure 4.6 shows the variables and organization of the ITS, which is organized in 
a number of nested data structures (or Classes). In the expression above, the first level 
structure is the Tool class and its entity is MyFirstTool. The second level structure is the 
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ToolEdge class and its entities are Edge[k][i], for k=[0 , (numDisks-1)] and 
i=[0 , (numFlutes-1)] where, numDisks is the total number of disks and numFlutes is the 
number of the cutting edges (or flutes) on the milling cutter. The third level structure is 
the EdgeAtPosition structure and its entities are _At[j] for j=[0 , (numR-1)], where numR 




































































Figure 4.6: The Internal Tool Structure. 
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,4.3.2 Construction of the ITS 
Construction of the Internal Tool Structure is dependent on the following sources 
of information: 1. the Milling Cutter Representation (MSR), 2. tool runout value and 
runout location angle, 3. accuracy requirements, necessary to determine how the cutting 
tool will be discretized. The discretization of the cutting tool is based on a compromise 
between model accuracy and program speed. More axial disks improve accuracy but slow 
down simulation time. To control accuracy, constraints closely related to model 
sensitivity are introduced. These constraints are described below: 
• max_change_ToolProfile: The tool profile position (u) difference between 
consecutive disks should not exceed this value. 
• max_change_Helix: On the same cutting edge the helix angle difference 
between consecutive disks should not exceed this value. 
• max_change_r: The local radius difference between consecutive disks should 
not exceed this value. 
• max_change_RefEdgeLocAngle: On the same cutting edge (or flute) the 
angular position difference of the cutting edge segments between the 
consecutive disks should not exceed this value. 
• maxchangeprofileNormVectAngle: The profile normal vector is a vector 
normal to the tool profile curve defined in r-z coordinates, heading from the 
tool axis outwards. The angle difference of the profile normal vectors between 
the consecutive disks should not exceed this value. 
These constraints assure model accuracy by limiting the disk size to the largest possible 
value that satisfy the constraints. 
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Estimating the exact disk sizes analytically would be complicated and time 
, consuming. Instead, an approximation of the disk sizes is achieved by discretization of 
the cutting tool into very fine axial slices referred to as "roots". All the properties of the 
cutting edge segments associated with these roots are estimated and stored into a 
temporary structure called Edge Table (see Figure 4.7). The disks are formed by 
combining the maximum number of roots that satisfy the constraints (see Figure 4.8(a)). 
Once a decision is made about the size of a disk, the applicable properties of the 
reference root that is located at or near the center of the disk are inherited by the disk (see 
Figure 4.8(b)). The root size is defined by the user with the minimum desired disk size 
variable (Da), which is a Tool class variable (Figure 4.6). Da should be smaller than the 


























Figure 4.7: The temporary EdgeTable structure. 
Construction of the ITS starts with creation of the roots by processing the Tool 
Profile Description. The cutting edge segment properties associated with the roots are 
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estimated from the Edge Description. These properties are stored in the EdgeTable 
(Figure 4.7). The disk construction starts from the tool bottom or closest point to the tool 
bottom (u=0). The first disk is constructed by combining the maximum number of roots 
that satisfy the constraints, then the next one from the remaining roots until all roots are 
used up for disk construction (Figure 4.8(a)). Edge segment properties associated with the 














Figure 4.8: Formation of disks out of roots, (a) Disk size decision; roots enclosed in the 
rectangles satisfy the constraints, while roots enclosed in dotted rectangle do not. (b) 
Roots at or closest to the disk center are chosen as reference roots. 
The roots are created by processing the Tool Profile Description information. The 
tool profile consists of a number of profile curves in r-z coordinates (Figure 4.1). The 
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procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and it is applied to each profile curve in the Tool 
Profile Description. The length of each profile curve is estimated and divided into equal 
length sub-curves with length closest to the minimum desired disk size (Da). Knowing 
the number of newly created roots, appropriate memory space is allocated in the 
EdgeTable. The r, z and u values of the center point of the roots are estimated and filled 
in the EdgeTable. 
r r 
Figure 4.9: Root creation out of tool profile curve segment. 
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Angular position values of the cutting edge segments attributed to the roots 
constitute the key information needed to estimate the majority of the ITS variables. It is 
extracted from the Edge Description code. Figure 4.10 shows a plotted representation of 
the Edge Description. The cutting edges do not have to be coded in any specific order in 
the Edge Description. The number of cutting edges (or number of E0 code lines in the 
Edge Description) is counted for each root, and that many cutting edge segments are 
created in the EdgeTable. Initially these cutting edge segments are marked as non-
existing. Each cutting edge is made of a number of edge curves in the <j)-u coordinates 
(two edge curves per cutting edge in Figure 4.10). A separate code line in the Edge 
Description represents each edge curve. The following procedure is applied to each edge 
curve. The edge curve is broken into cutting edge segments that share the same profile 
position (u) boundaries with the roots. These cutting edge segments are declared as 
existing in the EdgeTable. Corresponding angular positions of each cutting edge segment 
is estimated. In Figure 4.10, the angular position value of the root cutting edge segment 
of the mth root and nth cutting edge is pointed out. 
3
 u m + ] < 
u m < 
Um-1< 
Um-2< 
. ^ Curve Beginning 
Figure 4.10: Angular position value of a root cutting edge segment. 
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Cutting Edges 
The helix angle of the m' root and nth cutting edge is estimated as: 
Wm,n = t a n 




where <)>n(u) is the angular location function coded in the Edge Description for the nl 
cutting edge, rm is the local radius and um is the profile position of the m* root. 
Disks are made out of roots and inherit the properties of the reference root. 
However there are some differences in the ITS and EdgeTable structures. The ITS 
includes only the existing edges. In Figure 4.10 the (m-2)nd root has four cutting edge 
segments, only two of them are existing, so if that root was a reference root the disk 
inheriting its properties would have two edges. The edges in the ITS are put in order such 
that the edge with smallest angular location angle is followed by the other edges in the 
CCW direction. Figure 4.11 shows the differences in cutting edge segment concept 
between the root and the inheriting disk. 
Cutting Edge, n=l 
Does not Exist on root m 
Cutting Edge, n=4 
Exists on root m 
Cutting Edge 
Segment i = l 
On disk k 
Cutting Edge, n=3 
Exists on root m 
Cutting Edge 
Segment i=0 
On disk k 
disk in root in 
INTS EdgeTable] Cutting Edge, n=2 
Exists on root m 
Cutting Edge 
Segment i=2 
On disk k 
Cutting Edge, n=0 
Does not Exist on root m 
Figure 4.11: Disk k inheriting the properties of reference root m. Index letter for root 
cutting edge segments is n, and indexing letter for disk cutting edge segment is i. 
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The reference root properties from the EdgeTable are transferred to the ITS and 
then the rest of the variables are calculated from the available information. The estimated 
variables include trigonometric values of some angles already in the ITS, unit vectors of 
the cutting edge segments of the disks, and the distance of the cutting edge segments 
from the axis of rotation of the tool. The definition of the unit vectors is in Appendix 
A.2.4. The formulation of the unit vectors is given in Yalcin (03). The convention for the 
tool runout and runout location angle are illustrated in Figure 4.12. The distance from the 
axis of rotation of the ith cutting edge segment of the kth disk is: 
rk,i = ^ Rk/ + P2 +2Rk,i pcos(amn -</>kj$) (4.2) 
where Ry is the distance from the center of symmetry (or local radius) of the i' cutting 
.th 
edge segment of the k disk, p is the runout amount and ar is the runout location angle, 
•th 
and <j>k,i,o is the angular location of the i cutting edge segment of the k disk at the initial 
-ah (j=0 ) angular increment. 
Figure 4.12: The Conventions of the runout effect properties. 
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The construction process of the ITS is summarized in the flowchart in Figure 4.13. 
fuiltoy 
Repeat for all Tool Profile curves 
[Calculate the curve length L | 
Divide the curve into N roots 
such that each profile segment 
is closest to Da/4 value 
fill in the z, rand u values of the 
roots in the EdgeTable 
T 
Count number of edges (EO's) in the Edge 
Description, create that many edges for each 
root in the EdgeTable I 
Repeat for all Edge Description curves 
I 
Repeat for all roots 
i 
IF the root is within edge curve range 
(or Curve Beginning < um < Curve End) 
specify that the cutting edge segment exists 
( EdgeTable.Root[m].Edge[n].exists=true) 
[estimate the corresponding angular position (it))"""! 
[estimate the helix angle 
^ 
enter the properties like flank and rake angle 
from the EO code line of the Edge Description 
I Create the disks (in the ITS) by combining 
the maximum number of roots that satisfy the 
disk size (or model sensitivity) constraints 
T 
Mark the root that is closest to the disk 
center as the reference root of that disk 
T 
Create disk cutting edge segments (index letter i) 
by arranging the existing cutting edge segments 
(index letter n) of the reference root 
i Copy the applicable properties of the reference roots 
to the corresponding disks 
Estimate the rest of the variables to fill up the ITS 
(e.g. unit vectors) 
Figure 4.13: The flow chart of the ITS construction process. 
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4.4 Summary 
A combination of a cutting tool representation and a numerical data structure is 
presented that enables utilization of any force model with any milling cutter in a more 
computationally efficient manner. The Internal Tool Structure organizes cutting tool 
related data to avoid repetitive calculations. It can utilize any force model by including 
the basic normal vectors on each cutting edge segment at each angular increment. The 
Milling Cutter Representation is created as a standard way of defining the milling cutters. 
It provides the ITS with all the necessary data. The construction of the ITS from the 
MCR is described in detail. 
The next two chapters introduce other structures like the ITS that are related with 
cutting forces and surface quality. Like the ITS, these structures reduce programming 
effort and program run time. The structures are used in a simulation program that 
estimates the cutting forces and the peripheral surface properties of the workpiece. 
Chapter 7 presents the experimental evaluation of this program. 
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CHAPTER 5 
NUMERIC STRUCTURES FOR EFFICIENT MILLING MODELING INCLUDING 
SURFACE QUALITY 
5.1 Introduction 
There are lots of studies on various milling models and very few of them mention 
the importance of algorithm speed (Ryu et al. 2003). No specific studies have been done 
that investigate the numeric or programming aspect of these models for computation time 
or ease of programming. This chapter introduces numeric structures for modeling the 
milling process. These structures organize closely related data and functions and serve as 
a Software Development Kit (SDK), which makes programming much simpler and 
programs much faster. The Internal Tool Structure (ITS) is one of these structures, the 
other structures are concerned with different aspects of the milling process and are 
presented briefly in the next section. 
Programming style affects the speed of the program. When speed is important, a 
possible solution is to divide the program into initialization and program run parts. Then 
all the necessary variables are pre-calculated and stored during initialization leading to 
faster program execution. The structures presented in this chapter enable easy utilization 
of such organization. In addition, the contents of the structures are independent from each 
other; the user does not have to know the specifics of their content and when one needs to 
be modified the rest are unaffected. 
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The presented structures can be used for cutting force, tool vibration, dimensional 
error and surface roughness estimations. As an example, a general and fast chip thickness 
estimation algorithm is presented in the last section of this chapter. Here, the 
computational efficiency and the ease of implementation of this algorithm with the 
developed structures are discussed. 
5.2 Structural Organization of the Milling Surface Quality Simulation Program 
The organization of the variables in a computer program affects both the running 
speed and the flexibility of the structures inside the program. This section presents a 
structural organization that can be used to quickly estimate the peripheral milled surface. 
The structure is also flexible, thereby simplifying any modifications and enabling its use 
in new applications. 
The computer program that demonstrates the structural organization consists of 
two main parts. The first part is the initialization, where all the structures are constructed 
and all the necessary variables in the structures are assigned. The second part is the model 
run, where various functions are called and pre-calculated variables are used for 
operations necessary to estimate the surface profile. 
5.2.1 Initialization 
The program is coded in C++. The various structures used in the program are 
constructed in the initialization section. A structure consists of categorized variables and 
closely related functions and is referred to as a class in C++. Classes in C++ are treated as 
variable types by the compiler, (e.g. tool! and tool2 can be entities of the Tool class, each 
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of which contain the variable structure of the Tool class. In addition, they can call all the 
functions related to the Tool class). 
There are six classes used in the program to estimate surface quality: Tool, 
DiskMap, Cut, Records, BasicChipModel and SurfaceFinish. Figure 5.1 shows a 
representation of the first five classes and the information flow details. More detailed 
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Figure 5.1: The Tool, DiskMap, Cut, Records and BasicChipModel classes, and their 
relationship. Dashed lines indicate input to the class functions and solid lines are the 
output of these functions. 
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5.2.1.1 Tool Class. The Tool class includes all tool related variables in an 
organized fashion including the unit vectors on the cutting edge segments. An example of 
how the individual tool entity variables are referred is given in Section 4.3.1. The pre-
calculated trigonometric values minimize or eliminate the need for trigonometric 
functions in the Model Run part of the program. 
The Tool class also includes the ReadFromFiles function, which constructs the 
Tool class from the Milling Cutter Representation (see Section 4.3.2). The Milling Cutter 
Representation consists of two data files that contain information about the tool profile 
shape and the cutting edge properties. The axial disks can have variable sizes, which are 
estimated by this function based upon user specified model sensitivity constraints. 
Figure 4.6 shows the Tool class structure. 
5.2.1.2 DiskMap Class. Constructed based on the cutting conditions of a specific 
cut, the DiskMap structure is a quick reference about the entrance and exit angles for 
each disk on the tool. This structure needs the Tool class information to arrange its size. It 
is intended to speed up a single surface estimation cut. In general, there can be as many 
DiskMap entities as the number of cuts in the g-code. It includes a reset function to reset 
the map. Figure 5.2 shows the DiskMap class structure. 
dMapl. 
DiskMap Class 
. Entr [k] 
. Exit [k] 
. numL 
reset( ) 
Figure 5.2: The DiskMap class structure. 
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5.2.1.3 Cut Class. This contains all the necessary information about a specific cut 
including feedrate, spindle speed, axial and radial locations of the cutting tool that are 
engaged with the workpiece. This structure contains the function fillDiskMap that 
constructs a DiskMap entity for the particular cutting condition. Multiple cutting 
conditions can be stored as different Cut class entities. This class requires Tool and 













Figure 5.3: The Cut class structure. 
5.2.1.4 Records Class. This contains and stores information about the forces and 
tool deflections. It also contains pre-calculated look up tables used in tool deflections. 
Figure 5.4 shows the Records class structure. 
The Records class includes three functions; 
• InitializeRecords: constructs Records entity based on the tool information 
resetDeflections: resents the deflection values. 
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DynDeflectionsBasicInteg_Next_j: calculates and stores the dynamic 

























Figure 5.4: The Records class structure. 
5.2.1.5 BasicChipModel Class. This class stores user preference information, e.g. 
whether to accommodate effects like runout, deflection in the x-direction and y-direction. 
It includes a number of different chip thickness calculation functions. The 
iterate_min_chipThickness function calculates chip thickness values for general 3D cuts 
with runout and tool deflection effects. The function is general enough to be used with 
general non-symmetric tools with variable pitch values. This particular function requires 
information about the Tool, the DiskMap, the Cut and the Records entities and its 
algorithm is presented in the next section (Section 5.3). Figure 5.5 shows the 









Figure 5.5: The BasicChipModel class structure. 
5.2.1.6 SurfaceFinish Class: This class contains structures that store the surface 
finish information (Y-buffer) and some other auxiliary structures and variables. This class 
needs Tool, Cut and Records entities. It has three functions that aid in surface finish 
calculation and storage. InitSurface, prepares the class variables and assigns initial 
values. UpdateSurface, updates the surface information stored in Y_vect (or Y-buffer) 
based on the tool position and its deflections for a given angular increment. 
EdgePositionlnterpolationY, interpolates the cutting edge path between two angular 
increments and finds the intersection of this path with Y-vectors. This function is called 
inside the UpdateSurface function. Figure 5.6 gives the detailed structure and the 
























Figure 5.6: The SurfaceFinish class. 
5.2.2 Model Run 
The Model Run part of the program calculates and stores the model estimated 
values of the cutting forces, tool deflections, and Y-buffer vector values (see the 
pseudocode in Figure 5.7). It runs for a user specified number of tool rotations. For each 
angular increment of each rotation the surface profile (or the Y-Buffer structure) is 
updated based on the estimated movement of the cutting edge segments. This is a lengthy 
procedure since the force values are estimated to calculate the deflections, which are in 
turn needed to estimate the position of the cutting edge segments at each angular 
increment. Lastly, the positions of the cutting edge segments are interpolated to find their 
path and its intersection with the Y-vectors. The interpolation is based on the linear and 
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angular speeds of the cutting edge at the specific angular increment, and helps to estimate 
the profile shape using a smaller number of angular increments. 
for rot=l ..numRot (increment tool rotations) 
for j=l. .numR (increment angular increments) 
Fj = 0 (reset force) 
for k=0..numL (increment tool disks) 
for i=0..numFlutes (increment cutting edges or flutes) 
h=modl .iterate_min_chipThickness(...) (calculate chip 
thickness) 
Ffc i ; = force model equation (calculate edge segment 
force) 
Fj = Fj +Fjc i : (update force) 
end for (i=0..numFlutes) 
end for (for k=0..numL) 
<record Fs in the Records class entity, recl> 
recl.DynDefflectionsBasicInteg_Next_j (...) (calculate and store 
the dynamic 
deflections to reel) 
surfacel. UpdateSurface(...) (updatethe Y-buffer) 
end for (for j=l..numR) 
end for (rot=l..numRot) 
Figure 5.7: Pseudocode for the Model Run section of the program. 
5.3 General Chip Thickness Algorithm 
In this section, a general chip thickness estimation algorithm is described. This 
algorithm can handle any 3-axis cutting geometry with any kind of milling cutter 
including non-symmetric cutters with variable pitch (Altintas 1999). All the variables 
needed by this algorithm are pre-calculated and stored in the milling structures. In 
addition this algorithm belongs to the iterate_min_chipThickness function of the 
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BasicChipModel class. Different chip thickness functions with different algorithms may 
be available or added to this class structure and the user can choose the most appropriate 
one according to the programming need. 
The main component of the estimated chip thickness value is based on an 
approximation, which is the sine product of the feed-per-tooth value. Calculation of the 
actual chip thickness value is very complicated due to the trichoidal path of the cutting 
edges. This is true even for the simplest case, where the cutting tool is fed at a constant 
rate in a linear direction. This approximation is very fast and accurate and the runout 
effect and tool deflection effects in x and y directions are superimposed. The error 
analysis of this approach can be found in (Yalcin 2003). 
The chip thickness of a cutting edge segment (i) at a certain angular increment (j) 
of a disk (k) is the minimum positive value that is generated from the interaction of the 
current cutting edge segment with the previous ones that passed through the same 
location (Sutherland et al. 1986): 
hjj = m a x i 
m=\---Nf 
0, min [hkJ^(i_m)j\\ ( 5 1 ) 
where, Nf is number of cutting edges (flutes) of the milling cutter, /fy,/_>(/-/«),j is the 
hypothetical chip thickness generated by the current cutting edge segment (i) and cutting 
edge segment (i-m) that passed through the same angular location. It is composed of four 
terms, each from different effects: 
h,i^(i-m),j ~ \hfeed)ki^i_m-jj + ^rrunouthj^ii-m),] 
+ (hdef_X)kJ^_m)j + (hdef_y\J^i_m)j (52) 
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where \hfeedh ,_.(•_ ^ • is the contribution of the feeding movement of the milling tool, 
(hrunout\j^{i-m)j'ls t h e ch iP thickness due to the tool runout effect, {hdef_x)kJ^_m)jand 
[hdef v), i • \ are contributions of the tool deflections in the x and y directions to the 
v aV -.y>k,i^>{i-m),j J 
chip thickness value. Here the coordinate system is located at the tool bottom and the 
feed direction vector is assumed to have only x and axial (z) components, i.e. y is 
perpendicular to feed vector (see Figure 5.8). 
Figure 5.8: Coordinate system convention for the milling cutter. 
The feed contribution is proportional to the angle that the cutting edge segment (i-
m) has traveled since it was at the current angular position of cutting edge segment i. This 
angle is estimated by summing up the pitch angles of the previous cutting edge segments 
up to the (i-m)th segment: 
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(hfeed}kMi-m),j ={Trave^Wi-4{fa)\{-K)KiJ • [A. (5.3) 
where, 
Travel Angle of i - m = £ pitchCCW^ f_p (5.4) 
Here, fa is feed per unit angular rotation, hr is the unit vector in the radial direction (see 
Figure 5.9), which is pre-calculated and stored in the Tool class. 
Figure 5.9: Tangential, radial and axial directions on the cutting tool. 
Gb is the Ballangle. 
b is the unit vector in the feed direction, and pitchCCW is the pitch angle between a 
cutting edge segment and the next one. It is a Tool class variable and it is illustrated in 
Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10: Utilization of pitchCCW in calculation of total angular distance traveled by 
cutting edge segment (i-m). Here m=2. 
The runout effect contribution to the chip thickness value is: 
{hrunout)k,i->(i-m\j = irk,i -%i-m)™Wb)k,i,j. (5.5) 
where, o"b is the angle between the radial unit vector and x-y plane (see Figure 5.9) and 
the value of cos(crb)k i is stored in the Tool class. Note that rkj is the distance of the il 
cutting edge segment on the kth disk to the axis of rotation (see Equation 4.2). 
The tool deflection contributions to the chip thickness magnitude are: 
(hdef_x)kJ^i_m)J -{dCxkJ-DefKk^_m)@hJl-fir)kij)x (5.6) 
(hdef_y)kj^-m)j = ldCyk,j ~ DeM,(i-m)@tkjj K~ "r\,i,j)y W 
where, dCxy and dCyy are recorded x and y deflections of the kth disk at j t h angular 
increment. ((-«,•)*,•,•] and ((-"A,-/] are x and y components of the radial unit vector 
x y 
that belongs to the ith cutting edge segment of the kth disk at the j t h angular increment. 
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DeJXk^_m)@hjj and DeJYk^m)@hij are x and y deflections of the k disk when 
the (i-m)th cutting edge segment was at the angular position of the ith cutting edge 
segment of the kl disk at the j l angular increment. In general, there may or may not be 
any past records about these deflection values, since deflections are only calculated and 
recorded for specific angular increments. It is possible that these deflections are realized 
at angular locations that are not at the pre-specified positions, but rather between them. 
This is the case for non-symmetric milling cutters with variable pitch (Altintas et al. 
1999). It is also possible to have this condition even with symmetrical cutters with certain 
angular increment arrangements. Figure 5.11 shows a symmetric cutter with constant 
pitch, the dots representing the angular locations of cutting edge segment (i=0). Here all 
the cutting edge segments are passing through the same angular locations. There are 4 
cutting edge segments and 12 angular locations. Note that the ratio of the angular 
locations to the cutting edge segments yields an integer. 
Figure 5.11: A symmetrical disk representation with constant pitch, where the ratio of the 
number of the angular increments to the number of the cutting edge segments is an 
integer. All of the edge segments are landing at the same locations. 
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Figure 5.12 on the other hand shows the same cutting edge segments on the kl 
disk, but with 6 angular locations. The dots represent the angular locations of the il 
cutting edge segment, four angular increments are shown (j-2, j - 1 , j , and j+1). Note that 
the cutting edge segment (i-1) never lands at the same positions with the cutting edge 
segment (i). 
i i-J 
Figure 5.12: A symmetrical disk representation with constant pitch, where the ratio of the 
number of the angular increments to the number of the cutting edge segments is not an 
integer. Here the disk is shown at four different angular increments: (a) j -2, (b) j - 1 , (c) j , 
(d) j+1. Edge segment i-1 is never coincident with edge i. 
Figure 5.12 (c) shows the disk position at the j 1 angular increment, where the 
position of the ith cutting edge segment is labeled (<t>k,y)- In order to obtain the deflection 
value when cutting edge segment (i-1) was at the angular location (j>k,ij the recorded 
deflection values of the disk at (j-2)1 and (j-l)th angular increments must be interpolated: 
dCxk,j-n P + dCxkj-n-l a 
Defl(k,(i-m)@0k^ anglncr (5.8) 
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dCykj-n P+dCyk, 
^ - O e o u , •= — ! —^j^r (5-9) 
where anglncr is the angle of a single angular increment, n is the number of angular 
increments that the tool needs to go back in order to bring the (i-m)th cutting edge 
segment to the angular position that has the smallest magnitude larger than <|>k,ij: 
[ [Travel Angle of i-m)\ 
n = floor (5.10) 
anglncr 
The angles a and p are shown in Figure 5.12 (b) and (a) respectively, and can be 
calculated with the following expressions: 
a = {Travel Angle of i-m)- (anglncr)(n) (5.11) 
P = anglncr -a (5.12) 
The deflections of the cutting tool are modeled with a second order system, which 
is assumed to be at the tool bottom. They are estimated by numerically integrating the 
spring-mass-damper equation using the Euler's method: 
(Fx)-=m dCxj+b dCxj+k dCxj (5.13) 
(Fy).=m dfyj+b dCyj+k dCyj (5.14) 
where dCxj, dCyj, dCxj, dCyj, dCxj, dCyj are the deflection magnitudes of the cutting 
tool bottom in the x and y directions and its first and second derivatives. The deflection 
values of the disks are assumed to have a ratio with the deflection value of the tool 
bottom: 
dCxiij=dR]i dCxj (5.15) 
dCykJ=dRk dCyj (5.16) 
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where dRk is the deflection value ratio of the k1 disk to the tool bottom based on the 
static cantilever beam deflection behavior at different locations along the beam (Beer et 
al. 06): 
_-{L-zkf+3L(L-zk)2 
dKk~ ; (5.17) 
2Z3 
Here, L is the length of the cutting tool measured from the tool holder, Zk is the z (axial) 
position of the kth disk. dRk values are pre-calculated and stored in the SurfaceFinish 
class to avoid repetitive calculations. 
Trigonometric and squareroot function take substantial computational time. All 
the equations presented for the chip thickness algorithm are free from trigonometric or 
square root functions, and all the necessary variables are pre-calculated. Table 5.1 lists 
the variables required in the chip thickness calculations and the source of these variables. 
5.4 Summary 
Numerical structures for milling modeling are presented in this chapter. These 
structures serve as a Software Development Kit (SDK) and are used in a surface quality 
modeling program, which is usually computationally demanding and very complex for 
programming. Each structure is independent, it is programmed as a separate class, and it 
is related with certain aspect of the milling modeling. The entire program is constructed 
using these structures without "hardwired" code keeping the surface quality program 
length less than 140 lines (see Appendix Section A.8). 
The Tool class (ITS), the Records class and the SurfaceFinish class are the core 
structures that carry the computational load. Therefore they are well developed and 
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described in more detail in this dissertation. The rest of the structures help to modularize 
all the components of the milling modeling. 
IT
S 
pitchCCWk hp = 
MyTool. Edge[k] [i-p]. pitchCC W 








































Table 5.1: List of the tabulated variables used in chip thickness calculations. 
Section 5.3 presents an example how the structures can be used to efficiently 
realize a complex chip thickness algorithm. Note that the chip thickness routine also 
becomes an independent part of the BasicChipModel class. It is part of a structure and it 
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is available whenever this structure is used. Also, the addition of this function or its 
modification does not affect the rest of the structures. 
The main computational performance improvement that the structures are 
providing is eliminating repetitive calculations via pre-calculated variables, especially 
trigonometric values. Also, numeric methods or other improvements are used in different 
structures. For example, note that there is no square root function used in the chip 
thickness calculation method presented in Section 5.3 
The SurfaceFinish class is described in detail in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 compares 
the program run times of programs with and without pre-calculated trigonometric values, 
which only underlines the importance of pre-calculating the trigonometric values. Also, a 
runtime comparison of surface simulation programs with and without the numeric 
structure is also included in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SURFACE QUALITY ESTIMATION STRUCTURE 
6.1 Introduction 
Surface quality, i.e. surface finish and tolerance, is important in manufacturing as 
it may determine whether or not a part is acceptable. It would be useful to have surface 
quality models that could be used in feedrate planning or process monitoring systems. 
Unfortunately, the complexity of estimating the dimensional error and surface roughness 
has hampered commercial development of surface quality estimation software. 
In this chapter, a model for surface quality estimation is described. A surface 
finish program class structure (SurfaceFinish) is created and used in the peripheral 
surface estimation routine. The resulting peripheral surface data can be used to estimate 
surface quality parameters like the dimensional error and the surface roughness. In 
addition, it can be used to plot the 3D view of the surface. The surface estimation routine 
that uses the SurfaceFinish class as well as the other structures mentioned in Chapter 5 is 
expected to be computationally efficient. The accuracy of the routine, however, depends 
on the milling model choice for force, tool deflection and chip thickness estimation, 
which also affects the algorithm speed. 
The SurfaceFinish class utilizes various methods that speed up the surface related 
estimations. These methods are described in detail in the following sections. 
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6.2 Peripheral Surface Representation 
Calculating and storing the generated surface is the main purpose of the 
SurfaceFinish class. Hemmett (1994) utilized an extended Z-buffer to represent the 
machined workpiece stock in his study. The accuracy of this method depends on the 
vector density and direction. The Z-buffer specified in Hemmett (1994) is not suitable for 
surface quality purposes because the vectors need to be much.more densely spaced and 
perpendicular to the surface. In this study the buffer vectors are concentrated in a very 
small area where the surface is generated, and pointing in the Y axis direction 
(perpendicular to the feed and axial directions). This structure is referred to as Y-buffer. 
The Y-buffer is a matrix arrangement of parallel vectors in the Y direction (see 
Figure 6.1). The tips of the vectors represent the workpiece surface. The X-Z plane is the 
plane of origin for the Y-buffer vectors (or Y-vectors), since X is the feed direction the 
Y-vectors take positive values for up milling and negative values for down milling. 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the Y-vector trimming procedure for up milling; when a cutting 
edge passes through a Y-vector line the intersection of its path with the line is calculated. 
For up milling, if the Y position value of the intersection is bigger than the Y-vector 
value then the Y-value of the intersection becomes the new Y-vector value (see Figure 
6.2 for illustration; the solid lines represent the Y-vectors, and the dashed lines are the 
vector directional lines and represent the stock material). Just the opposite is applied to 
down milling. 
There are two Y-buffers in the SurfaceFinish class; one for up milling and one for 
down milling. When a slot cut is simulated, both up and down milling surfaces are 
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estimated, one on each side of the slot cut. No surface estimation is performed for center 
cuts. 
X incr index 
x (feed direction) 
X incr index+1 
Figure 6.1: Y-buffer representation of an up-milled peripheral surface section. 
6.3 Efficiency Methods Used for Faster Surface Estimation 
A number of different algorithms are incorporated to improve the calculation 
speed in the SurfaceFinish class. The bulk of the calculations are performed to find the 
intersection points of the Y-vector directional lines with the cutting edge segment paths 
(see Figure 6.2). The proposed algorithms can be separated in two different groups based 
on their approach to reduce the number of the intersection calculations. The first 
approach is to reduce the number of Y-vectors in the Y-buffer. The second approach is to 
avoid intersection calculations that have no potential of affecting the Y-buffer (or the 
peripheral surface). 
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6.3.1 Reduction of the Y-vector Numbers in the Y-buffer 
The total number of the Y-vectors is the product of their base area and density. 
The base area is on the x-z plane where the Y-vectors originate (see the area with the six 
squares in Figure 6.1) and it is defined only where the peripheral surface is generated. 
The side length of the base area in the feed direction is equal to the distance the cutting 






Figure 6.2: Y-vector update for up milling. The intersections of the directional lines of 
two Y-vectors with the cutting edge segment path are shown. The Y-vector on the left 
remains the same while the Y-vector on the right is updated. 
The Y-vector density should be as low as possible while still maintaining the 
needed surface accuracy. Three methods are used to reduce the Y-vector density: 
utilization of a Y-buffer, arrangement of the Y-vector density in the feed (x) direction, 
and arrangement of the Y-vector density in the axial (z) direction. 
The quality of the surface representation depends on the vector density (or 
resolution) on the produced surface, i.e. the number of vectors per unit estimated surface 
area. The vector density on the estimated surface is equal to or smaller than the vector 
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density of the base area. It is reduced by the cosine of the angle between the buffer vector 
and the normal vector of the produced surface. So, an estimated surface that is 
perpendicular to the buffer vectors is best represented in terms of vector density. Since 
the y direction is on average normal to the peripheral milled surface, the Z-buffer 
described in Hemmett (1994) is modified as a Y-buffer to get a higher vector density in 
the estimated surface area with the same number of buffer vectors. 
The Y-vector density in the x direction is independent of the number of angular 
increments of the cutting tool and it is user specified. A considerably large number of 
angular increments is used in order to estimate the dynamic deflections of the cutting 
tool. Increment numbers ranging from 1080 to 2160 would be typical for a tool with a 
natural frequency of 9200 rad/sec cutting at 6000 rpm. This results in approximately 70 
to 150 angular (or time) increments per vibration cycle. On the other hand, as a best 
practice, 20 or more y-vectors per feed-per-rotation (fpr) are satisfactory to give the main 
geometrical shape of the surface profile in the x (feed) direction. 
The Y-vectors are located in the same axial locations as the cutting tool disks. All 
the variables, angles and trigonometric values for each cutting edge segment on the tool 
disks, which are needed in the Y-buffer calculations, are already pre-calculated for the 
tool structure. In addition, the cutting tool disks are arranged in a constant outer profile 
length (see figure 6.3). Since the tool profile gives the aggregate surface shape along the 
axial direction, the main advantage of the constant outer profile length arrangement is 
constant Y-vector density in the axial direction on the estimated surface for complicated 
shaped cutters like the ball end mill. Other studies use cutting tool representation with 
constant disk thickness (Lee et al. 1996, Li et al. 2006, Omar 2007, Sutherland 1986,Yun 
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et al. 2000...etc.), thus the distance between the Y-vectors is constant in the axial 
direction. For ball end cutters this means smaller Y-vector density on the final surface 
that is cut by the ball portion of the cutting tool. Figure 6.3 shows profiles of a ball end 
mill; the disks on the left hand side tool are equally spaced in the axial direction, while 
the disks on the right hand side tool have a constant outer profile length. Both approaches 
divide the ball part of the cutting tool into three disks. However, the Y-vector density on 
the surface produced by the constant outer profile tool is constant, while the Y-vector 
density on the surface produced by the constant axial thickness sections drops 
dramatically at the bottom of the tool since the corresponding profile length, Auo, 
becomes much longer. In addition, although both arrangements have four disks, the 
constant outer profile arrangement covers more axial distance. 
Cylindrical 
Part of the 
Tool 
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the constant thickness disk (left) and constant outer profile 
(right) approaches for tool discretization. The constant outer profile approach covers 
more axial length without reducing the Y-vector density on the produced surface, which 
is inversely proportional to the outer profile length of the disk, Au. 
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The constant outer tool profile approach for the axial Y-vector density has some 
limitations. When the tool profile slope in the x-z plane goes down to zero (e.g., bottom 
of a flat end mill), a theoretically infinite number of Y-vectors are needed. To eliminate 
this problem, Y-vectors are not generated for very small tool profile slopes that have an 
angle less than 1 degree. 
While for each Y-vector there is a corresponding disk at the same axial location, 
Y-vectors are not generated at all the axial locations where a tool disk is present. Y-
vectors are only present at axial locations where the peripheral surface is generated and 
the tool profile slope on x-z plane is greater than 1 degree. The axial disk index for the 
cutting tool is k, and the axial Y-vector index is k*. There are cases (like bottom modeled 
flat end mill tools) where the Y-vectors do not start at the axial location of the first disk, 
i.e. k is not equal to k*. For this case, an internal array, VecToDiskk, is generated that 
matches the Y-vector reference number in the axial direction, k*, with the disk reference 
number of the cutting tool, k, i.e. the VecToDisk_k[k*] expression yields k. 
6.3.2 Avoiding Unnecessary Y-vector Intersection Calculations 
The second approach to reduce the number of Y-vector intersection calculations is 
to avoid the intersection calculations for the angular increments that do not affect the 
shape of the Y-buffer. In fact, for a specific cutting edge it is only possible to give the Y-
buffer its final shape only at very limited number of angular increments (e.g. for a disk 
slice of a 1 inch tool with 4 flutes, cutting at 18ipm and 2000rpm, theoretically only 12 
out of 1080 angular increments are able to affect the profile shape generated at that axial 
level, with this number dropping to 3 if there is a slight runout effect). Figure 6.4 shows a 
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representation of the cutting edge segment paths of an axial tool disk with two cutting 
edge segments. There is no runout or deflection effect present; the tool center is 
advancing through a straight path with a constant feed. The distance between C2 and C3 is 
the feed-per-tooth (fpt) distance. If this is an up milling cut, only the bold path lines are 
shaping the surface profile between C2 and C3. CA and CB are the center locations when 
the i+lst and ith cutting edge segment paths intersect at the generated surface. Note that 
the feed (x) distance of CA and CB with the intersection position is less than half of the 
feed-per-tooth value. This means that for an axial disk with no runout, only the angular 
increments at which the cutting edges pass through a section that is: 
fpt ,s • 1 iv fpt <runoutX posfcj .• =idealX_pos^j ,• < (6.1) 
are able to contribute to the surface profile shaping at that axial level. The term 
runoutX_posks ij is a variable in Tool class containing the x position of the i* cutting edge 
segment on the kth axial disk at the j l angular increment relative to the rotational axis of 
the cutting tool. Note that when there is no runout, runoutX_posk, i, j is equal to 
idealX_poSk, i, j , which is the x position of the same edge segment but relative to the axis 
of symmetry. However, even very small runout values become dominant at forming the 
surface profile. Thus, an axial disk with runout acts as if it has a single cutting edge 
segment, so the active range should be broadened to feed-per rotation (fpr): 
fPr
 v fPr <runoutX _poS]ii; < (6.2) 
Practically, this range should be even wider to accommodate tool deflections. 
Best practice suggests that the deflection values cannot be much larger than the feed-per-
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rotation values, so the active range is bounded within 150% of the feed-per-rotation 
value: 
3 3 
• — fpr < runoutX _ pos^^ ,• ,• < — fpr (6.3) 
Path of the \ 
Cutting Edge\, 
Segment i 
Path of the 
Cutting Edge 
Segment i+1 
Figure 6.4: Up-mill surface profile generation with an axial tool disk with two cutting 
edge segments. 
In order to take advantage of the active surface range and avoid unnecessary Y-
vector intersection calculations, the CutZone structure is created within the SurfaceFinish 
class. It is a look up table that tells if the ith cutting edge of the vecToDisk_k[k*]th disk 
(or the disk that has the same axial position with the k*th axial vector) of the tool at the j t h 
angular increment is able to affect the up or down milling Y-vectors located at the k*th 
axial location. It takes values from 0 to 3. If CutZone[k*][i][j]=0 it is not possible for that 
cutting edge segment at that angular increment to affect either up or down milling 
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surfaces. If the value is 1 it is only possible to affect the up milling surface; 2, the down 
milling surface, and 3 both surfaces. 
If a cutting edge segment passes through the active surface range (or it is CutZone 
positive) at a certain angular increment, the beginning and the end points of the cutting 
edge segment for that angular increment are first determined (Ej; j and Ej, j+i points in 
Figure 6.5). Then the intersections of the cutting edge segment path with the Y-vectors 
are estimated using the Newton-Raphson method (see Section 6.3.3). Since the Y-vectors 
are homogeneously spaced in the feed (x) direction it is possible to estimate which 
vectors are between the beginning and the end points without using the comparison 
operations for all the Y-vector positions. The position of the beginning (or end) point is 
divided by the vector distance and rounded to the next (or previous) integer to find the 
vector index of the first (or last) Y-vector that is between the beginning and the end 
points. 
6.3.3 Tool Path Interpolation 
Another method to improve the calculation speed in SurfaceFinish class is to 
interpolate the cutting edge segment path. The main advantage of interpolation is to 
produce accurate surface profiles with a significantly smaller number of angular 
increments. Smaller numbers yield smaller cutting tool structures and a reduction in 
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Figure 6.5: Vector trimming for an angular increment of a cutting edge segment. 
Comparison of the straight-line and interpolation path approaches (up milling). 
An example of a typical cut demonstrates the importance of the cutting edge 
segment path interpolation. A typical up-milling cut with a 1 inch 4-flute tool (0.0005 
inch runout) cutting at 18 ipm and 2000 rpm might be simulated with 1080 angular 
increments. It would have on average 6 Y-vectors between the beginning and the end 
points of an angular increment of a cutting edge segment. Figure 6.5 shows a schematic 
of that situation. Note the difference between the interpolated (curved) edge and the 
linear edge path. The plot of the simulated surface profiles of this cut is given in Figure 
6.6. It shows the difference between the surface profiles with both approaches. In order to 
get the corrected humped shape using the linear edge path approach, the number of 
angular increments should be at least tripled. The interpolated path approach can yield the 
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same shape even with 360 angular increments (instead of 1080) as long as the dynamic 
deflections of the cutting tool are not included in the model. 
Simulated Surface Profiles for an up-mill with 1 in 4-flute tool 
with 0.0005in runout and no deflection, 
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Figure 6.6: Surface profile simulations with interpolated and linear cutting edge segment 
paths. 
A Newton-Raphson method is used to find the intersection of the interpolated 
cutting edge segment path with a Y- vector. Since the utilization of the active surface 
range (CutZone) assures a perpendicular like intersection, the conversion is very fast; 
usually it takes 2 or 3 iterations. The x and y locations of the cutting edge segment path 
can be described with the following equations (see Figure 6.5): 
{Ei)x =(Cj)x +{vj)x t + rKi sm(tktiJ +a>t) (6.4) 
(Ei )y = (Cj )y + ivJ )y t + rKi C0Ah, i, j+<ot) (6.5) 
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where (cy) and (Cy) are the X and Y coordinates of the beginning point of the disk 
center of the cutting tool (see Figure 6.5); co is the angular velocity of the spindle, (yy) 
and (vy) are X and Y components of the linear velocity of the disk center at the 
beginning of the angular increment and are calculated by superimposing the feed motion 
of the cutting tool with the disk deflection speeds dCx j and dCyj. Then t*, the dummy 
time when the cutting edge has the same feed (x) position with the Y-vector, is calculated 
by using the Newton-Raphson method on Equation 6.4: 
fif)ACj)xAvj)xt + rk,i^Ah,iJ+»t)-{Y_veci)x=0 (6.6) 
Lastly, t* is plugged into Equations 6.4 and 6.5 to find the X and Y coordinates of the 
intersection. 
6.4 SurfaceFinish Class 
The SurfaceFinish class organizes the surface estimation related data including 
the pre-calculated values and look-up tables that minimize the Y-buffer size and the 
number of cutting tool angular increments. The methods applied in this class dramatically 
reduce the surface related calculations. Figure 5.6 shows the arrangement of the 
SurfaceFinish class. This class includes all the variables and functions related with the 
surface estimations that utilize the methods mentioned above. A couple of examples of 
how the variables in this class are called and used, is given below. 
Lets assume surface 1 is an instance of the SurfaceFinish class. If the index 
number of the tool disk that has the same axial position with the Y-vector located at k*th 
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axial vector row is desired (see Figure 6.1) then the following expression gives the value: 
surfacel.vecToDisk_k[k*]. 
surfacel.Y_vect[k*][X_incr_index].x expression gives the location in the x 
direction of the Y-vector on k*th row and the X_incr_indexl column of the Y-buffer on 
the x-z plane (see Figure 6.1). surfacel.Y_vect[k*][X_incr_index].upY on the other 
hand gives the magnitude value of the same vector for the up-milled surface. 
6.5 Summary 
This chapter gives detailed information about the structure and algorithms in the 
SurfaceFinish classes. The SurfaceFinish class structure consists of sub-structures that 
serve different purposes from defining the generated surfaces to creating look-up tables 
that help reduce the calculations. The algorithms described in this section are embedded 
in the structure and the functions of the SurfaceFinish class and dramatically reduce the 
surface related computational load. For a typical cut described in Section 6.3.2, the 
number of cutting edge segment path - vector direction intersection calculations is 
reduced 90 fold. 
Chapter 7 includes an experimental evaluation of the product surface modeling 




EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF ESTIMATED CUTTING FORCES AND 
SURFACE QUALITY 
7.1 Introduction 
The numeric milling structures introduced in this dissertation have three main 
advantages: ease of programming, versatility and computational efficiency. This chapter 
practically demonstrates these properties through development of a surface modeling (or 
surface quality) program using the numeric structures. Program accuracy and 
performance are evaluated through a number of experiments. 
The ability of the structures to incorporate any force model with any cutting tool 
type is demonstrated with two different milling force models and three different cutting 
tools. The experimental evaluation of the part quality simulation with the same cutting 
tools is also included. The cutting force, surface roughness, dimensional error values and 
the 3D plots obtained from the simulations are matched with their experimental 
counterparts. In addition, the same set of force model calibration coefficients is used for 
all cutting tools, which is another unique property of the proposed structures. 
7.2 Force Models 
Two different milling force models are used for the experimental evaluation. In 
order to demonstrate the versatility of the simulation program, the two force models are 
chosen to have completely different unit vector orientations and force estimation 
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approaches. The first model, referred to as the Rake Face Model, has normal and chip 
flow force components on the rake face of the cutting tool edge segments and uses the 
size effect (inverse power relation with respect to the chip thickness) approach for force 
magnitude estimation. The second model, referred to as the Linear Model, is linear with 
respect to the chip thickness (utilizes the edge effect approach) and has three 
perpendicular force components on each cutting edge segment. The details of these 
milling force models are given in the following two subsections. 
7.2.1 Rake Face Model 
The forces in the Rake Face Model are estimated by summing up the normal and 
chip flow force components on the rake faces of all cutting edge segments (Yalcin et 
al.2004). The expression for the force vector at the angular increment j is given below: 
Fj = (4 = S T
KnckJ+]^kA^lJ+Kf (T\J (7.1) 
where, Knc, Kf and p are model calibration coefficients, Ndisks is the number of disks, Nf is 
the number of cutting segments (or flutes), Aek,i is the il cutting edge segment length on 
the kth disk, hkij and (fc)k i (see Figure 7.1) are the unit vectors in the normal and chip 
flow directions on the rake face, and hiyj is the chip thickness value of ith cutting edge 
segment on the kl disk at the f angular increment. The unit vectors are pre calculated 
and stored in the Tool structure. The derivation for these vectors is in Yalcin (2003). 
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7.2.2 Linear Model 
The Linear Model has three perpendicular force components on each cutting edge 
segment, i.e. radial, tangential and orthogonal. The direction of these force components is 
based on the cutting tool geometry and location (see Figure 5.9). Cutting forces at a 
specific angular location, j , are estimated by summing up all cutting force components, 
h,i,j={KTch,i,j +KTE) Auk,u {"t)k,i,j+-
+ {KRcfa,i,j +KREJ Auk,i(nr)k,ij+- (7.2) 
+ \KORC fa, i, j + KORE ) Auk, i {"or\, i, j 





 X Z-iFk,ij (7.3) 
k i 
where KTC, KTE, KRC, KRE, KORC, KORE are the model calibration coefficients, Auy is the 
profile length of the ith cutting edge segment on the kl disk, (nt)ki ., (nr\, . and 
("or)k i a r e u m t v e c t o r s in tangential, radial and orthogonal directions on the il cutting 
edge segment of the kth disk at the j t h angular increment. The unit vectors are pre 
calculated and stored in the Tool structure. The derivation for these vectors is in Yalcin 
(2003). 
7.3 Experimental Setup 
Two different sets of experimental data are used for the two cutting force models. 
The data of the first experimental set is obtained from Yalcin (2003), since the force 
profiles are available from this study, and it is used to evaluate the simulated force 
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profiles with the Rake Face Model. The experiments in this set, referred to as the Rake 
Face Model experiments, consist of eleven 2!4D constant geometry cuts. The workpiece 
material is Aluminum 6061 and the cutting tool is a V2 inch HSS Flat End Mill with a 30° 
helix angle. The runout of the cutting tool is p=0.01mm with a runout location angle of 
ocr=41.2° (see Figure 4.12). Table 7.1 lists the details of the Rake Face Model 
experiments. The cutting forces are measured with Kistler 9257B table dynamometer. 































































































Table 7.1: The experimental configuration for the Rake Face Model experiments (from 
Yalcin 03). 
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The second set of experimental tests is used to verify the milling structures in both 
force prediction and surface quality. This set is composed of new experimental cuts since 
workpiece stock from the previous experiments were not available for surface 
measurements with a profilometer. The surface quality model utilizes the Linear Model 
to estimate the cutting forces that are needed in the deflection calculations (Equations 
5.13 and 5.14). This set of experiments mostly consists of finishing cuts and they are 
referred to as Surface experiments. The cutting force data is sampled with the Kistler 
9257B table dynamometer and the surfaces are scanned with a Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-400 
profilometer. The workpiece material, Aluminum 6061, is cut with three different tools; a 
Carbide Flat End Mill (FEM), a Carbide Ball End Mill (BEM) and an Insert Cutter (IC). 
All three tools are English unit tools; the FEM is a Vi inch diameter 4 flute tool with 30° 
helix angle and 1.25 inch free length, the BEM is a lA inch 4 flute tool with 30° helix 
angle and 1.1 inch free length, the IC is a 1 inch tool with 3 inserts mounted at 17.06°. 
The inserts have a width (la) of 11mm, a corner radius (rE) of 0.4mm and a base length 
(bs) of 0.9mm. Table 7.2 gives the runout and deflection properties of the cutters. 
Dynamic properties are obtained from tap tests of the tool while it is mounted in the 
spindle. See Appendix C.2.2 for more detail on the tap test experiments. Note that the 
FEM has two sets of runout values since it is used in two separate cut sessions. More 
details about the experimental cuts are given in the following paragraphs of this section. 
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m = 0.259 kg 
=1.48 x 10"3lbs2/in 
k = 2.15x 107N/m 
=1.23 xlO5 lb/in 
b = 330.2 N s/m 
=1.886 lbs/in 
co„ = 9115 rad/s 
C, = 0.07 
Pi = 5.1 x 10"3 mm 
=2.0xl0"4in 
a r l = 71.9° 
p2 = 5.3 x 10"3 mm 
=2.1xl0"4in 
a r 2 = 74.1 ° 
Ball End Mill 
(BEM) 
i • 
m = 0.309 kg 
=1.76 x 10"3lbs2/in 
k = 2.73xl07N/m 
=1.56 x 105 lb/in 
b = 464.6 N s/m 
=2.653 lb s/in 
con = 9400 rad/s 
C = 0.08 
p= 0.014 mm 
=5.5xl0"4in, 
ccr= 80.3 ° 
Insert Cutter 
(IC) 
m = 0.173 kg 
=9.87xl0"4lbs2/in 
k = 1 . 5 x 107N/m 
=8.57 xlO4 lb/in 
b = 258.1 N s/m 
=1.474 lb s/in 
con = 9300 rad/s 
C, = 0.08 
p= 0.024 mm 
=9.5xl0"4in, 
ar= 69.3 ° 
Table 7.2: Runout and deflection properties of the milling cutters used in the Surface 
experiments. 
Three 8"x 6" aluminum blocks are cut to create four peaks and three valleys on 
each block. The middle two peaks contain the four surfaces to be measured. These 
surfaces are referred as SI, S2, S3 and S4 (see Figure 7.2). Each surface contains a 
number of experimental cuts identified by lower case letters in increasing alphabetical 
order in the positive X direction of the milling machine. The blocks are cut in such a way 
that: 
• the remaining geometry ensures workpiece rigidity (to isolate the effects of 
cutting tool vibrations), 
• the cuts are consistent with finish cutting, 
• and the generated surfaces are easily accessed with a profilometer. 
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Machine Z 
Peak 1 ^ — ' ' ' Peak 2 
Figure 7.2: Layout of the experimental surfaces on a block. 
During the milling process the forces in the x, y and z directions are recorded. The 
peaks on the block are marked and separated with a saw (see Figure 7.3). A total of three 
blocks are cut for the experiments: Two blocks with the Flat End Mill (FEM), the first 
peak of the third block is cut with the Ball End Mill (BEM) and the second peak of the 
third block is cut with the Insert Cutter (IC). 
B\ MMil i rn l i i TP1 iiT'"i 
• I 1L 
S>< 5 + 
<fc 
Figure 7.3: Photos of the fours surfaces of Block 1. 
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The FEM experiments are designed for surface roughness and dimensional error 
validations, while the BEM and IC experiments are intended to further validate the 
algorithms and show the versatility of the surface simulation with different cutting tools. 
For the cuts with the FEM, two control cuts with very slow feedrate are 
positioned between the experimental cuts on each side of the peaks. These cuts allow 
profilometer usage for validation of the dimensional error estimation. Figure 7.4 below 
shows the positioning of the experimental cuts around a peak. 
| Control Cut | cut2 | Control Cufl" 
Machine X Peak on Block 
cutl | Control Cut | cut2 | Control Cut | 
Figure 7.4: The positional layout of the FEM experimental cuts on a peak (top view, 
down milling). 
Tables 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 show the experimental configuration for the Flat End Mill 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7.5: Experimental finish cutting tests for the IC. 
7.4 Force Estimation Results 
7.4.1 Rake Face Model Results 
The model calibration parameters for the Rake Face Model are given in Yalcin 
(03) as Knc=462.83 N/mm2+p, Kf=0.9836(N/N), and p=-0.2425. For each experimental cut 
the experimental data is filtered (analog low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz) 
to reduce noise and averaged for 50 cycles to find the aggregate shape of the force 
profile. As seen from Figures 7.5 and 7.6, the simulated force profiles match quite well 
with the experimental ones. There is no tap test data available to estimate the dynamic 
properties of the cutting tool, and iterating for static deflections takes substantial 
computational time, which is not suitable for practical applications. Thus, the tool 
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deflections are excluded from the model, which is the main reason for a slight reduction 
in the prediction accuracy when compared with (Yalcin 2003). 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.5: The Experimental and simulation force profile match for the Rake Face 
Model for Experiments 1-6. Bold lines represent simulations, thin ones experimental 
data. 
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Angle {degree) Angle (degree) 
Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.6: The Experimental and simulation force profile match for the Rake 
Face Model for Experiments 7-11. Bold lines represent simulations, thin ones 
experimental data. 
7.4.2 Linear Model Results 
The force model calibration coefficients are obtained using the methods outlined 
in (Javorek 2008) and are used for all the cutting tools. No additional effort is made to 
improve the model accuracy by calibrating them with the experimental cuts performed 
for this study. The values of model calibration coefficients are: 
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KTc= 653.9 MPa, KTE= 16.4 N/mm, 
KRC= 294.3 MPa, KRE= 12.0 N/mm, 
KORC = 138.1 MPa, K0RE = 1.91 N/mm. 
For each experiment the measured data is averaged for 10-40 cycles to find the 
aggregate shape of the experimental force profile. Higher number of cycles yield a 
statistically more reliable force profile, however the number of cycles is constrained by 
the distance the tool moves during the experimental cut. No filtering is done. The 
sampling program did not record forces for a number of experiments. For more detail on 
this issue see Appendix C.3. Figures 7.7-7.10 display simulated force profile matches for 
the experiments with recorded experimental force data. 
The simulated and experimental force profiles in general show quite good 
agreement. The performance of the model for the flat end mill (FEM) (Figures 7.7 and 
. 7.8) is the best among the three cutting tools, since the model calibration coefficients are 
obtained using a flat end mill. To increase accuracy, the model coefficients should be 
reevaluated with more emphasis on the orthogonal parameters KORC and KORE- The z 
forces for the ball end mill (BEM) experiments are not shown since they obscure the 
other force profiles. These forces are noisier and the predictions are poorer. 
Since the experimental force profiles are obtained by averaging force profiles for 
a number of rotations, they contain random noise. The noise like pattern in the simulation 
profiles is due to tool discretization (axial slices or disks) under cutting conditions with a 
large axial depth and a small radial depth. Note that this effect is minimal for the BEM 
simulated force profiles, which have a large radial depth (Figure 7.9). 
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Exp 1 
J Wv f\ A / 
w/ Hi/ FX ¥ J / r^ffy 
Xfes»^ 3$0 ^S^^zfB S ^ ^ S 
Exp 2 1 
Fz Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Exp 3 Exp 4 
o ^ ^\^p^\^r\^^ 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Exp 5 
Exp 6 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.7: The Experimental and simulation force profile match with the Linear 
Model for Experiments 1-6 with the FEM at 2500 rpm. Bold lines represent simulations, 
thin ones experimental data. 
The oscillations in the x-forces of the insert cutter (1C) experiments are due to 
ringing of the workpiece-loadcell coupled mass (Figure 7.10). The insert cutter has a 
small helix angle and this increases the impact force when the tool enters or exits the 
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workpiece, causing the dynamometer and hence the force signal to oscillate, even when 
there are no applied forces. The cutting forces are actually zero, as predicted, in the areas 
between the three peaks since there is no cutting going on in this region. 
=• 200 
Exp 7 















Figure 7.8: The Experimental and simulation force profile match with the Linear 
Model for Experiments 7-12 with the FEM at 6000 rpm. Bold lines represent simulations, 
thin ones experimental data. 
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Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
250 
-250 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.9: The Experimental and simulation force profile match with the Linear Model 
for the BEM at 6000 rpm. Bold lines represent simulations, thin ones experimental data. 
Figure 4.3 shows the cutting edge curves representation for the BEM. Note that 
the first edge originating at zero location angle starts from the tool bottom (u=0). When 
the edge description is modified such that the first edge starts from u=0.1 in, the tool is 
the same just with a different orientation (the tool is rotated 90°). If the cutting tool was 
symmetric, i.e. all cutting edges started at the same profile position, rotating the tool 90° 
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would not change the force profile. However, in this case the force profiles from the 
original and modified edge (90° rotated) tools yield different force profiles due to the 
runout effect. Note the difference in prediction quality between the original plot of 
Experiment 13 and the one with modified edges in Figure 7.11. This effect demonstrates 
the importance of including the detailed cutting edge properties of the tool. In this case, 
the cutting edges with different properties are positioned differently with respect to the 






Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.10: The Experimental and simulation force profile match with the Linear Model 
for the IC at 3000 rpm. Bold lines represent simulations, thin ones experimental data. 
Although both plots look similar in Figure 7.11, the original plot displays a better 
match both for curve closeness (accuracy) and profile shape (behavior). The Fy (y-force 
profile) of the original plot (left) matches the experimental results better than the Fy of 
the plot with modified edges (right). The difference is obvious in the 2nd and the 3rd 
peaks. 
At the second peak of the Fx profile of the original plot (left), one can see a small 
valley on top of the peak for both experimental and simulation curves. The valley shape 
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on the simulated Fx profile is located on the third peak instead of the second for the plot 
with the modified edge (right). This indicates better force behavior match for the original 
plot. 
Angle (degree) Angle (degree) 
Figure 7.11: The performance difference of force profile matching for Experiment 13 
with the original cutting edge configuration of the ball end mill, and with modified 
(rotated 90°) cutting edge configuration. 
7.4.3 Force Model Algorithm Efficiency 
All the variables in the force model equations are pre calculated and stored, 
eliminating the calculation of trigonometric functions in the simulation. Table 7.6 lists the 
variables required in the force model calculations and the source of these variables. Just 
by replacing the trigonometric functions in the chip thickness and force estimation 
routines the estimation time with the rake face model increases more than 4 times. For a 
typical tool sliced into 20 disks with 360 angular increments, calculating forces at every 
angular increment 32 times with the rake face model takes 19.13 seconds when the 
numeric structures are used, and 84.77 seconds when the trigonometric functions are 
calculated inside the chip thickness and the force estimation routines of the program 




(nt) k ,i ,j (vector) = 
MyTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].tangentialEdgeX 
(nrem) k ,i j (vector)= 
MyTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].remainingEdgeZ 
(n)
 k j j (vector) = 
MyTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].rakeNormal 
(tc) k,; j (vector) = 
MyTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].onRakeFlow 
Aek, | = 
MyTool.Edge[k][i].De 
Auk, | = 
MyTool.Edge[k][i].Du 
Table 7.6: List of the tabulated variables used in the force model calculations. 
7.5 Product Quality Estimation and Results 
The milling structures are used to create a program that estimates the surface 
roughness and the dimensional error of the generated peripheral surface. In addition, the 
program creates a MATLAB file that plots the peripheral surface in a 3D wire frame 
graph. In this section, the performance of the surface simulation program is evaluated 
with the Surface experiments listed in Tables 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. 
7.5.1 Surface Roughness Results 
Surface roughness, Ra, is defined as the average absolute distance of the surface 
profile from its mean value. The surface roughness values for the given experiments are 
measured at certain axial locations along the feed direction. The axial location on the 
peripheral surface is defined as the axial (z) coordinate of the cutting tool when cutting. 
Table 7.7 gives the summary of the surface roughness results. There are some missing 
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results in the table, since it was not physically possible for the profilometer to access 
some of the surfaces. Also, the axial depth position of some profilometer scans are 






































































































































































































































Table 7.7: Summary of the surface roughness results. 
The results shown in Table 7.7 are discussed below. The percentage error between 
experimental and simulation values are often reasonable. Note that the error is far worse 
for scans with evaluation length (EVAL) of 1.25 mm. Different evaluation lengths are 
suggested by the profilometer manufacturer for different ranges of surface roughness 
values. In order to get accurate surface roughness readings the mean value line should 
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also be the best-fit line (or the surface profile should be tilted so that its best fit line is 
horizontal). When the evaluation length is too small compared to the surface roughness it 
does not give a good view of the best-fit line, resulting in a tilted surface that yields larger 
roughness values. In addition, the profilometer was calibrated using a 4 mm evaluation 
length. Note that the average error for the scans with 4 mm evaluation length is 15%. 
Some of the scanned profiles are filtered, since the profilometer needle was 
apparently resonating while scanning. A moving average is used as a filtering function. 
The number of the averaged data points covers enough distance that it eliminates the 
random noise with little effect on the peaks and valleys. Figure 7.12 shows the original 
and the filtered surface profile comparisons. 
Profile Match for B3S2d at AD=3.937 mm
 x in/ ' Filtered Profile Match for B3S2d at AD=3.937 mm 
,1 , , , , , , , , , 1 ., .6 I , . 1 , L. 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 D.6 0 7 0.B 0.9 1 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Feed Direction (mm) Feed Direction (mm) 
Figure 7.12: Filtered and unfiltered scanned surface profiles, and their comparison to the 
simulated profiles. Noisy, thin lines represent the experimental and thick lines represent 
the simulated surface profiles. 
Figures 7.13-7.16 display plots of the simulated and scanned profiles; Figures 
7.13 and 7.14 include the profile plots of the FEM, Figure 7.15 includes the profiles plots 
of the BEM, and Figure 7.16 includes the profile plots for the IC. The simulated and the 
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scanned profile curves are well correlated. Both the frequency and magnitudes of the 
curves match well. Cuts scanned with the evaluation length of 1.25mm (Figure 7.13 (a), 
(b), (d); Figure 7.15: (a), (d), (e); and Figure 7.16: (a), (b), (d), (e)) have worse magnitude 
errors than the cuts scanned with a 4 mm evaluation length. 
Profile Match for B1S2a 
atAD=3.5052mm 
Profile Match for B1S2C 
at AD=0 mm 
Profile Match for B1S2e 
at AD=1.397 mm 
0.4 0.6 o.a 
Feed Direction (mm) 0.4 0.6 0.8 Feed Direction (mm) 
(a) Exp 1 (b) Exp 2 
Profile Match for B1S4a 
at AD=5.207 mm Profile Match for B1S4c at AD=3.9624 mm x10 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(c) Exp 3 
Profile Match for B1S4e 
at AD=1.8796 mm 
0.4 0.6 0.8 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(d) Exp 4 
0.5 1 1.5 2 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(e) Exp 5 
0.5 1 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(f) Exp 6 
Figure 7.13: Comparison of the simulated and scanned surface profiles cut with 
the FEM at 2500 rpm. Thin lines represent the experimental and thick lines represent the 
simulated surface profiles. 
Figure 7.15 (d) contains an experimental profile curve that consists of alternating 
small magnitude and big magnitude lobes. Note that every second lobe edge is aligned 
with the lobe edge of the simulated profile curve, which means that if the lobe size of the 
experimental profile curve was not alternating the experimental and simulated curves 
would be aligned in the horizontal direction. In this plot the frequency of each lobe is 
once per tool revolution and it is due to the runout effect; one of the cutting edges has 
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such a large axis of rotation, that it generates a surface profile as if the cutting tool has a 
single edge. 
Profile Match for B2S2a 
at ADO.81 mm 
Profile Match for B2S2c 
atAD=2.1844mm 
Profile Match for B2S2e 
atAD=1.9812mm 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
Feed Direction (mm) 
0.5 1 1.5 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(a) Exp 7 (b) Exp 8 
Filtered Profile Match for B2S4a 
at AD=3.7592 mm 
Profile Match for B2S4c 
at AD=3.7592 mm 
0.5 1 1.5 2 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(c) Exp 9 
Profile Match for B2S4e 
at AD=4.3434 mm 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Feed Direction (mm) 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(d) Exp 10 (e) Exp 11 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Feed Direction (mm) 
(f) Exp 12 
Figure 7.14: Comparison of the simulated and scanned surface profiles for the 
FEM at 6000 rpm. Thin lines represent the experimental and thick lines represent the 
simulated profiles. 
The alternating lobe sizes are due to the periodic deflection of the cutting tool. 
The position of the tool center is alternating up and down each time when the dominant 
cutting edge segment (or the cutting edge segment farthest away from the axis of 
rotation) is in contact with the workpiece. That means one of the tool vibration 
frequencies is close to an odd integer multiple of half of the rotation frequency of the 
cutting tool ((2JV + l)—, where Q. is the rotation frequency of the cutting tool). 
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Profile Match for B3S1a 
at AD=6.096 mm Profile Match for B3S1b 
at AD=6.096 mm 
Profile Match for B3S1d 
atAD=4.318mm 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Feed Direction (mm) 
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of the simulated and scanned surface profiles cut with the BEM. 
Thin lines represent the experimental and thick lines represent the simulated profiles. 
7.5.2 Dimensional Error Results 
Dimensional error performance of the program is evaluated with the profilometer 
by scanning across the surface of interest and the control surface at a certain axial 
location. The elevation difference between these surfaces is compared to the simulated 
elevation difference. Dimensional error can be described as the elevation difference 
between the experimental surface and the ideal surface that is located at a distance equal 
to the local tool radius from the tool axis while cutting. The elevation position of a 
surface can be defined as the contact location in the normal direction with an adjacent 
surface. Practically, there is no concrete definition for the surface elevation position. It 
changes from application to application (light load bearing surface, heavy load bearing 
surface, lubrication surface...etc.), since some of the peaks have burrs. This study uses an 
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approximation for the surface elevation, assuming the surface elevation is above the 
profile mean line by twice the roughness value. 
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of the simulated and scanned surface profiles cut with the IC. 
Thin lines represent the experimental and thick lines represent the simulated profiles. 
Table 7.8 lists the dimensional error experiments, the axial depth at which the 
scan is made, and the control surface paired with each experimental surface. Table 7.8 
includes two sets of simulated elevation difference values, the first set of simulated 
elevation difference values is estimated at the axial depth (AD) location where the 
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experimental scan was performed, the second set of simulated elevation difference values 
is estimated at zero axial depth (AD=0). The simulation results at AD=0 yield much 
better accuracy. This suggests that the assumption about the axial disk deflection values 
having a constant ratio with the tool bottom may contribute to the dimensional estimation 
errors (see Equations 5.15 and 5.16), since the tool dynamics con, ^, k are determined 
from a tap test at the tool bottom (AD=0). Perhaps introducing the cross relations of 
nodes on the cutting tool at various axial locations like in Shin (06) will reduce some 







































































































































































Table 7.8: The comparison of the simulated and the experimental elevation 
difference values. AD values with question marks are not available, AD=0 is assumed. 
(See Table 7.3 for control surface test conditions) 
The elevation difference between the surface of interest and the control surface is 
purely attributed to the tool deflections. Theoretically, a cutting tool with no deflection 
would yield zero elevation difference, even if it has runout. Thus, the accuracy of the tool 
deflection model is the single consideration in the prediction performance. 
I l l 
The elevation difference for simulated values at AD=0 are quite reasonable 
despite the high percentage error values. Note that experiments 4-6 and 10-12 are up-
milling cuts and the elevation difference between the experimental and the control 
surfaces is approximately 10 times less than the down milling elevation difference values. 
In fact, they are very close to or fluctuate around zero. The % error values are higher for 
the up mill, however the absolute error is the same or less than for down milling cuts. The 
average absolute error in elevation difference estimation for up-mill cuts is 1.3 um, while 
the average error for down mill cuts is 4.8|am. The percent error for down mill has an 
average of 20%. 
Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 show a visual comparison between the experimental 
and simulated elevation differences for down and up milling respectively. On the plots 
the scanned surface is displayed. The position of the scanned surface of interest and the 
scanned control surface levels are indicated with thin straight lines on top of these 
surfaces respectively. In the middle of the plot the position of the simulated surface of 
interest and the simulated control surface levels are indicated with bold lines. The 
scanned and simulated control surfaces are co-linear. 
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Dimensional Error for B1S2a at AD=0 mm, 
%Err=26.6 
Dimensional Error for B1 S2c at AD=0 mm, 
%Err=23 1 
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Figure 7.17: Visual comparison of the elevation difference values for the down 
milling experiments (thin lines are experimental and bold lines are simulation) 
In Figure 7.17 where the down milling experiments are compared, the simulated 
and experimental elevation difference values are reasonably close. For the up mill cuts in 
Figure 7.18, the match between the experimental and the simulated elevation differences 
appear to be worse. The elevation of the control surfaces of the experiments numbered 5 
and 12 (see Figure 7.18 (b) and (f)) cannot be clearly defined from the scanned section, 
so the results for these cuts in Table 7.8 can be ignored. Note that the percent error for 
these experiments is highest. 
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Figure 7.18: Visual comparison of the elevation difference values for the up milling 
experiments (thin lines are experimental and bold lines are simulation). 
7.5.3 3D Surface Comparison 
Data for two different 3D surface plots is collected. These surfaces are B2S2c 
(Experiment 8) resulting from down milling and B2S4c (Experiment 11) resulting from 
up milling. Each surface is scanned 14 times in the feed direction, advancing a fixed 
amount in the axial direction after each scan using a micrometer equipped microscope 
table. However, the profilometer saves the data only after normalizing it by moving the 
average to zero. To compensate for this, the absolute elevation of the profilometer needle 
is recorded manually before and after each scan. The 3D plot of the experimental surface 
is obtained by placing each profile scan to its absolute elevation. 
Figure 7.19 shows the 3D surface comparison of the B2S2c (Experiment 8), and 
Figure 7.20 shows the 3D comparison of B2S4c (Experiment 11). The experimental and 
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simulated plots have the same axis dimensions for easy comparison. The 3D comparisons 
both for down milling and up milling cuts look similar and display similar behavior both 
in feed and axial directions. More detail about the plotting of the experimental surface is 
given in the Appendix C.4.3. 
Note the difference in the axial shape for the down and up milled surfaces, 
resulting from the helical shape of the tool and tool deflection. Because of the helical 
shape of the cutting edges, for specific angular tool positions they generate the surface 
only at specific axial position. The error at the specific axial position depends on the Y-
deflection value of the tool disk at the corresponding angular position of the cutting tool. 
The forces and deflections are completely different for up and down milling, thus the 
generated surfaces are different as seen in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. Ryu et al. (2003) give 
more details about this mechanism. 
Error surface for B2S2c (Simulated, Down-Milling) Error surface for B2S2c (Experimental, Down-Milling) 
Feed Direction (mm) 
Figure 7.19: 3D surface plot comparison for surface B2S2c (down milling). 
Axial height (mm) _ 
Feed Direction (mm) 
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Error surface for B2S4c (UP-Milling) Error surface for B2S4c (Experimental, Up-Milling) 
Figure 7.20: 3D surface plot comparison for surface B2S4c (up milling). 
In order to understand the effects of the runout and deflection on the surface 
profile the simulated 3D images of the same cuts are generated under two different 
circumstances: first, no tool deflections and no runout effect, and second, no tool 
deflections with runout effect. Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 show the 3D plots under these 
circumstances for surfaces B2S2c (down mill) and B2S4c (up mill) respectively. 
Both surfaces (B2S2c and B2S4c) exhibit similar behavior under the no deflection 
conditions. When there is no runout the surface error and surface roughness is minimal. 
Under no runout conditions all the four cutting edges contribute to the surface generation. 
When the runout is introduced with no deflection the surface roughness increases 
dramatically since the (dominant) edge with the largest distance from the axis of rotation 
is the only edge generating the surface. Also the error is negative since the dominant edge 
is larger than the ideal tool radius and removes excessive material. Note the error 
becomes maximum at the approximate axial location of 3.5 mm. The dominant edge 
segment at that position has the largest distance from the axis of rotation due to the 
runout location angle and the helical positioning of the cutting edges. 
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Error surface for B2S2c (Simulated, Down-Milling, no Deflection, no Runout) 
Axial height (mm) g g 
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Error surface for B2S2c (Simulated, Down-Milling, no Deflection, with Runout) , n " 3 .- , , • - . „ - , 
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Figure 7.21: Simulated 3D surfaces for B2S2c: without tool deflection and without 
runout effect (top); and without tool deflection and with runout (bottom). 
This leads to two main conclusions. For steady cuts without chatter, surface 
roughness is mainly determined by the runout and the radius of the cutting tool. On the 
other hand, although runout has a significant effect on the dimensional error, the tool 
deflection is the main factor. 
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Error surface for B2S4c (simulated UP-Milling, no Deflection, no Runout) 
0 
Axial height (mm) Feed Direction (mm) 
.3 l ^ " " " " l 
Figure 7.22: Simulated 3D surfaces for B2S4c: without tool deflection and without 
runout effect (top); and without tool deflection and with runout (bottom). 
7.6 Summary 
A surface modeling program is developed using the proposed numeric structures 
and experimentally evaluated. This program calculates cutting forces, tool vibrations and 
the resulting peripheral surface. Despite the complexity of the concepts in this program, it 
is less than 140 lines (see Appendix Section A.8). 
Although an objective computational efficiency evaluation of the structures is not 
possible, the program run times with and without pre-calculated trigonometric values is 
compared. Run times are four times faster for the program with pre-calculated 
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trigonometric values (0.60 seconds vs. 2.64 seconds per force profile estimation). This 
underlines the importance of data pre-calculation and organization. 
Another time comparison is made between the surface generation programs with 
and without the numeric structures. The "standard" program (without the structures) is 
specifically developed for flat end mills. It is a modification of the simulation program 
for Yalcin (03) and it pre-calculates the values the same way they are pre-calculated with 
the structures. It also uses initialization and program run sections. The time for force 
estimation and surface generation for 32 rotations of the cutting tool (excluding the 
initialization) is measured. For both programs the tool structure was discretized into 15 
disks and 1080 angular increments and the tool deflections were excluded. The program 
utilizing the structures yielded 129.8 seconds (4.06 seconds/rotation), while the 
"standard" program yielded 222.1 seconds (6.94 seconds per rotation) (Celeron 2GHz, 
1GB of RAM at 333MHz). There is a 71% time difference between the two programs and 
it is mainly due to the improvements in the SurfaceFinish class, since the remaining 
sections of the programs are nearly identical. Note that while the "standard" program is 
cutting tool and force model specific, the program that utilizes the structures is versatile. 
The accuracy of the force predictions is very good. The accuracy and the speed of 
the force estimations (0.6 sec/force profile estimation) are acceptable for online feedrate 
planning. Typically executing a g-code line of cutting a hard material takes much more 
than 0.6 seconds, and not being able to optimize short lasting g-code lines that take less 
than 0.6 seconds to be executed is not going to introduce a significant productivity loss. 
The accuracy for the surface roughness and dimensional error is acceptable. The 
program gives estimates good enough for a user to see the general state of quality of the 
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milled product. However, as it is the program is not recommended for a feedrate 
estimation routine that utilizes the surface roughness and dimensional error values as 
constraints. The main source of error is the tool deflection algorithm. Accuracy of the 
tool deflection algorithm is the most significant factor affecting the elevation difference 




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes the thesis work and derives conclusions from the 
obtained results. Possible improvements and future studies are also included. 
8.2 Summary of Contributions 
The efforts in this dissertation are motivated by the need for a commercial 
feedrate planning program that is capable of incorporating a variety of advanced milling 
models. Specifically in this study, milling force models and surface quality models are 
created using numeric structures that improve model versatility and algorithm speed. 
Initially, five different force model algorithms are compared for ease of calibration and 
accuracy. Calibration of the various force models using a motor power sensor is derived 
and their feasibility is evaluated. Various numeric structures have been created, e.g. 
Internal Tool Structure and Surface Finish, which can be used as a Software 
Development Kit (SDK), and are specifically developed for force and surface quality 
programming. The structures make the programming much simpler and flexible. Also, 
the programs (and the models inside these programs) run much faster with these numeric 
structures. The evaluation of the numeric structures is performed by comparing the 
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experimental results with the results from milling simulation programs that use these 
structures. 
8.3 Conclusions 
8.3.1 Findings Related to the Calibration of the Tangential Force Models 
• All the models are reasonably accurate in predicting the average tangential force, 
because the force is nearly linear with the average chip thickness, over the typical 
range of cutting (see Chapter 3). 
• Models with the nonlinear size effect term are more accurate than the models without 
the size effect term (see Chapter 3). 
• Model 2, including size effect with instantaneous chip thickness, performed well for a 
variety of cutting tools. More robust calibration coefficients for this model can be 
obtained by using center cuts with small radial depths (see Chapter 3). 
• For feedrate optimization using online model calibration, e.g. Xu et al. (2006), fast 
spindle model calibration is expected and either Models 1, 3 or 5 can be chosen, since 
they do not require numeric summation for all the cutting edges. From an 
implementation point of view, Model 1, the linear model including edge effect term is 
recommended to avoid natural log and exponential functions (see Chapter 3). 
• For comprehensive feedrate optimization subjected to a large number of constraints 
like in Jerard et al. (2006), numeric summation for all the cutting edges is needed in 
order to calculate the maximum forces. The force component in directions other than 
the tangential can be estimated using material - cutting tool specific ratios 
(Tlusty 2000). More precise radial force estimations are possible by calibrating the 
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radial model coefficients using power sensors in the feed drive of the machine table 
(Javorek 2008, see Chapter 3). 
• The graphical representation in the tangential force evaluation study is unique. It 
shows all the experimental data and force model predictions on the same figure 
(see Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2). Special definition of the average force and average 
chip thickness are used in these graphs. The vertical axis (average tangential force per 
unit axial depth) is proportional to the maximum total tangential force and the 
horizontal axis is proportional to the feedrate. 
8.3.2 Findings Related to Numerical Milling Structures 
• The Milling Cutter Representation (MCR) and the Internal Tool Structure (ITS) are 
able to describe all the commercial milling cutter types. The MCR defines the tool 
profile and cutting edge properties and the ITS stores the location of the discretized 
cutting edge segments in terms of r, z, u and <j> (see Chapter 4). 
• The Internal Tool Structure (ITS) enables utilization of any cutting tool with any 
force model. Practical realization of CAD packages that include complicated milling 
models becomes possible with this property of the ITS. Experimental verification of 
the ITS is shown using two different force models and three different cutting tools. 
Also the same set of model calibration coefficients is used for all three cutting tools, 
which is another property of the force model routines that utilize the ITS 
(see Chapter 7). 
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• Both force models yielded good force estimations. The rake face model performed 
better since the model calibration parameters were estimated from the same 
experiments (Yalcin 2003). On the other hand, the calibration parameters for the 
linear model were obtained previously from various Flat End Mill experiments and 
were not tuned for the current experiments. Despite using very general model 
calibration parameters the Linear Model performed well for all three cutting tools 
(see Chapter 7). 
• The ITS includes very fine details of the cutting tool that can be used in the force 
models. The Ball End Mill used in the evaluation experiments has four cutting edges; 
two of them meet at the tool bottom and two of them start at a certain distance from 
the tool bottom. It is shown that modeling such fine details of the cutting edges 
improves the prediction quality (see Figure 7.11). 
• In general, models and/or programs that utilize the presented numeric structures are 
computationally efficient and run faster. The structures include pre-calculated 
variables that are used during the program run, eliminating repetitive calculations. In 
a trial with the Rake Face model, the estimation of the cutting force profiles with the 
pre-calculated trigonometric values is over four times faster than the estimation 
without the pre-calculated trigonometric values (see Chapter 7). 
• The SurfaceFinish structure includes sub-structures (like CutZone, vecToDisk_k, 
Y_vect) and functions (UpdateSurface, EdgePositionlnterpolation) that utilize a 
number of numeric methods that substantially reduce the calculation amount for the 
surface estimations (see Chapter 6). 
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• A surface simulation program is created with the numeric structures. The goal of this 
program is to create a surface estimation routine that is accurate and fast enough to be 
used in a feedrate planning routine. This goal is partly satisfied; the routine yields 
acceptable estimations at a considerable speed. However further improvements are 
needed to increase the accuracy and speed of the program. These improvements are 
mostly model related and are not directly related with the proposed numeric structures 
(see Section 8.4). 
• It has been shown by validation experiments that the surface simulation program is 
able to estimate the surface roughness with an average error of 15%. The depth range 
for the experiments is between 5.08-8.89 mm (0.2-0.35 in) and the radial depth range 
is between 2.54-3.81 mm (0.1-0.15 in) (except for the ball end mill experiments 6.35 
mm (0.25 inches)), which are typical finishing cuts (see Chapter 7). 
• The dimensional error evaluation is performed by comparing the simulated and 
experimental elevation differences of the surface of interest and the control surface. 
The elevation difference between the surface of interest and the control surface is 
purely attributed to the tool deflections, i.e. the elevation difference accuracy is a 
direct reflection of the tool deflection model accuracy. The average error of the 
surface elevation estimation for up milling is 20%; this percentage is much higher for 
down milling. However, the average absolute error in elevation difference estimation 
for up-mill cuts is 1.3 um (5.1xl0"5 in), while the average error for down mill cuts is 
4.8u.m (1.9xl0~4 in). The rule of thumb for dimensional tolerance in milling is 
+/- 0.008 inch per workpiece inch. The highest tolerances can be reduced to 
+/- 0.0005 in. This means the average error in the deflection related component of the 
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dimensional error estimation is only about 38% of the tightest tolerance 
(see Chapter 7). 
• Three-dimensional plots of the simulated surfaces for an up milling and down milling 
cuts closely matched experimental surfaces (see Figure 7.19 and Figure 7). 
• Programming complicated models with the numeric structures is quick and easy. The 
surface simulation program is less than 140 lines long (see Appendix A.8). 
8.4 Future Work 
• With the special representation used in the tangential force evaluation, it is possible to 
estimate the time percentage difference between two models when they are used in a 
feedrate planning routine. For this purpose the uncertainties of the force predictions 
for both of the force models need to be estimated. 
• The elevation difference results suggest that improvement in dynamic deflection 
estimation will improve the overall accuracy. In addition, the simulation requires a 
fairly large number of angular increments (typically between 1080 and 2160) because 
of the way the dynamic deflections are handled. Better deflection models of the 
cutting tool with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) approach may improve both the 
accuracy and speed of the program. 
Typical surface simulation cuts like those used for the experimental validations 
take 30 seconds to 15 minutes to simulate 32 rotations of the cutting tool (Celeron 
2GHz, 1GB RAM at 333 MHz). The simulation time greatly depends on the number 
of the angular increments. A large number of angular increments is needed for 
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finishing cut simulations with dynamic deflections of the cutting tool, since the 
velocity and position of the cutting tool disks are estimated by integrating the 
acceleration values. For too large an angular increment, the tool deflection simulation 
can get unstable. To reduce the number of the angular increments, the integration in 
the tool deflection model should be re-evaluated. The FIR of the cutting tool 
deflection position to the cutting forces will not require multiple time integrations (to 
calculate speed and then position), since it directly describes the tool deflections. The 
FIR can be converted into a difference equation with zeros only and no poles 
(denominator of 1). Utilizing the FIR will still require some iterations, however its 
structure is more open to numerical interventions for computational speed 
improvements. 
• The Internal Tool Structure (or the Tool class) is thoroughly investigated and well 
developed. The DiskMap and Cut structures in Chapter 5, on the other hand, are 
developed for initial modularization of the milling related applications. They have 
lots of room for improvement. These structures need to be generalized to handle 5-
axis milling cuts and to be organized in such a way that the chip thickness function is 
called only by the cutting edges that are engaged with the workpiece. 
• In general to achieve practical feedrate planning routine, all the structures in the 
program should be highly modularized, the structures should include functions that 
enable quick and effective communications between the structures. For example the 
user interface should be able to save and read from the MCR file, or the DiskMap and 
Cuts structures should be filled up efficiently from the workpiece-stock-estimation 
routine (or structure). 
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User's Guide for the Milling Classes 
A.1 Introduction 
This appendix gives details about the classes developed for this dissertation. 
These classes allow easy and efficient programming of milling simulation related 
applications. They can be used as SDK (Software Development Kit) or they can be 
modified for better or versatile performance without affecting the remaining classes. The 
remaining of this section gives a background about the class concept in C++. 
Classes allow generating new data structures in C++ and are used for 
modularization of the program. When a new variable is declared the programmer must 
specify its data structure, so that the compiler allocates an appropriate amount of memory 
and knows exactly what operations it can perform. For example if varl is declared as int 
and var2 is declared as double, the compiler will allocate 2 bytes for varl and 4 bytes for 
var2. If varl and var2 are assigned 10, the operations varl/4 and var2/4 will yield 2 and 
2.5 respectively. Here the division operator has different functions for int and double data 
structures. Classes allow you to create new data structures and specify the 
operations/functions specifically for that class or create a new operation/function for this 
class (each operation + / - * = < > « » . . . e t c . is a special function that does not require 
function name and only the operation sign is enough to call the function. As an example, 
let us assume Mtrx is a matrix class (Yalcin 03), if al is specified as Mtrx, al is a matrix 
and it can use all the specified operations (+ * =) and functions ("inv" to find the matrix 
inverse...etc.). 
When repetitive utilization of matrix inversion is required it is much more 
practical to write an inverse function "inv" and call it, instead of placing the code for the 
matrix inversion, whenever desired. Consider the case where this program requires an 
inversion of a polynomial, then the programmer should write a function "inv" or 
"invPolynomial", this would add a small amount of confusion and force to use long 
names for functions similar in nature. Using classes avoids confusion in function 
organization; it assembles all the functions related with that class (in our example matrix 
class Mtrx). Also, most of the functions written are specific to the program and it is very 
difficult to make a library of independent functions that can be used in multiple 
programs. On the other hand, classes are independent from the program, if it is needed to 
use matrices in a program the programmer can assign a variable as a Mtrx and use the 
Mtrx functions without worrying what is inside these functions. 
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A.2 Tool Class 
A.2.1 Description of the Tool Class 
The Tool class includes all tool related variables in an organized fashion including 
the unit vectors on the cutting edge segments. Organizing the tool related information as 
a class allows storage of data for multiple tools in the program. When MyFirstTool and 
MyOtherTool are defined as Tool entities: 
Tool MyFirstTool; 
Tool MyOtherTool; 
they contain data for two different milling cutters. 
The following expression represents the sine of the location angle of the cutting 
edge segment on the ith cutting edge, on kth disk at j t h angular increment of MyFirstTool: 
MyFirstTool.Edge[k][i]._At[j].sinLocAng. 
Figure Al shows the variables and organization of the Tool class, which is 
organized in a number of nested Classes. In the expression above, the first level structure 
is the Tool class and its entity is MyFirstTool. The second level structure is the ToolEdge 
class and its entities are: 
\k = Q...(numDisks — 1) . . ,. 
Edge[k][ilfor\ ,V ' (A. l ) [i = 0. \numblutes-\) 
where, numDisks is the total number of disks and numFlutes is the number of the cutting 
edges (or flutes) on the milling cutter. The third level structure is the EdgeAtPosition 
structure and its entities are: 
_At[j] for j=0...(numR-l), 
where numR is the number of angular increments. Figure A.l shows the Tool class 
structure. 
A.2.2 Requirements to Use the Tool Class in a Program 
The source file that defines the Tool class is "EdgeAndToolClass.cpp" and it 
needs to be in the source folder of the program project, the header file that declares this 
class is "EdgeAndToolClass.h" and it needs to be in the header folder of the program 
project. Additional files that need to be in the source and header folder of the program 
project are "matrix.h" and" matrix.cpp". The file that contains code that utilizes the Tool 
class should include the "EdgeAndToolClass.h". 
NOTE: Avoid multiple inclusion, there may be other files that include the 

























































Figure A.l: The Tool class structure. 
A.2.3 Construction of the Tool Class 
As any variable type the Tool entity is created after its defined. However the 
structure is empty and ReadFromFiles function should be run in order to fill up all the 
variables. This function estimates the milling cutter properties in the Tool class from the 
Milling Cutter Representation (MCR) codes. Before running this function some variables 
containing information that is not included in the MCR codes need to be filled separately. 
The code below shows an example of how a Tool class entity, tool3, is created an filled 
up: 
Variables of 











Tool tool3;//creates the Tool entity 
tool3.Da=0.0233;//desired profile length of the axial disks 
tool3.runout=0.0002;//runout value 
tool3.runLocAng=pi/180*72;// runout location value in radians 
tool3.numR=360;//number of angular increments 
tool3.ReadFromFiles("FEM_SurfTest2009.NTG", //tool profile description file 






The parameters in the "ReadFromFile" function are explained in Section 4.3. 
A.2.4 Variables in the Tool Class Structure 
The list of variables of the Tool class is given in Figure A.l. The explanations of 
these variables is given below: 
Da: Desired profile length of the axial tool disks. Needs to be entered before the 
ReadFromFiles function is run. 
runout: Runout length. Needs to be entered before the ReadFromFiles function is 
run. 
runLocAng: runout location angle in radians. Needs to be entered before the 
ReadFromFiles function is run. 
numR: Number of angular increments of the cutting tool. Needs to be entered before 
the ReadFromFiles function is run. 
ToolL: Tool length from the spindle. 
FIutedL: The length of the fluted portion of the cutting tool. 
numDisks: Number of the axial disks of the cutting tool. 
De: The thickness in axial direction of the disk that contains the specified cutting 
edge segment. 
Du: The profile length of the disk that contains the specified cutting edge segment. 
numFlutes: number of lutes on the disk that contains the specified cutting edge 
segment. 
R: The local radius of the disk that contains the specified cutting edge segment. 
r: The distance of the specified cutting edge segment from the axis of rotation. 
z_pos: Axial position of the specified cutting edge segment. 
ToolProfile: Tool profile position of the specified cutting edge segment, or position 
of the cutting edge segment along the tool profile starting from the tool bottom. 
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exists: A boolean variable that tells whether the specified cutting edge segment exists 
or not. 
pitchCCW: The angular distance from the specified cutting edge segment to the 
previous cutting edge segment in CCW direction on the same disk. 
Helix: Helix angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
sinHelix: Sine value of the helix angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosHelix: Cosine value of the helix angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
Ball_angle: The angle between the profile normal of the specified cutting edge 
segment and the x-y plane. (See Figure 5.8) 
sinBall_angle: Sine value of Ballangle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosBall_angle: Cosine value of Ball_angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
Rake_angle: The rake angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
sinRake_angle: Sine value of Rakeangle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosRake_angIe: Cosine value of Rake_angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
Flank_angle: The flank angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
sinFlank angle: Sine value of Flankangle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosFIank _angle: Cosine value of Flank_angle of the specified cutting edge segment. 
Flow_rake: See Figure 7.1 for its definition. 
sinFlow_rake: Sine value of flowrake of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosFIow_rake: Cosine value of flow_rake of the specified cutting edge segment. 
Flow_flank: The counterpart of the Flowrake angle on the flank face of the 
specified cutting edge segment. 
sinFIow_rake: Sine value of flow_rake of the specified cutting edge segment. 
cosFIow_rake: Cosine value of flowrake of the specified cutting edge segment. 
initialized: A boolean that tells whether or not the data for the specified cutting edge 
is completed in the structure. 
numAnglncrements: number of the angular increments for the specific cutting edge 
segment. 
_anglncr: The angle the tool rotates at each angular increment of the specified 
cutting edge segment. 
LocAng: Location angle of the specified cutting edge segment at the specific angular 
increment. 
sinLocAng: Sine value of LocAng of the specified cutting edge segment at the 
specific angular increment. 
cosLocAng: Cosine value of LocAng of the specified cutting edge segment at the 
specific angular increment. 
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ideaIX_pos: The x position of the specified cutting edge segment at the specific 
angular increment with respect to the axis of symmetry. 
idealY_pos: The y position of the specified cutting edge segment at the specific 
angular increment with respect to the axis of symmetry. 
runoutX_pos: The x position of the specified cutting edge segment at the specific 
angular increment with respect to the axis of rotation. 
runoutY_pos: The y position of the specified cutting edge segment at the specific 
angular increment with respect to the axis of rotation. 
skips: A counter that belongs to the specified cutting edge segment at the specific 
angular increment. It is an internal variable used in the some chip thickness 
algorithms and counts the number of times the cutting edge segments failed to cut the 
workpiece material at that specific location. 
tempSkips: Another counter that belongs to the specified cutting edge segment at the 
specific angular increment. It is an internal variable used in the some chip thickness 
algorithms and counts the number of times the cutting edge segments failed to cut the 
workpiece material at that specific location. 
tangentialEdgeX: The tangential unit vector of the specified cutting edge segment at 
the specific angular increment. (See Figure 5.9). 
radialEdgeY: The radial unit vector of the specified cutting edge segment at the 
specific angular increment. (See Figure 5.9). 
remainingEdgeZ: The remaining unit vector of the specified cutting edge segment at 
the specific angular increment. (See Figure 5.9). 
alongEdgeHelixZ: The unit vector along the specified cutting edge segment at the 
specific angular increment pointing upwards in axial direction, (see f in Figure 7.1). 
onRakePerpendicularToEdge: The unit vector on the rake face of the specified 
cutting edge segment at the specific angular increment that is perpendicular to 
alongEdgeHelixZ. (see b in Figure 7.1). 
rakeNormal: The negative of the unit vector normal to the rake face of the specified 
cutting edge segment at the specific angular increment. 
onRakeFlow: The unit vector on the rake face of the specified cutting edge segment 
at the specific angular increment that has an angle equal to the value of the Flowjrake 
from the onRakePerpendicularToEdge vector, (see fc in Figure 7.1). 
tanPerpendicularToEdgeHelixZ: The unit vector of the specified cutting edge 
segment at the specific angular increment that is perpendicular to alongEdgeHelixZ 
and it is equal to the rakeNormal when the rake angle is zero. 
flankNormal: The negative of the unit vector normal to the flank face of the 
specified cutting edge segment at the specific angular increment. 
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onFlaknPerpendicularToEdge: The unit vector on the flank face of the specified 
cutting edge segment at the specific angular increment that is perpendicular to 
alongEdgeHelixZ. (see bf in Figure 7.1). 
onFlankFlow: The flank face counter part of onRakeFlow for the specified cutting 
edge segment at the specific angular increment. 
A.3 DiskMap Class 
A .3.1 Introduction 
Constructed based on the cutting conditions of a specific cut, the DiskMap 
structure is a quick reference about the entrance and exit angles for each disk on the tool. 
This structure needs the Tool class information to arrange its size. It is intended to speed 
up a single surface estimation cut. In general, there can be as many DiskMap entities as 
the number of cuts in the g-code. It includes a reset function to reset the map. Figure A.2 
shows the DiskMap class structure. 
dMapl. 
DiskMap Class 
. Entr [k] 
. Exit [k] 
. numL 
reset( ) 
Figure A.2: The DiskMap class structure. 
A.3.2 Requirements to Use the DiskMap Class in a Program 








Header files that must be included: 
CutTypes.h 
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A.3.3 Construction of a DiskMap Class Entity 
The creation of the DiskMap entity is done as follows: 
DiskMap map1(tool1); 
Here the structure of the mapl is complete. The contents are going to be filled with the 
"fillDiskMap" function, which belongs to the Cuts class. The "reset" function resets the 
contents of the DiskMap entity. The following expression resets the contents of mapl: 
map1.reset(); 
A.3.4 Variables in the DiskMap Class Structure 
Entr: Entrance angle of the cut for the specified axial tool disk in radians. 
Exit: Exit angle of the cut for the specified axial tool disk in radians. 
NumL: Number of the axial tool disks of the cutting tool. 
A.4 Cut Class 
A.4.1 Introduction 
Cut class contains all the necessary information about a specific cutting condition 
like feedrate, spindle speed, axial and radial locations of the cutting tool that are engaged 
with the workpiece. This structure contains the function fillDiskMap that constructs a 
DiskMap entity for the particular cutting condition. Multiple cutting conditions can be 
stored as different Cut class entities. Requires Tool and DiskMap information. Figure A.3 













Figure A.3: The Cut class structure. 
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A.4.2 Requirements to Use the Cut Class in a Program 








Header files that must be included: 
CutTypes.h 
A.4.3 Construction and Utilization of a Cut Class Entity 
The entity is created simply by defining it as a Cut type. The following expression 
gives an example of creation of the cutl: 
Cut cutl; 













Once the cutting conditions are completely entered the fillDiskMap function is run for the Cut 
class entity (cutl) in order to fill the DiskMap entity mapl: 
cutl .fillDiskMap(tool1 ,map1); 
A.4.4 Variables in the Cut Class Structure 
straightPeripheral: It is a boolean that tells whether or not the cut is straight 
peripheral. This information helps when choosing a chip thickness estimation 
function or other functions. Different functions can be more efficient in different 
conditions. 
rpm: Spindle speed in revolutions per minute. 
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mm_per_min: Feedrate in millimeters per minute of inches per minute. 
min_y: The variable that describes the lower boundary of the radial engagement of 
the workpiece with the cutting tool in terms of y coordinate originating from the tool 
axis of rotation. The radial depth of the cut is equal to value of the expression max_y-
min_y. 
max_y: The variable that describes the higher boundary of the radial engagement of 
the workpiece with the cutting tool in terms of y coordinate originating from the tool 
axis of rotation. The radial depth of the cut is equal to value of the expression max_y-
min_y. 
min_z: The variable that describes the lower boundary of the axial engagement of the 
workpiece with the cutting tool in terms of axial height position of the cutting tool. 
The axial depth of the cut is equal to value of the expression max_z-min_z. 
max_z: The variable that describes the higher boundary of the axial engagement of 
the workpiece with the cutting tool in terms of axial height position of the cutting 
tool. The axial depth of the cut is equal to value of the expression max_z-min_z. 
plateThickness: An unused variable in the Cut class, which was intended to be used 
for plunging cuts. 
A.5 Records Class 
A.5.1 Introduction 
Contain and stores information about the forces and tool deflections. It, also, 
contains pre-calculated look up tables used in tool deflections. Records class also 
includes three functions; InitializeRecords, constructs Records entity based on the tool 
information. resetDeflections, resents the deflection values. 
DynDefflectionsBasicInteg_NextJ, calculates and stores the dynamic deflections at a 
given angular increment. Figure A.4 shows the Records class structure. 
A.5.2 Requirements to Use the Records Class in a Program 












. defRatio [k] 
. Anglncr . F 
.def[k] 












ResetDeflections ( ) 
DynDefflectionsBasicInteg_Next_j (...) 
Figure A.4: The Records class structure. 
A.5.3 Construction and Utilization of a Records Class Entity 
The entity is created simply by defining it as a Records type. The following 
expression gives an example of creation of the reel: 
Records red; 
Then the structure of the Records class entity (reel) is constructed according to the 
cutting tool structure of the Tool class entity (tooll): 
rec1.lnitializeRecords(tool1); 
A.5.4 Variables in the Records Class Structure 
DefRatio: The deflection ratio of the specified disk to the tool bottom based on the 
cantilever beam assumption with static load. 
F: Force vector with x, y and z components. This variable is used under different 
paths of the structure; when used under Anglncr it is a variable for a single angular 
position: 
Recl.Anglncr.F 




xCent: The x position of the specified (k ) axial tool disk with respect to the axis of 
rotation. This variable is used under different paths of the structure; when used under 
Anglncr it is a variable for a single angular position: 
Red .Anglncr.def[k].xCent 
when it is used under the Rotation[j] path it is the x position at the j t h increment of the 
cutting tool: 
Red .Rotation[j].def[k].xCent 
yCent: The y position of the specified (kth) axial tool disk with respect to the axis of 
rotation. This variable is used under different paths of the structure; when used under 
Anglncr it is a variable for a single angular position: 
Red .Anglncr.def[k].yCent 
when it is used under the Rotationfj] path it is the y position at the j t h increment of 
the cutting tool: 
Red .Rotation[j].def[k].yCent 
Vx: The velocity component in x direction of the specified (kx ) axial tool disk. This 
variable is used under different paths of the structure; when used under Anglncr it is a 
variable for a single angular position: 
Red .Anglncr.def[k].Vx 
when it is used under the Rotation[j] path it is the velocity component in x direction 
at the j t h increment of the cutting tool: 
Red .Rotation[j].def[k].Vx 
Vy: The velocity component in y direction of the specified (kth) axial tool disk. This 
variable is used under different paths of the structure; when used under Anglncr it is a 
variable for a single angular position: 
Red .Anglncr.def[k].Vy 
when it is used under the Rotation[j] path it is the velocity component in y direction 
at the _f increment of the cutting tool: 
Red Rotation[j].def[k].Vx 
t: It is a pointer to the Tool class entity used with the class and contains the address of 
the Tool class entity. 
A.5.5 Other Functions in the Records Structure 
ResetDeflections: It's a function that resets the deflection values (xCent, yCent, Vx, Vy) 
and fills up the DefRatio array. Its declaration is given below: 
void Records::resetDeflections(void) 
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and the following expressions is an example of how this function is used with the 
Records class entity reel: 
red .resetDeflections(); 
DynDeflectionsBasicInteg_Next_j: This function calculates the deflection values for 
each disk at the specified angular increment (j) and records these values to the Records 
class entity. Its declaration is given below: 
void Records::DynDefflectionsBasiclnteg_Next_j(int j , double mass, double damping, 
double springK, double timelncr, 
Records& rec) 
It is used after the forces for the specified angular increment are calculated and recorded 
in to the Records structure. The following expression give an example how it is called for 
the reel Records class entity: 
rec1.DynDefflectionsBasiclnteg_Next_j(j, mass, damping, springK, timelncr, red); 
The parameters inside the function are: 
j : angular increment index 
mass: the mass of the spring-damper-mass model of the vibrating cutting tool 
damping: the viscous friction of the spring-damper-mass model of the vibrating 
cutting tool 
springK: the spring constant of the spring-damper-mass model of the vibrating 
cutting tool 
timelncr: the time period of a single angular increment 
reel: The reference to the Records entity reel 
A.6 BasicChipModel Class 
A.6.1 Introduction 
Stores user preference information, these are decisions whether to accommodate 
some effects or not like runout, deflection in x-direction and deflection in y-direction. It 
includes number of different chip thickness calculation functions. This particular function 
requires information about the Tool, the DiskMap, the Cut and the Records entities. 









Figure A.5: The BasicChipModel class structure. 
A.6.2 Requirements to Use the BasicChipModel Class in a Program 








Header files that must be included: 
CutTypes.h 
A.6.3 Construction and Utilization of a BasicChipModel Class Entity 
The entity is created simply by defining it as a BasicChipModel type. The 
following expression gives an example of creation of the model 1: 
BasicChipModel modell; 
Then the user preferences are entered to the BasicChipModel entity (modell). 
modell.lncludeRunout=true; 
modell. lncludeX_Deflections=true; 
model"! IncludeY Deflections=true; 
A.6.4 Variables in the BasicChipModel Class Structure 
IncludeRunout: A boolean variable that tells if the runout effect is going to be 
included in the model or not. 
IncludeX_Deflections: A boolean variable that tells if the tool deflections in x 
direction are going to be included in the model or not. 
IncludeX_Deflections: A boolean variable that tells if the tool deflections in x 
direction are going to be included in the model or not. 
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A.6.5 Functions in the BasicChipModel Structure 
Iterate_min_chipThickness: This function is a very fast chip thickness estimation 
routine it utilizes all the techniques described in Chapter 5 and it can be used for any 3D 
cut type and any cutting tool. Its declaration is given below: 
double BasicChipModel::iterate_min_chipThickness(Tool& tool, 
const DiskMap& map, const Cut& cut, 
Records& rec, int i.int j.int k) 
and the following expression is an example of how this function is used: 
h=model1.iterate_min_chipThickness(tool, map, cut, rec, i, j , k); 
chipThickness: This function is a very fast chip thickness estimation routine it utilizes all 
the techniques described in Chapter 5, plus the function does not need to iterate for the 
previous cutting edge that produced the surface at the specific location, since it is kept 
track of it with the skips variable in the Tool class structure. It is faster than 
Iterate_min_chipThickness, however it cannot be used with tools that have variable pitch. 
Its declaration is given below: 
double BasicChipModel:xhipThickness (T00I& tool, const DiskMap& map, const Cut& cut, 
Records& rec, int i, int j , int k) 
and the following expression is an example of how this function is used: 
h=model1 .chipThickness(tool, map, cut, rec, i, j , k); 
The parameters of each function are the same: 
tool: the reference of the Tool class entity, that describes the cutting tool 
map: the reference of the DiskMap entity 
cut: the reference of the Cut class entity 
rec: the reference of the Records class entity 
i: cutting edge (or flute) index of the cutting tool 
j : angular increment index 
A.7 SurfaceFinish Class 
A.7.1 Introduction 
Contains structures that store the surface finish information (Y-buffer) and some 
other auxiliary structures and variables. This class needs Tool, Cut and Records entities. 
It has three functions that aid in surface finish calculation and storage: InitSurface, 
prepares the class variables and assigns initial values. UpdateSurface, updates the surface 
information stored in Yvect (or Y-buffer) based on the tool position and its deflections 
for a given angular increment. EdgePositionlnterpolationY, interpolates the cutting edge 
path between two angular increments and finds the intersection of this path with Y-
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vectors. This function is called inside the UpdateSurface function. Figure A.6 shows the 
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Figure A.6: The SurfaceFinish class structure. 
A.7.2 Requirements to Use the SurfaceFinish Class in a Program 








Header files that must be included: 
CutTypes.h 
A.7.3 Construction of a SurfaceFinish Class Entity 
The entity is created simply by defining it as a SurfaceFinish type. The following 
expression gives an example of creation of the surface 1: 
SurfaceFinish surfacel; 
The InitSurface function creates the class structure and initializes its values for the calling 
entity (surfacel): 
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surface1.lnitSurface(tool, cut, numRot, bgRots, endlgnoreRots); 
Here the numRot parameter tells how many cutting tool rotations will be simulated, the 
bgRots and endlgnoreRots describe the feed positions where the surface estimations are 
going to be performed. At each rotation the cutting tool advances feed-per-tooth distance 
in x direction. The position of the axis of rotation of the cutting tool without deflections 
defines where the peripheral surface is going to be simulated. 
A.7.4 Variables in the SurfaceFinish Class Structure 
up_flag: A boolean that tells whether the up milling surface is estimated or not. 
down_flag: A boolean that tells whether the down milling surface is estimated or not. 
totX_incrs: The number of Y-vectors in x (feed) direction. 
bgSurfPlotX_incr: X position of the first Y-vector in x (feed) direction. The X 
position is measured from the initial position of the rotation axis of the cutting tool. 
endSurfPlotX_incr: X position of the last Y-vector in x (feed) direction. The X 
position is measured from the initial position of the rotation axis of the cutting tool. 
totK_incr: The number of Y-vectors in axial (z) direction. 
X_dist_per_incr: The distance between Y-vectors in x (feed) direction. 
X_dist_per_AngIncr: The distance in x (feed) direction that the cutting tool travels 
at each angular increment due to the feed motion of the cutting tool. 
x: The X position of the specified Y-vector with respect to the initial position of the 
rotation axis of the cutting tool. 
z: The axial (z) position of the specified Y-vector. 
upY: The y value of the specified Y-vector that describes the up milled peripheral 
surface. 
downY: The y value of the specified Y-vector that describes the down milled 
peripheral surface. 
last_Xpos_ofEdge: Last recorded value of the X position of the specified cutting 
edge segment with respect to the initial position of the rotation axis of the cutting 
tool. 
last_Ypos_ofEdge: Last recorded value of the Y position of the specified cutting 
edge segment. 
CutZone: Table that indicates what surface is possibly affected by the specified 
cutting edge segment of the tool at the specific angular increment. (If the value is 0 
non of the peripheral surfaces can be affected, 1 up mill surface only, 2 down mill 
surface only and 3 both up mill and down mill surfaces can be affected). 
VecToDisk_k: An internal array that matches the Y-vector reference number in the 
axial direction, k*, with the disk reference number of the cutting tool, k. The 
expression VecToDisk_k[k*] yields k. 
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A.7.5 Other Functions in the SurfaceFinish Structure 
UpdateSurface: Updates the Y-buffer for the indicated angular increment based on the 
recorded tool deflection values in the Records class entity. Its declaration is given below: 
void SurfaceFinish::updateSurface(const T00I& tool, int rot, int j , Records& rec) 
and the following expression is an example of how this function is used: 
surfacel.updateSurface(tool, rot, j , red); 
The parameters inside the function are: 
tooll: reference to the Tool class entity tooll. 
rot: rotation number index of the cutting tool. 
j : angular increment index of the cutting tool. 
reel: reference to the Records class entity reel 
EdgePositionlnterpolation: Estimates and outputs the y position of intersection of the 
specified cutting edge segment (ith flute on kth disk) path for the specified (from j t h to j -
1st) angular increment with the Y-vector, which is at the specified X position and on the 
same axial height with the cutting edge segment. Its declaration is given below: 
double SurfaceFinish::EdgePositionlnterpolation_Y(constTool& tool, const Records& rec, 
int&j, int&j_1, int&k, int&i, 
const double& prevX_Cent_pos, double Yvect_X) 
and the following expression is an example of how this function is used: 
tempY=(*this).EdgePositionlnterpolation_Y(tool1, red, j , j _ 1 , k, i, prevX_Cent_pos, 
Y_vect[k][v].x); 
The parameters inside the function are: 
tooll: tooll: reference to the Tool class entity tooll 
reel: reference to the Records class entity reel 
j : angular increment index of the cutting tool 
j _ l : previous angular increment index of the cutting tool 
k: axial disk index of the cutting tool 
i: cutting edge (or flute) index of the cutting tool 
prevX_Cent_pos: The X position of the current axial tool disk with respect to the 
tool axis of rotation for the previous (j-lst) angular increment. 
Y_vect[k][v].x: The X position of the specified Y-vector. 
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Plot3D: Creates the "surf.m" MATLAB file that plots the 3D plot(s) of the surface(s). Its 
declaration is given below: 
void SurfaceFinish::Plot3D(const T00I& tool) 
and the following expression is an example of how this function is used for the 
SurfaceFinish entity surface 1: 
surface1.Plot3D(tool1); 
The function takes the reference for the Tool class entity as a parameter. 
A.8 Example of the Structure Utilization: The Surface Simulation Program 
Below is given the code that runs the surface simulation program. Text in bold 
font is comments. 
#include"..\Headers\CutTypes.h" 
extern ofstream check; 
void F_BasicSurfaceDynDef( Tool&.const DiskMap&.const Cut&,BasicChipModel&,Records&, 
int.int.int, double Ktan_c, double Ktan_e, double Krad_c, 
double Krad_e, double Krem_c, double Krem_e); 
void main(void) 
{ 
tool tooM; //initialize tool 
tool1.Da=0.0233; 
tool1.runout=0.0002; 
tool 1. runl_ocAng=pi/180*72; 
tool1.numR=360; 
tool1.E=200000*25.4*25.4/4.448; // (psi) 
string profN("FEM_SurfTest2009.NTG"); 
string edgeN("FEM_SurfTest2009.EP"); 





















cutl ,fillDiskMap(tool 1, mapl); 
Records rec; 













20027, 10.9); //The simulation run function is called 
ofstream output_file; 







}//End of MAIN function 
// Below is the simulation run function 
void F_BasicSurfaceDynDef( Tool&.const DiskMap&.const Cut&,BasicChipModel&,Records&, 
int,int,int, double Ktan_c, double Ktan_e, double Krad_c, 





double mass, damping, springK, timelncr; 
mass=0.259*9.81/4.448/(32.2*12); //kg->slugs(in) lb*sA2/in 
springK=21500000/4.448/1000*25.4; //N/m -> lb/in 
damping=330.2/4.448/1000*25.4; //Ns/m -> lb s/in 
rec.resetDeflectionsO; 
SurfaceFinish surface; 








force.push(0)=0; force.push(1)=0; force.push(2)=0; ( 
for(k=0; k<tool. numL; k++) 
for(i=0;i<tool.Edge[k][0].numFlutes;i++) 
{ 
h=model.iterate_min_chipThickness(tool, map, cut, rec, i, j , k); 
if(h!=0) 
force=force + (tool.Edge[k][i].Du*h*Ktan_c+tool.Edge[k][i].Du*Ktan_e) * tool.Edge[k][i]._AtO].tangentialEdgeX 
+ (tool.Edge[k][i].Du*h*Krad_c+tool.Edge[k][i].Du*Krad_e) *tool.Edge[k][i]._AtO].radialEdgeY + (-
tool.Edge[k][i].Du*h*Krem_c-tool.Edge[k][i].Du*Krem_e) * tool.Edge[k][i]._AtO].remainigEdgeZ; 
} 
rec.Rotation[j].F=force; 
if(model.lncludeX_Deflections==true || model.lncludeY_Deflections==true) 
rec.DynDefflectionsBasiclnteg_NextJ(j, mass, damping, springK, timelncr, rec); 
if(j>=0 || rot!=0) 
surface.updateSurface(tool, rot, j , rec); 





MATHCAD CODES FOR THE MILLING CUTTER REPRESENTATION 
B.l Introduction 
This appendix gives the Mathcad codes that generate the Milling Cutter 
Representation (MCR) codes for flat end mill, ball end mill and insert cutters. The initial 
assigned variables above the double dashed lines are parameters that describe the cutting 
tool properties specific to the cutter. The tables, which represent the code lines, are 
generated automatically according to the specifications and should be coped to the MCR 
files. The edge description codes need an "E" character at the beginning of the each row 
with no space. The codes with colored background are only examples that show the 
separate the cutting edges (or flutes) of the cutting tool. 
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B.2 Flat End Mill 
This File generates the parameters in the user file that describes the edge positions for flat end 
mill 
CUNEYT YALCIN 
R := 0.5 in Nf := 4 number of flutes 
Length := 1.5 in Cutting axial length of the tool 
13 March 2007 
,,;
 := so helix angle in rad 
180 
L nonEdse: 






distance from center, where cutting edge starts 
cutting edge 0, cutting edge 1, cutting edge2,... 
E0,. <-0 
-"Nf-I 
FluteAne <- —— 
Nf 
J <- - I 
for i e 0..Nf - l 
J <- J + 1 
result. ,, «— 0 
result. , <— L nonEdse. 
.1,1 - & i 
result.
 7 <- i-FluteAng 
J <- J + 1 
result. „ <— 1 
h 1 
result. - <- i- Flute Ana 
h2 
J <- j + 1 
result. ,, <— 4 
result. . <— 1 
-tan(i)() 
result. . < 
.1.2 R 
result. , <- i-FluteAng + tan(i|/j 
,ii ^ 















































































Example for program: the colored 
areas only, put E in front of each line 
without any space. 
R=0.5, Nf=4, halix 30 deg, length 






























































B.3 Ball End Mill 
This File generates the parameters in the user file that describes the edge positions for ball end 
mill 
CUNEYT YALCIN 
R := 0.25 in Nf := 4 number of flutes 
15 March 2007 







PoIOrder := 5 5 gives good results 
Length := 0.35 in Cutting axial length of the tool, 
should be bigger than R 
distance from center, where cutting edge starts 
cutting edge 0, cutting edge 1, cutting edge2,... 
NumCheckPoints := 150 
u s t : = ° "end := R 




for i e 0 .. NumCheckPoints .MainMatrix := 
result. .. «- tan l.u 
result 
WHT1)-) 
for i e 0.. NumCheckPoints 
for j € 0.. PoIOrder 
result. . <- (i-Au) 
result 
I 
PolCoef := (MainMatrix •MainMatrix) -MainMatrix'-RealVal EstimVal := MainMatrix-PolCoef 
Note: The PolCoef (polynomial coefficients) start with 0th and increse to NumCheckPoints th order. 
PercentErr := for i G 0 .. NumCheckPoints 
result 
KT r
 J r RealVal - EstimVal 
NormahzedErr := 100 
mean( RealVal) 
RealVal. ,, - EstimVal. „ i.O i,0 
i,0 RealVal i,0 
100 if RealVal. „ # 0 i.O 
result. „ <— 0 otherwise i,0 
0.. NumCheckPoints 
<r- i i,0 





<l>bg *- ° 
for m e 0 .. PolOrder 
•bg <" *bg + PolCoef
 m - (x) m PolCoef •• 
• bo 
A(0.l) = -0.046 
8.608 x 10 6 > 











for i e 0 .. Nf - 1 
J < - j + 1 
result. 
result 




result. , <- AjLnonEdge.j + i-FluteAng 
J <~ J + 1 
result. ,. <r- 4 
.1,0 
result j , l PolOrder 
result. ,„ ,„ . -. <- PolCoef.. ,, + i-FluteAng j,(PolOrder+2) 0,0 
Jt 
result. ,„
 i r . , , . s < - R— 
j,(PolOrder+3) 2 
for n e 1 .. PolOrder 
result . , . „ „ . . <- PolCoef _, j,(2+PolOrdcr-n) n,0 
J < - J + 1 







result. , <- R— , 
J-3 I 2J 
R 
K~) t an( ll 'c) (-tanf i|/c) + i-FluteAng) 
result. . <- (Length - R) + —R 





































































































































check location angle of the flute #3 at max hight z=length=1.5, with the linear eqn in line 1' 
and with const pitch assumption 
t ] 
48 1.155- Length - R + R— + 5.042 = 4.473 
R 
• 1 . 5 + —• 7t = 
2 
Example for program: the colored areas only, 
*put E in front of each line without any space, 
*different color means different flute. 





























- u . t u i 
-2.309 
3 096 | 
-3.401 
-2 309 












































































B.4 Insert Cutter 
15 January 2008 by Cuneyt Yalcin 
Insert Cutter: Tool Profile and Edge Description 
All initial unit are in mm 
11 0.4 
25,4 
b-.= 0.9 .„ . - r0 := Dc := \u := 17.06 R := IN+- := j 
a
 25.4 c 25.4 s 25.4 180 25.4 ' 
 3
MumCheckPoints := 100 
points := for i e 0 .. NumCheckPoints 
result. . <- I i,0 
result 
PolOrder z := 4 
r array := for i e 0 .. NumCheckPoints 
f 
result.
 n *r- r„-sin i .O E 
result 
^ 
NumCheckPoints J ( R -+ - r, 




z <- r. cos 
V 
Yl 
V NumCheckPoints J) 
s(i|/) 
for j G 0 .. PolOrclerz 
Po10rder_z-j 
result. . <— (z) 
'.J 
result 
^mtrx_z -mtrx_zj -mtrxj z coef := I  z - tr  z -r^array 
r Err : for i 6 0 .. NumCheckPoints 
'-
VL0 result. A <— (T array. „ - r estnn. i , 0 \  • n ») 
result 
r estim := mtrx z-z coef 
"0.002 
157 
Profile := results .. <— 0 
result,. , <- R - r_ - b c 
0,1 e s 
result
 7.<— 0 
result .. <— 1 
result. . <— R - rg 
result.
 7 «— 0 
result. 
,0 
result,, . <— PolOrderz 
for j e 0 .. PolOrder_z 
result., . . <r- z coef. ... 
2.2+] - j , 0 










-1.41 x .10 




armv 0.5 h 
100 
Profile = 























































0 016 | 
0 
158 
PolOrder_u := 4 a^ := 0 a enc l : = — Ao := 
01
 end a b g 
NumCheckPoints 
ip_array := for i e 0.. NumCheckPoints 
•Aa-i 
result. < tan(\)/J-
^ R - re) + re-si:n(x) 
dx 
result 
mtrx u := for i e 0.. NumCheckPoints 
u <- rg-(i-Aa) + b>s 
for j e O..PolOdcr_u 
1'olOrder ii j 
result. . <— (u) 
'.J 
result 
u_coef := \mtrx_u •mtrx_u) -rntrxu -ij>_array <|>_estim := mtrx_u-u_coef 
u Err := for i e 0.. NumCheckPoints 




u Err 0 










- N f 
i <-~ l 
for n e 0.. Nj.- - 1 
i <- i + I 
result. ,, <— 0 
i , 0 
result. , <— 0 
i , l 
result. - <— n-Flute Ang 
i , 2 
i <— i + 1 
result. ,, <- 1 
i , ( ) 
result. i,l 
result. ., <- n- FluteAng 
i «- i + 1 
result. „ <— 4 
i , 0 
result. , <- PolOrder u 
I, 1 -
result. , „ ,,, . <-b„ + r,.— i,3+PolOrdcr u *• f- 2 
for j e 0 .. PolOrder_u 
result. . . <— u coef. 
i , 2 + j - j , 0 
result. _ . <— result. ., . + 11 • Flute Ana, if j = PolOrder u 
i ,2+j i,2+j " J 
i «- i + 1 








result. , <— ivFluteAng- tandj/J-i.3 
result. . <- bc + r_ — + 1 - r 
1 4 S E /) a 8 
(R - rg j + r£-sin(x) R 
tan(y) f it"} 


























































































































































































































SURFACE QUALITY EXPERIMENTS 
C.l Experiment Design 
The experiments described below are primarily designed to test the product 
quality model. Surface quality is made up from two different concepts: the surface 
roughness and dimensional error. Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-400 profilometer is used to 
measure both qualities. The surface roughness and dimensional error are the most 
important qualities especially during finish cutting. 
All the cuts are designed such that: 
• the remaining geometry ensures workpiece rigidity (to isolate the effects of 
cutting tool vibrations), 
• the cuts are consistent with finish cutting, 
• and the generated surfaces are easily accessed with the profilometer. 
8"x6" aluminum blocks are cut such that they create four peaks and three valleys. 
The middle two peaks contain the surfaces of interest on both sides. These surfaces are 
referred as SI, S2, S3 and S4 in this order in positive x-direction. Each surface contains 
number of experimental cuts that are named in lower letter increasing alphabetical order 
in positive y-direction (a, b, c, ...). The drawing below shows representation of the cut 
workpiece block. 
Figure C.l: Drawing representation of the milled experimental block. 
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During the milling process the forces in x, y and z directions are recorded, after 
that the peaks on the block are marked and separated with a saw. A total of three blocks 
are cut for the experiments. Two blocks with a Flat End Mill, the first peak of the third 
block is cut with a Ball End Mill and the second peak of the third block is cut with an 
Insert Cutter. 
The Flat End Mill experiments are designed for surface roughness and 
dimensional error validations, while BEM and IC experiments intend to show the 
versatility of the surface roughness model with different cutting tools. 
helix. 
C.l.l Flat End Mill Experiments (Block 1 & Block 2) 



























































































































































































Table C. 1: The experimental configuration for the Flat End Mill. 
Two blocks will be cut for FEM experiments. The g-codes for each block are 
given below. Two control cuts (with very slow feedrate) are made between the 
experimental cuts on each side of the peaks. These cuts will allow profilometer usage for 
dimensional error. The Figure C.2 represents the positioning of the experimental cuts 
around a peak. 
m 1 k 1 
• )&* 1 b 
S ' ut1 IControl Cut 
Machine X . 
cutl IControl Cut 
a i b 
c 
cut2 
Peak on Block 
cut2 
c 
















































































































Table C.2: The g-Code for Block 1. The g-code lines that generate the experimental 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.3: Photos of from Block 1, peak 1. 
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N88 G1X3.36F84 (B2S4c) 
N89GlX4.11F5(B2S4d) 






Table C.4: The g-Code for Block 2. The g-code lines that generate the experimental 
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Figure C.5: Photos of from Block 2, peak 1. 
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Figure C.6: Photos of from Block 2, peak 2. 
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C.l .2 Ball End Mill and Inset Cutter Experiments (Block 3) 
Ball End Mill experimental cuts are done on the first peak of the Block 3. 
Workpiece material AL6061, cutting tool 0.5"4flute Carbide BEM with 30deg helix on 
the cylindrical part. 
Insert Cutter experimental cuts are done on the second peak of the Block 3. 
Workpiece material AL6061, insert holder CoroMill RA390-025M19-11M with R390-11 
T3 04E-NL inserts (1" 3-flute cutter with 17.06deg helix, inserts with 11mm in size, 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N10 T1M6((#E1#) 1) 





























T2M6((#E 1 #)INSERT 
2) 



















































































Nl 15 GOZO 
N116G0X0Y0 
N117M30 
generate the experimental for Block 3. The g-code lines that 
urfaces are indicated with commei 
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**c 
\ i t & i •* 
* , \ 3 f •" \ 
I * ' * ' * ' 
^ .-hla^iM^te 




I K l • • • mi 
* i ^ M r 
Figure C.8: Photos of from Block 3, peak 2. 
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C.1.3 Notes for Experimental Implementation: 
1) Double check the g-code for spindle gear ratio commands when cutting the Block 
2 with 6000rpm. 
2) The center of the workpiece coordinate system is shown in the fig below: (top of 
the surface is the zero z level) 
A Machine Y 
line passing just below the washers 
Figure C.9: Schematics of the tool offset. 
3) Sample forces for 25 rotations. 
4) Cut each workpiece completely, do not remove or shut down the axes of the 
machine until the cutting is completely finished. 
5) When cutting is finished, mark the positive x and positive y directions. Also, mark 
the block as Block 1 or 2 and mark the tool type (e.g. 0.5"CarbideFEM). 
6) Take a picture of the final workpiece 
7) Get the tap test data of the tools used 
8) Dimensions of each tool: 
a. Tool diameter, helix angle 
b. Tool length from holder 
c. Fluted length 
d. Photo of the tool 
e. Distance between discontinued flutes at the bottom 
f. Runout measurements (raw data) with the gage 
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C.2 Cutting Tool Properties 
C.2.1 Tool Runout 
C.2.1.1 Calculation of Runout. The runout measurements provide the relative 
distance of the cutting edges from the axis of rotation. So the exact edge radius value is: 
rj = d + Mj (C.l) 
where, d is an offset and Mj is the measured value for edge i. 
The general assumption in calculating the runout related value is that the radius of 
the tool is much greater than the runout value (R»p). The next figure gives the 
convention for runout and the runout location angle. Here the edge length is 
approximated to the tool radius plus the runout component along the edge line direction. 
The runout component perpendicular to the edge line direction is neglected. 
Figure CIO: Runout and runout location angle definitions. 
r0 =yJ(R + pcos(ar))2+(psm(ar))2 = jR2 + p2 +2Rpcos(ar): 
negligible 
R +2Rpcos(ar)+p cos (ar) = R+ pcos(ar) 
(C.2) 
negligible runout component 
along the edge line 
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So, the equations for the edge lengths for symmetric 4 fluted tool are: 
ro = R +pcos(ar)=d + Mni , x P U = > M 0 - M 2 = 2 ^ c o s ( « r , ) 
r2 = R-p cos(a r ) = a + M 2 
r3 = R + p sin(orr) = d + M 3 
r\ =R- psm(ar) = d + M\ 
In case of 3 flute tool: 
' ^3 -M\ =2/7 sin (a,.) 
P : 
^(Mo - M2 f + ( M 3 - Mx f 
ar = tan~ 
2 
M 3 —Mj 
M Q — M 2 
(C.3) 
Figure C.l 1: Edge length calculation for i=l, for a disk with three cutting edges. 
rg = R + p cos(ar ) = d + MQ 
rj = R - p sin(ar + 30 )= d + Mi 
(C.4) 
(C.5) 
Figure C.l2: Edge length calculation for i=2, for a disk with three cutting edges. 
r2 = R-psm(30-ar) = d + M2 (C.6) 
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so, 
rQ = R + p cos(arr ) = d + MQ 
r\ = R-psm(ar +30)= R-ps'm(ar)cos(30)-psm{30)cos(ar)= d + M\ • (C.7) 
r2 = R - p sin(30 - ar ) = R - p sin(30)cos(a,.)+p sm(ar )cos(30) =d + M2 
add -7? + psin(30)cos(a,.) to all of the equations, C\ =d-R +
 /csin(30)cos(ar) 
p cos(ar) [l + sin(30)] = C\ + M0 
ps'm(ar)cos(30) = Ci+MA , . M2-M\ M2-M\ M2+M\ 
l
^ - psm[ar)=- 7—v-, C, = M2 = /?sin(ar)cos(30) = C] +M2 J V r ; 2cos(30) 
combine findings of the 2nd and 3rd row with the first row: 
A = psin(a r) = M2 -M\ 
B = p cos(orr ) = 
2MQ-M2-M] 
2[l + sin(30)] 
M2 —M\ 
ar =tan~ 
2 / 2MQ -M2 -M\ 
43{M2-Ml) 
2MQ — A/2 —M\ 
(C.8) 
(C.9) 
C.2.1.2 Experimental Measurements: 
Flat End Mill 
Block 1 
Flat End Mill 
Block 2 
Ball End Mill 
Block 3, Peak 1 
Insert Cutter 












[ x 10"" in ] 



















M,=-2.7 M2=0.9 M,= 1.5 M,=4.9 
M,=1.6 
1.9xlO"V 2.1xl0"4in, 5.4xl0~4in, 9.2x10"4in, 
ar= 74.5 ar= 73.7' ar= 80.5 ar= 72.0' 
p= 2.0x1 (Tin, 
ar= 71.9 ° 
-4. p= 2.1xl0*in 
ar= 74.1 ° 
p= 5.5x10" in, 
ar= 80.3 o 
p= 9.5x10 4in, 
ar= 69.3 ° 
Table CIO: Raw edge distance measurements with dial indicator, and the estimated 
runout values. For each runout value there are two measurements. 
Note: All the ar values are reduced to their minimum positive equivalent (0 < <xr < 90° for 
cutting tools with four cutting edges, 0<ar <120° for cutting tools with three cutting 
edges). 
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C.2.1.3 Matcad worksheet of the runout calculations: 
Flat1 = 
M n : = 0 . 9 M , : = 0 . 9 M , : = - 2 . 8 M , : = - 0 . 5 
J M0-M2) +(M 3 -M[ ] ' 
f M j - M , ^ 
•P"? i'-97.»:.' 
180 
a ,—^ + 90 = 69274 [M0-M2J 
M0:=0.9 M,:=0.8 M2:=-2.7 M3:=-0.2 
j ( M 0 - M 2 ) 2 "3-IV,U 
M 0 - M 2 y l 
p = 1.868 
180 
a r + 90 = 74.476 
Flat2= 
M n : = - 3 . 2 M , : = - 2 . 2 M , : = 0 . 9 M , : = - l . l 
Ball= 
, / ( M Q - M 2 ) 2 + ( M 3 - M 1 ) 2 
P :
" 2 p =2.122 
a r :=a tan2(M 0 - M ^ N ^ - M j ) 
180 ' 
o.- 90 = 74.982 
Mn:=-3.2 M,:=-2.1 M,:=0.9 M,:=-0.9 
P := 
(( M 0 - M 2 ) 2 + ( M 3 - M 1 ) 2 
2 p =2.136-
cxr:= atan2fMQ - rV^.N^ - MA 
180 
a r - 90 = 73.686 
M n : = 3 . 4 M , : = - 2 . 2 M->:=1.5 M , : = 8 . 6 
^ I ] ( M 0 - M 2 ) 2 + ( M 3 - M 1 ) 2 
1 :
" 2 P = 5.4*83 
a r := atan2(M0 - M2 ,M3 - M[) 
180 
'a - =80.022 
it 
M n : = 3 . 3 M , : = - 1 . 8 M , : = 1 . 5 M , := 8.9 
J ( M 0 - M 2 ) 2 + ( M 3 - M 1 ) 2 
p =5.425 
180 
a r := atan2(M0 - M2 ,M3 - Mj) a/ = 80.451 
M 0 : = - 1 0 . 5 M , : = 4 . 9 M 2 := 3 
fM2-M,V f2-M0-M2-M,V _4 
p : . , | _ _ _ ^ . r l 0 
p = 9.696 x 10~ 
a r : = a t a n 2 [ 2 - M 0 - M 2 - M 1 . \ / 3 - ( M 2 - M 1 ) ] 
= 0 A, := 240 A, := 120 R := 1 
1
 180 z 180 
r 0 : = J R + P + 2 - R - p - c o s ( a r - $ 0 ) 
']'-=4R2+P + 2-R-p-cos(cx r-A,) 
r2 := J R + p + 2-R-p-COS (a - A2) 
r0 - r, = -1.54 x 10~ " 
r2 - rj = -1.899 x 10~ 
M 0 - M , =-15.4 
M , - M , = -1 .9 
rn = 0.99903667 
r, = 1,00057697 
r , = 1.00038706 
M 0 : = - 1 0 . 2 M j : = 4 . 9 M 2 : = 1 . 6 
f M 2 - M , f r 2 . M 0 - M 2 - M , f _ 4 
p
^ ^ / i - ; + l — i — i ; 1 0 , - -
; p ' = 9 167x 10 4 
a r := atan2|"2-M0 - M 2 - Mj . > / 3 - ( M 2 - M , ) l 
180 
a r + 240 = 71 996 
d>n:=0 A,:=240 4 , := 120 R : 
" ' 180 z 180 
r 0 := J R + p + 2 - R - p - c o s / a r -
r l : = i / R + P + 2-R-p-cos(a r - i | i 1 ) 
r 2 := / R + p + 2-R-p-cos f a r - A2"| 
rn = 0.99910335 
r, = 1.00061357 
r , = 1.00028371 
r n - r, =-1 .51 x 10 
r9 - r , =-3.299 x 10 
M n - M , =-15.1 
M 2 - M , =-3 .3 
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C.2.2 Tap Test Properties 
C.2.2.1 Tap Test Equipment: 





Frequency Range (+/-5%): 
Charge Amplifier Gain: 
Hammer: PCB 086 C03 
S/N:7407 
Sensitivity (+/-15%): 
Mass (without extender): 
Range: 
Resonant Frequency: 
Charge Amplifier Gain 
Cutting Tools: 
. Flat End Mill 
. Ball End Mill 



















C.2.2.2 Tap Test Properties for the Flat End Mill: 
Free Length: 1.261 in = 0.0320 m 
Diameter: 0.5in = 12.5 mm 
E (carbide): 450 Gpa 
Mass of Free Length: 0.034 kg 
Estimated Equivalent Mass: 
Estimated Equivalent Spring Constant: 


























' 1 ' — - " " " T •*•" ' I ' "•• ' 1 
0.008 
iime(sec) 




Figure C.13: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the first 
experimental try with the Flat End Mill. 




Figure C.14: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the second 
experimental try with the Flat End Mill. 
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C.2.2.3 Tap Test properties for the Ball End Mill: 
Free Length: 1.165in = 0.0296 m 
Diameter: 0.5in = 12.5 mm 
E (carbide): 450 Gpa 
Mass of Free Length: 0.031 kg 
Estimated Equivalent Mass: 
Estimated Equivalent Spring Constant: 












Figure C.15: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the first 
experimental try with the Ball End Mill. 
Figure C.16: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the second 
experimental try with the Ball End Mill. 
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C.2.2.4 Tap Test Properties of the Insert Cutter: 
Free Length: 1.45in = 0.0368 m 
Diameter: 1 in = 25.4 mm 
E (steel): 200 Gpa 
Mass of Free Length: 0.082 kg 
Estimated Equivalent Mass: 
Estimated Equivalent Spring Constant: 

















Predicted [red), v. Experimantal (blue) Acceleration, Exp.1 
time(sec) 
Figure C.17: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the first 
experimental try with the Insert Cutter. 
0.004 0.006 
time(sec) 












Figure C.18: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the second 
experimental try with the Insert Cutter. 
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C.2.2.5 Note on the Natural Frequency of the Cutting Tools. The natural 
frequency of the cutting tools seems to be much higher than the predicted ones. This 
could be an artifact of the accelerometer having a natural frequency around 7 kHz. This 
effect is especially pronounced in the Ball End Mill and the Insert Cutter plots. However 
we are interested on the vibration behavior of the tool center, not the accelerometer 
attached on the opposite edge that receives the tapping. The accelerometer starts vibrating 
even when the impact is not completed. 
If the theoretical mass-spring-damper system was to match exactly the 
experimental acceleration values for the Ball End Mill the theoretical values would be: 
Estimated Equivalent Mass: 
Estimated Equivalent Spring Constant: 
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Figure C.19: Tap test data and matching of the estimated acceleration for the first 
experimental try with high natural frequency for the Ball End Mill. 
Here, the at the beginning the theoretical acceleration values match much better 
the experimental ones, but the theoretical acceleration profile dampens at 0.003 seconds, 
while the experimental one dampens at 0.006 seconds (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). 
Note also that the natural frequency is around 6 kHz, which is not feasible since 
practically chatter is experienced at much lower frequencies for that kind of tool. 
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C.3 Cutting Force Measurements 
Cutting forces are sampled for desired number of rotations by 
UNHVCPerformance program. The force value at each angular increment is averaged 
using the values from the rotations. The resultant force profile is compared to the 
simulated one. 
The forces were not sampled for some number of experiments. The program 
discards some number of rotations worth of data at the beginning and at the end of each 
g-code to avoid recording transition data and waits until this condition is satisfied. If 
there is a g-code line with relatively small number of rotations the program samples the 
forces for this g-code line, however if the next line is short too the program fails to 
sample the forces for that line since it waits for the grace period (rotations) after sampling 
of previous line to finish. If the second g-code line contains large number of rotations 
than the problem is eliminated since it contains enough rotations to cover the grace period 
of previous sampling and to sample for that g-code line. The Block 1 and Block 2 have 
control cuts between the actual cuts that are slow in feedrate and contain large number of 
rotations, so there is no sampling problem with these cuts. However Block 3 has 
consecutive cuts with small number of rotations, thus forces were not sampled for some 
of the experimental cuts. Table C.ll shows the experiments that have and do not have 
force data, it also matches the experiment reference numbers of the force experiments 
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C.4 Surface Measurements 
The surface measurements are done by scanning linear profiles with a Mitutoyo 
Surftest SJ-400 profilometer (8 mm max scan range, 0.000125am max resolution at 8um 
range). Figure C.20 shows a picture of the profilometer. The scans are performed to 
measure three different qualities and compare them with their simulated counterparts. 
These are: 
• Surface Roughness and profile 
• Dimensional Error 
• 3D plot of surfaces 
Wk$i adyrtitieiit 
m 
i . - " ,**• •< 
1
 . • sJ"> 
Figure C.20: The Mitutoyo SJ-400 profilometer. 
C.4.1 Surface Roughness and Profile Measurements 
Surface profile measurement is done by scanning the surface along the feed 
direction at a certain axial depth. Then the roughness value is estimated. Not all of the 
generated surfaces were accessible to the profilometer. Table C.12 lists the experiments 
and gives the axial depth values at which the scan is performed. 
Appendix D includes the MATLAB code that plots simulated and experimental 
surface roughness profiles. The program requires information about the curves and how 
the plot is going to be modified. It is desired to shift one of the curves such that the 
profiles are on top of each other. Intermediate figures are plotted to help the user to 
decide what modifications are needed (see Figure C.21). 
There are number of variables that need to be filled in the code in order to 
generate the plot: 
Surface: Name of the surface to be displayed in the figure 
axial_pos: Axial position of the profile 
bg_sim_x and end_sim_x : Sometimes the beginning and end points of the simulated 
curves are not at steady state so the transitions need to be cropped. These variables 
indicate the beginning and the end x positions of the steady stare region of the 
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simulated profile curve. The user decides on these values by looking at the upper 
right plot of Figure C.21. 
E_VAL: Evaluation length of the profilometer or the scan length with the 
profilometer, this value is recorded in the RES file generated by the profilometer. 
shiftSim_x: Distance in x direction that the simulated profile needs to shift in order 
simulated and experimental profiles to align. The lower right plot in Figure C.21 
helps the user to decide about its value. 
exp_profile: The data array with the profilometer scan (or experimental) values 
X: An array of the feed axis values from the surface simulation 
Y: An array of the axial axis values from the surface simulation 
Z DOWN: The surface finish matrix from the surface simulation 
Error surface for B2S2c {Simulated, Down-Milling) 
Figure C.21: Plots generated by the MATLAB code that matches the surface roughness 
profiles. Upper left: 3D plot of the simulated surface. Upper right: the simulated surface 
profile. Lower left: simulated and experimental profiles. Lower right: aligned and 
trimmed experimental and simulated profiles. 
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C.4.2 Dimensional Error 
Dimensional error is measured with the profilometer by scanning across the 
surface of interest and the control surface at a certain axial depth. The difference in the 
elevation is going to be compared to the simulated difference in elevation. Table C.12 
lists the dimensional error experiments, the axial depth at which the scan is made and the 
control surface paired with the experimental surface. This study is using an 
approximation for the surface elevation that assumes the surface elevation to be above the 
profile mean line by twice the roughness value. 
A MATLAB code combines the simulated and profilometer data to come up with 
the elevation difference comparison plot (Appendix D). The profilometer scans though 
the surface of interest and the control surface. Figure C.22 shows the plots generated by 
the code. The upper left plot of Figure C.22 shows the scanned plot as is, note that the 
scan is slightly tilted since the auto-tilt option of the profilometer was disabled. The 
slopes of the mean lines of the surfaces are estimated (upper right plot Figure C.22) and 
the scan is tilted so that the mean lines are as horizontal possible. Then the surface 
elevation positions of the scan are estimated by razing the mean lines by twice the surface 
roughness values. And finally the simulated elevation difference is estimated and the 
simulated elevations are included to the plot (lower plot Figure C.22). 
Feed Direction (mm) 
Figure C.22: Plots from elevation difference comparison MATLAB code. Upper left: The 
profilometer scan as is. Upper Right: The profilometer scan with mean lines on both 
surfaces. Lower: The final plot with corrected profilometer scan tilt, also includes surface 
elevation lines on the scanned surfaces and simulated surface elevation lines (bold lines 
in the middle of the plot). 
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The variables in the difference comparison code are: 
Surface: The name of the surface of interest to be displayed in the figure 
axial_pos: Axial position of the profile scan 
slope_bg_x and slope_end_x: The x positions of the beginning and the end of the 
transient region between the scanned surfaces. The left plot in Figure C.22 helps 
deciding on these values. 
E_VAL: Evaluation length of the profilometer or the scan length with the 
profilometer, this value is recorded in the RES file generated by the profilometer. 
exp_profile: The data array with the profilometer scan (or experimental) values 
X: An array of the feed axis values from the surface of interest simulation 
Y: An array of the axial axis values from the surface of interest simulation 
ZDOWN: The surface finish matrix from the surface of interest simulation 
control_X: An array of the feed axis values from the control surface simulation 
control_Y: An array of the axial axis values from the control surface simulation 






































































































































































































































Table C.12: Properties of the surface profile and dimensional error measurements. 
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C.4.3 3D Surface Plots 
Data for two different 3D surface plots is collected. These surfaces are B2S2c 
resulting from down milling and B2S4c resulting from up milling. Each surface is 
scanned 14 times in feed direction each time advancing in axial direction by a fixed 
amount with the help of a micrometer equipped microscope table. However the 
profilometer saves the data only after normalizing it by moving the average to zero. So, 
the elevation of each scan is needed. For this purpose the absolute elevation of the needle 
displayed on the profilometer screen is recorded. For the B2S4c elevation recording is 
repeated four times before and after the scan and two times more without scanning to 
make sure that the procedure give consistent values. Also the surface is scanned in axial 
direction, however the beginning and the end portions of these scans are not physically 
accessible to the profilometer needle. Table C.13 below gives the values obtained from 
the elevation records of the needle. The repeated measurements are in quite good 

































































































































ie 3D pic 
The highlighted values in Table C.13 are neglected and linearly interpolated since 
there are profile contours that are crossing through the path of the profilometer needle 
causing sudden elevation change at these axial depths, so the values can change as much 
as the roughness value at that point. Figure C.24 shows the four such spots with most 
pronounced contour waviness. Having at least one plot that is not going through these 













Initial position B2S4c 
• First Try, Before Scan 
First Try, After Scan 
• Second Try 
Third Try 
Axial Location (mm) 




Figure C.24: The photo of surface B2S4c. The marked areas have wavy surface profile 
contours. 
The tilt of the profilometer is adjustable so that the scanned profile is horizontal. 
However there is no reference tilt line for the elevation records, so their tilt is adjusted 
according to the axial profile of the simulated surface. So, the B2S4c elevation records 
profile is rotated 0.1371° and B3S4c elevation records profile is rotated -0.08314 . 
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Figure C.25 shows the axial profiles (elevation records) before and after tilting. The 
MATLAB code that plots the 3D surfaces is in Appendix D. 
initial position B2S2c 
Axial Location mm 
Initial Position B2S4c 
Axial Location (mm) 
Final Position B2S2c 
0.01 
Axial Location (mm) 
Final Position B2S4c 
Axial Loacation(mm) 




MATLAB CODES USED IN THE POWER AND SURFACE EXPERIMENTS 
D.l Code for Plotting the Tangential Force Model Comparison Graphs 
This code inputs the LST files from the power calibration cuts and requires some 
information about the cutting tool, which is properly labeled in the program with 
comment phrases. The LST files are automatically generated by the sampling 
VentureComJUNH sampling program. The code calls the "caiibrateForHaveHinst" 
function, which is another code presented in Appendix D.2 and plots the average chip 
thickness vs. average tangential force graph where all five models are compared with the 
experimental data points of the calibration cuts. This particular program outputs the plot 
in Figure D.l and inputs the calibration cut data listed in Table D.l 
Fit of different models to the experimental cuts, each experimental cut has feedrate values of: 











1 1 1 
* Slot Cut 
0 Down Milling 75% 
* Down Milling 50% 
-*- Down Milling 25% 
O Center Cut 25% 
•' Up Milling 75% 
O Up Milling 50% 
£> Up Milling 25% 
— Edge Effect Model: (StdErr=5.24 Ibf) 
Size Effect Model: (StdErr=5.45 Ibf). 13-14 
Edge+Size Effect Model: (StdErr=4.42 Ibf) 
O Size Effect with Instantaneous Chip Thickness: (StdErr=4.51 Ibf) 
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Average Chip Thickness (in), for the angular interval that is engaged with the workpiece 
Figure D.l: The force model comparison plot generated by the MATLAB code. 
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cut data form the LST file 





































































































































% Calibrate with Size effect models 
% Use the new move info list as input file 
% Created by Cuneyt Yalcin on 2005.08.15 




D =0.5; % tool diameter 
Nt = 4; % number of teeth 
helix=30; % helix angle of the tooth (deg) 
R=D/2; %tool radius 
n = 0.86; % motor efficiency 
bCalibrateContinuously = 0; % need to calibrate 
continuously if the deviation of any point is greater than 3 
times the standard deviation? 
%cutType (-l:down milling, 0: center cut, 1: up milling), 
the # ofexperiments and types of cut of each line is 
standard 
%first four are slot cuts so it does not matter what type of 
cut is entered 
cutType=[0 0 0 0-1-1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -10000 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] ; 
% read the data file, user need to modify the data file 
name to what they 
% are trying to use 
[fileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile('*.lst', 
'Please choose a move info list file to calibrate with'); 
if( fileName = 0 ) 
return; 
end; 
fname = sprintf('%s%s', PathName, fileName); 
% read data file 
DataPoints = textread(fname, ", 'headerlines', 1);%21 
columns of data, skip the first headerline 
Dimensions = size(DataPoints); 
NumToStart = 1; % start data index 
NumToEnd = Dimensions(l); % end data index 
%NumToEnd = 12; % end data index 
RD = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,10); % radial 
depth, unit: in 
AD = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,l 1); % 
axial depth: in 
Feed = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,14); % feed 
rate, unit: inch/min 
CA = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,13); % 
contact area, unit: inchA2 
w = DataPoints(NumToStart:NurnToEnd,7); % spindle 
speed, unit: rpm 
Pe = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,20); % 
Measured power, unit: HP 
%finding the Entrance and Exit angles 

























entAng(i, 1 )=pi/2-alfa; 
extAng(i, 1 )=pi/2+alfa; 
else 







P_Msd = Pe*6600*n; % cutting power, unit: inch.lbf/sec 
% calculate MRR and contact area 
tao = 60/w(l); % time period of one revolution, unit: 
sec 
MRR = Feed.*RD.*AD; % Material removal rate 
- cubic inches/min 
MRR = DataPoints(NumToStart:NumToEnd,8); % 
Material removal rate - cubic inches/min 
Q_dot = MRR/60; % MRR, unit: inA3/sec 
Ac_dot = CA*Nt./tao; % Average Contact Area of 




% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% 
% initialize the calibration data points 
iNumOfCalibration = NumToEnd - NumToStart + 1; 
P_Cal = P_Msd; 
Q_Cal = Q_dot; 
AcCal = Ac_dot; 
% keep calibrating until there is not any point whose 
deviation is greater 
% than 3 times standard deviation 
%%%function [Kt, p, P_Est] = 
CalibrateKsKteANDp(Power, Nf, Da, R, ipm, rpm, 
entAng, extAng); 
%Nf, R are scalars 
bNeedCalibrating = 1; 
while( bNeedCalibrating) 
% calibrate Ktc and Kte 
[KsKtcAvgKtcLMS, p, Kte, P_EsfJ = 
CalibrateForHaveHinst( PCal, Nt, AD, R, Feed, w, 
entAng, extAng,Q_Cal,Ac_Cal,QQ__dot,AAc_dot,helix); 
% calculate deviation 
DevP = P_Est - P_Cal; 
Err_P = DevJ>./P_Cal*100; 
Abs_EirJ> = abs( Err_P ); 
Max_Err_P = max(Abs_Err_P); 
Stdev_P = std(Dev_P); 
% check deviation and get rid of points if the deviation 
is greater than 3 
% time standard deviation 
bNeedCalibrating = 0; 
if( bCalibrateContinuously ) 
iNumOfNewCalibration = 0; 
for iNum =1 : iNumOfCalibration 
if( abs(Dev_P(iNum)) > 3* Stdev_P ) 
bNeedCalibrating = 1; % if there is any bad 
data point, then it needs to be calibrated again 
else 
% save good data points 
iNumOfNewCalibration = 










% check if further calibration is needed 
if( bNeedCalibrating) 
% initialize variable for further calibration 
iNumOfCalibration = iNumOfNewCalibration; 
P_Cal = P_New_Cal'; 
Q_Cal = Q_New_Caf; 
Ac_Cal = Ac_New_Cal'; 








sTitle = sprintf('Calibration results of %.4f inch tool, %d 
flutes, s=%drpm, \n Ks=%.0f lbf/inA(A2A+ApA), p=%.4f 
Kte=%.2f lbf/in, (Ktc_L_M_S=%.0f 
lbf/inA2,Ktc_a_v_g=%.0f lbf/inA2)', D, Nt, w(l), 






ylabel('Power Measured (in.lbf/sec)'); 
legend('Acrual Power', 'Estimated Power'); 
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string = sprintf('Standard deviation = %.2f in.lbf/sec', 
Stdev_P); 









% This file is used to compute the Kt and p value for 
power estimation, 
% where Kt and p comes from the formular 
Ft=AD*Kt*h+AD*Kte, where Kt=Ks*hAp, 
%Ks: size effect constant, p:power of the size effect 
% 
% Q_dot — MRR, unit: inA3/sec 
% Ac_dot — relate to Contact area, unit: inA2/sec 
% Power — measured power, unit: in.lbf/sec 
% P_Est — Estimated power based on calibrated 
Ktc and Kte 
function [KsKtcAvgKtcLMS, p, Kte, P_Est_SizeEdge] = 
CompareHaveHinst(Power, Nf, Da, R, ipm, rpm, entAng, 
extAng,Q,Ac,QQ,AAc,helix); 









A = [A1 A2]; 
[K] = inv(A'*A)*A'*Power; 
Ktc_lms=K(l,l) 
Kte=K(2,l) %calculate and outputs Kte 
plot(P_Cal, PJEst,'*', P_Cal, P_Cal,'-'); 
grid on 
xlabel('Actual Power (in.lbf/sec)'); 
ylabel('Estimated Power (in.lbf/sec)'); 
% set the page size and paper orientation for printing 
set(gcf, 'PaperType', 'usletter'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits', 'inches'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'Landscape'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [.25 .25 10.5 8]); 








oneAndLNh=[ones(LENGTH_h_ave( 1,1), 1) log(h_ave)]; 
powerConsts=inv(oneAndLNh'*oneAndLNh)*oneAndL 
Nh'*lnKtc; 
Ks=exp(powerConsts(l)) %calculate and display Ks: size 
effect const 






%%%%%% SIZE EFFECT MODEL%%%%%%% 




Ks_size=exp(powerConsts_size(l)) %calculate and 
display Ks: size effect const 
D.2 Code for the "CahbrateForHaveHinst" Function 
This function is called by the MATLAB the code in Appendix D.l to estimate the 
calibration coefficients for the five tangential force models and plot the comparison 
graph. It is an internal function that does not require user interaction and it is created for 
organization purposes. 
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%%%%%%Calibrate ony with centercuts%%%%%%% 
bg=17;%center cut experiment starting number 
ed=20;%center cut experiment ending number 
c25Power=Power(bg:ed); 
c2 5 Have=h_ave(bg: ed); 
Kt_size_corrected=c25Power./((cos(entAng(bg:ed, 1 ))-





















Ft_size_hlnst( 1: length(Power), 1 )=0; 
Ftsize ANDedge_hInst( 1: length(Power), 1 )=0; 
Ft_corrected( 1: length(Power), 1 )=0; 




AngPerK=tan(helix*pi/l 80)*DiskSize/R;%for all 
experimentsXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
for k=l :NumberOfDisks %ONLY for the first tooth, 
assuming that all zero runout, all teeth experiance the 
same force 
Jent= ceil((entAng(m)+AngPerK*(k-
0.5))/AngularIncrement)+l;%for each m (or experiment) 
Jext=floor((extAng(m)+AngPerK* (k-
0.5))/AngularIncrement)+l;%for each expeiment 
for j=Jent: Jext 
AngPosition=(j-l)*AngularIncrement-
AngPerK*(k-0.5);%for each experiment (because of k 
term includes AngPerK) 
ChipThickness=ipm(m)/rpm(m)*sin(AngPosition)/Nf;%f 
or all experiments 
Ft_size_hInst(m)=Ft_size_hlnst(m)+Ks_size*DiskSize*( 







pThicknessA(-0.2991 + 1));%%%%% %%%%%from 
multiple feedrate experiment 
end 
NumberOf£ngagedEdges=NumberOfEngagedEdges+Jext 



































%Plot the average Ft vs. average chip thichness (over the 
engaged angular 
%segment) 
bg=l ;%cut experiment starting number 




fortitle=sprintf('Fit of different models to the 
experimental cuts, each experimental cut has feedrate 
values of:\n%.lfipm, %.lfipm, %.lfipm, %.lfipm. 
AD=%.4f in, D=%.4f in, Nf=%d, S=%d rpm',ipm(l), 
ipm(2), ipm(3), ipm(4), Da(l),2*R,Nf,rpm(l)); 
title(fortitle,'fontweight','bold', 'fontsize', 12); 
axis([0 (max(h_ave)*l.l) 0 (max(Ft_aveEngaged)*l.l)]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in), for the angular 
interval that is engaged with the workpiece'); 
ylabel('Average Ft (lb), calculated at the angular interval 
engaged with the workpiece'); 
hold%hold the graph 
bg=5;%cut experiment starting number 




bg=9;%cut experiment starting number 




bg=13;%cut experiment starting number 




bg=17;%cut experiment starting number 




bg=21;%cut experiment starting number 




bg=25;%cut experiment starting number 
ed=28;%cut experiment ending number 
u5 OFt=Ft_aveEngaged(bg: ed); 
u50Have=h_ave(bg:ed); 
plot(u50Have,u50Ft,'rs'); 
bg=29;%cut experiment starting number 





























sizeText=sprintf(' Ft_a_v_e= Ks AD 
h_a_v_eA(ApA+AlA), Ks=%.0f lbf/inA(ApA+A2A), 
p=%.3f,Ks_size,p_size); 




edgeText=sprintf(' \n\n\n\nFt_a_v_e= Ktc AD h_a_v_e+ 







edgeSizeText=sprintf(' \n\n\n Ft_a_v_e= Ks AD 
h_a_v_eA(ApA+AlA) + Kte AD,\n Ks=%.0f 
lbf/inA(ApA+A2A), Kte=%.2f lbf/in, p=%.3f,Ks,Kte,p); 
text(0.45*max(h_ave),Da(l)*Ks*(0.45*max(h_ave)).A(p 




EdgeLegend=sprintf('Edge Effect Model: (StdErr=%.2f 
lbf)',StdErr_Edge);%Ft_a_v_e=Da h_a_v_e %.0f+Da 
%.2f 
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SizeLegend=sprintf('Size Effect Model: (StdErr=%.2f 
lbf), %.2f,StdErr_Size,StdErr_SizeEdge_corrected); 
SizeEdgeLegend=sprintf('Edge+Size Effect Model: 
(StdErr=%.2flbf)',StdErr_SizeEdge); 
SizeHinstLegend=sprintf('Size Effect with Instantaneous 
Chip Thickness: (StdEn=%.2f lbf)',StdErr_Size_hInst); 
SizeEdgeHinstLegend=sprintf('Size and Edge Effect with 
Instantaneous Chip Thickness: (StdEn=%.2f 
lbf)',StdErr_SizeEdge_hInst); 
legend('Slot Cut','Down Milling 75%','Down Milling 
50%','Down Milling 25%','Center Cut 25%','Up Milling 
75%',... 
'Up Milling 50%','Up Milling 
25%',EdgeLegend,SizeLegend,SizeEdgeLegend,SizeHins 
tLegend,SizeEdgeHinstLegend,0); 
% set the page size and paper orientation for printing 
set(gcf, 'PaperType', 'usletter'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits', 'inches'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'Landscape'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [.25 .25 10.5 8]); 
hold %release hold 











bg=l;%cut experiment starting number 
ed=4;%cut experiment ending number 
plot(h_ave(bg:ed),Ft_aveEngaged(bg:ed),'rp'); 
fortitle=sprintf('The experimental cuts, each experimental 
cut has feedrate values of:\n%.lfipm, %.lfipm, %.lfipm, 
%.lfipm. AD=%.4f in, D=%.4f in, Nf=%d, S=%d 
rpm',ipm(l), ipm(2), ipm(3), ipm(4), 
Da(l),2*R,Nf,rpm(l)); 



















Ft_max=max( [Ft_aveEngaged(bg :ed);SlopeLine* h_max+ 
ResidualLine])+Ft_aveEngaged_span*0.05; 
axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): SlotCuf); 
subplot(4,2,3) 
bg=5;%cut experiment starting number 






















axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Down75%'); 
subplot(4,2,5) 
bg=9;%cut experiment starting number 























axis([h_min hmax Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Down50%'); 
subplot(4,2,7) 
bg=13;%cut experiment starting number 






















axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Down25%'); 
subplot(4,2,2) 
bg=17;%cut experiment starting number 






















axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Center25%'); 
subplot(4,2,4) 
bg=21 ;%cut experiment starting number 






















axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Up75%'); 
subplot(4,2,6) 
bg=25;%cut experiment starting number 






















axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Up50%'); 
subplot(4,2,8) 
bg=29;%cut experiment starting number 



















































axis([h_min h_max Ft_min Ft_max]); 
xlabel('Average Chip Thickness (in)'); 
ylabel('AvgFt(lb): Up25%'); 
% set the page size and paper orientation for printing 
set(gcf, 'PaperType', 'usletter'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperUnits', 'inches'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperOrientation', 'Landscape'); 
set(gcf, 'PaperPosition', [.25 .25 10.5 8]); 
X2=X(:,l:length(X)/divNumOfRot); 
Z_UP2=Z_DOWN(:,l:length(X)/divNumOfRot); 
n=5;% data reduction coefficient %%%%%%% 















title('Error surface for B2S2c (Simulated, Down-
Milling)'); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Axial hight (mm)'); 
zlabel('Surface (mm); (+) is access material, (-) gauging'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% 
% STEP1 % see pg.90 in Notebook A 
Da=Y(l,2)-Y(l,l); 
ax_ind=(axial_pos-Y(l,l))/Da;%axial index of thr profile 
of interest 
if (ax_ind-floor(ax_ind))<(Da/2) 
D.3 Code for Plotting the Simulated and Experimental Surface Roughness Profiles 
This section gives an example for a MATLAB code that plots the experimental 
and simulated surface profiles for the BlS2a surface. More detail about the specific 
surface properties of the BlS2a and the variables used in the code and their utilization is 
given in Appendix C. The amount of data in some of the arrays and matrices is too big to 
be included here; so horizontal triple dots enclosed in square brackets represent the 


























% STEP 3 











x=x( 1,1 +shift_steps:length(x)-shift_steps); 
x=x-x(l,l); 
profile=profile( 1,1 +shift_steps: length (pro file)-
shift_steps); 
end 















xlim([0 exp_x(l ,length(exp_x))]); 




title(['Profile Match for ',Surface,' at 
AD=',num2str(axial_pos),' mm']); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Normalized Profile Height (mm)'); 
D.4 Elevation Difference Comparison Plot Code for Dimensional Error Validation 
This section gives an example for a MATLAB code that generates the elevation 
difference comparison plot for the BlS2a surface. More detail about the specific surface 
properties of the BlS2a and the variables used in the code and their utilization is given in 
Appendix C. The amount of data in some of the arrays and matrices is too big to be 
included here; so horizontal triple dots enclosed in square brackets represent the specific 





slope_bg_x=2.15;%mm look at Figure 1 to give this value 
slope_end_x=2.65;%mm look at Figure 1 to give this 
value 
E_VAL=8;%mm 
exp_profile=[...];% micro meters 
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%Step 1 (see pg 93 in the NOTEBOOK A) 
exp_profile=exp_profile/l 000;%convert from 





















clear A B C 






clear A B C 
bg_fit_line=m_bg*exp_x+b_bg; 
end_fit_line=m_end*exp_x+b_end; 










































































title(['Dimensional Error for ',Surface, 
AD=',num2str(axial_pos),' mm, 
%Err=',num2str(Persent_Err)]); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Profile Height (mm)'); 
at 
D.5 MATLAB Code for 3D Surface Comparison 
This code generates both the experimental and simulated 3D plots for B2S2c 
surface. More detail about the specific surface properties of the B2S2c in Appendix C. 
The details about how the experimental surface matrix "expZ" is constructed for the 3D 
plot, is also given in Appendix C. The amount of data in some of the arrays and matrices 
is too big to be included here; so horizontal triple dots enclosed in square brackets 













title('Error surface for B2S2c (Down-Milling)'); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Axial hight (mm)'); 
zlabel('Surface (mm); (+) is access material, (-) gauging'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
divNumOfRot=4/5*4;%cycle reduction coefficient 
X2=X(:, 1 :length(X)/divNumOfRot); 
Z_UP2=Z_DOWN(:,l:length(X)/divNumOfRot); 
















title('Error surface for B2S2c (Simulated, Down-
Milling)'); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Axial hight (mm)'); 
zlabel('Surface (mm); (+) is access material, (-) gauging'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
AP_y=[...];%axial profile,Elevation Record x, an 
%experimental measurement 
AP_z=[...];%axial profile, Elevation Record y, an 
% experimental measurement 
expZ=[...]; 
expZ=expZ/l 000;% comvert from micro-meters to mm 
AP_z=AP_z+(0.002-AP_z(l,l));%adjust the height 
%of the elevation records to match with the simulated 
% ones (they have no referance height) 
%the profiles in expZ have slope find the eq.s of the 
%best fit lines, 










line=(temp*C(l, 1 )+C(2,l))'; 
expZ(i,:)=expZ(i,:)-line; 
end 




exp_x=temp*(2.5/1666); %...*(E_val length / num of 
scan points) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 









title('Error surface for B2S2c (Down-Milling)'); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Axial hight (mm)'); 
zlabel('Surface (mm); (+) is access material, (-) gauging'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear X2 Z_UP2 x_val z_val 
divNumOfRor=3/2;%cycle reduction coefficient %% 
X2=exp_x(:,l:length(exp_x)/divNumOfRot); 
Z_UP2=expZ(:,l :length(exp_x)/divNumOfRot); 
















title('Error surface for B2S2c (Experimental, Down-
Milling)'); 
xlabel('Feed Direction (mm)'); 
ylabel('Axial hight (mm)'); 
zlabel('Surface (mm); (+) is access material, (-) gauging'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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